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For Sale

to Let.
of the most desirable Lots in the viclnitv of
Portland, containing about 11 ac'es situated in
Cape Elizabeth, within one mile from the citr Will
be sold at a Bargain, if not sold, will be Let. For
JOHN C. PROCTER.
particulars inquire of
93 Exchange Street.
no4tf

Eight Di liars

a Tear In advance.
To
Dollars a Year 11 paid in ad-

THP MAINE STATE PRESS
is publiPlied
eveiy Thursday Morning at
year, if i»aid in advance, at $2.00 a
year.

One inch
*^t£8 0fiAdvertising:
column, constitutes a

of space,

a

the

“square.**

_

BUSINESS CARDS.
WILLIAM

SCHUMACHEB,

FRESCO
Office

PAINTER,

Schumacher Brothers,

at

5 HERRING

EOT ot vacant land, situated on the west side
iA. of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This ict has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet
and plans have been drawn b
How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire ot

dety.,

m*ar28

For Sale

I respectfully inform the
public that I have taken
tne business ot Chas. J. Schumacher and will attend
to all jobs entrusted to me.
I shall endeavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has held for so many years.

»«. SCHUMACHER.

■A. CARD,
take great pleasure in recommending Mr. Win,
Schumacher as one of the best house decorators ever
in Portland, and have no doubt that Mr. Wm. Schumacher will execute all work entrusted to him durably, tastily and sattstacforiiy.
CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,
no21tf
Ecclesiastical Decorator.
I

in the Town
brook.

Estate

Bookseller,
Bookbinder,
and dealer

Pictures, Religious Articles,

&c.

254 CONGRESS STREET,
Under Cnngrem Hall.
BINcs Sold on fnitalmen/s.
jy2tf

10 Loan.

Estate Secuiity, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on
Commission. Houses bought ami sola. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office 13
first class Real

oc4dtf

J. H. HOOPEE,
UP HO LSTERER
Nos. 31 and 33 Free St.,
KAKUTAOTUBSB OB

Parlor
Suits, Lounges. Spring
Bede, Mattresses,
McDaaaagb Patent Bed LMBges, Enameled

Chaim, Ac.
lyAll kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
oxed and matted.
oct5-’G9TT&Stf

3. B. MATHEWS & CO.,
Wholesale Dealers In First Quality

THE
February 18 th, 1875,
AND CONTINUE SIXTEEN .WEEKS.
Circulars containing ftill information may be obtainon application to the Registrar, £. H. ELLIS, M.

MATHEWS.

J. B.

9.

O.

DORMAN.

JAMES L. FOGG.

8.

Mabel

Burnham,

Teaclirr ot Singing.'
Orders left at tU,ekbrM|c’i.

Fraw.kli*

Family School
Topgbam, Me,
Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely, D. D., Visitor. Oscar L
Billings, B. A., Rector. Send for circular. oclOtf
to

88 MIDDLE STREET,

EXAMINE OUR GOODS & PRICES.

(Id Canal Bank Building,)

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

An Old but Honest Maxim.
well invested always returns
two fold. So it is with persons who invest in oar Clothing.

ANDREWS,
Counsellor at Law,

No

Will practice In Androscoggin and Oxford Couutde»eod&wtf

es.

MIDDLE

in this State offers snch great
No one can. for the simple
reasons that we
one

inducements.

Manufacture

and Philo-

CLOTHING

PORTLAND, NIK.
0.

’WOODFORD,
myl9

0. F.

P.

Cash Business

Dentist, corner of Congress and Brown
»r. Boothby.
ag6eodliwtf

streets with

Attorneys
No 15 FLUENT

Law,

BLOCK.

COR. OF CONHRESS & EXCHANGE STS.
PORTLAND,

ME.

OC126tf_

W. C.

CLARK,

S Door. East of Tentple St.,

GAS

WATER

AND

PIPING.

!

PORTLAND

We arc the only strictly ONE PRICE
CliOTUING STORE in this cily.
We are tbe only store that marks onr
garments in

Working

All Wool Empress Cloth 35 cents
Colored Alpacas. 24 cents.
Ladies Felt Hats 50 cents.
Ladies’ Soft Felt Uats, 91.00.
Ladies’ Imported Felt Hats 99.95.
Long Black Ostrich Plumes at half

price.
Yak Laces 11-4 inch wide, 15 els.
Beaded Cimps from 15 cents to
$1.00 a yard.
Beaded Loops and Ornaments
trom 15 cents to 91.25*

Engineers, Iron Founders,

Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

and

MAKOFACTCREBS OF

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.

Alcott’s Turbine Water Wheel,
Elevators. Derricks. Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s
Patent Boiler.

OUR SUITS FOR
CHILDREN’S SUMS
“

stylish.

DRESS GOODS !

REAL

»

7,00

STARTLING !
“

“

'*

“

*•

“

“

“

I>og Skin Gloves

75c.

Overeats and Reefall ibices.
Suits too
to
and
mention,
everything else in our line
as long as they last for
any price they will
ers

bring.

lay
Clothing

HAIR!

Underwear
ALL

And all kinds and qualities
up to

35.00

Great
zaar

Clothing Ba&, Emporium,

89 Middle Street

and

Hosiery

STYLES A ND QUALITIES

CAN BE EOXHST3J

dtf

IN OUR

STORE.

New Goods,
New Place',
An Entire New Slock of

are

better

offering

Bargains

than can he found in an } other store in Maine.
MONEY !

SAVE

GET

THE BEST

DRY & FANCY

MONEY !

—BV—

Tukesbury & Co.

GOODS AT THE

LOWEST PRICES I

AT

—

—

0

pak;ts
bgawt Wunbek,

mid

No. 37 Plum Street.

oc29.tf_

O’Donnell & Sylvester,

Counsellors at

Law,

STREET,

84 MIDDLE

from

75 cents

to

PORTLAND, MAINE.

promptly attended

to

LEIGHTON, Constable and Bill Collector.

by E.

A.

80 MIDDLE ST.
my*'

~^ __

w.

KEILER,

L.

FRESCO PAINTER,

Children’s Garments

MAY

6

Middle

Jjh___5_
E.

J.

MORRHL & CO.,

CHIROPODIST,

House and Ship Painters and Gralncrs
outer at II Danfortb St., I'pMtaira.
Order Slate at WU1PPLE & CO.’s, 21 Markei
attention paid to all orders. Special atten^Prompt
to polishing hard wood. Contracts taken
tion

given

all parts ot the State.
E. J. MORRELL.
B. C. MORRELL.
se26eodtt
inv2Biltt

20.000

trcm Dr. N. Kenison &
Temple PI., 37 Tremont

Dr. IV. Kciiison

Winter St., Boston,

Sons, 57

St.,

and

VISITS PORTLAND
Ar

-At

LOCATED

U.

S.

THE

HOTEL,

on the second Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,Saturday
in each month.’

—is—

BOSTON
Since
1840.

All diseases ot the feet treated
in the most skillul manner without pain.
Examination of the feet
no!7eodtf
free.

BLANKETS,

BLANKETS.

JUST RECEIVED AT

HAYANA CIGARS,

COWELL 4k GREENOUGH’S,
THREE CASES BLANKETS.
One lot worth *4.50.Selling for *3.00
*•
•<

4.00
500.
5.60
6.50.
Also, a splendid line of DBEM GOODS in
all Styles arid Shades, very cheap.
SHAWLS, SHAWLS.
We can beat the world in prices for all kinds
Stuped India, long and square; Cashmere, long and
square; Ottoman in endless variety ol styles.
Also, a splendid line of Woolens and Housekeeping Goods, selling cheaper than the cheapest.
Call and see us before purchasing elsewhere and
«

the best in the market for

8

cts.,

Each, $7.50
—

LEAVITT

AT

&

per Hundred

—

DAILEY’S

**. O
Cor Middle and Exchange Rl'.Opp.
dlm
OtSQ

!

US.

HASS AN,

129 MIDDLE AND 6 TEMPLE STREETS.
no23

;

•<

save your money.

COWELL 4k CREERODOH.
ocgdtf
Re. !447 middle Direct.

____tc^

Cheney Brothers’

Winter when

OWEN & MOORE,
CONGRESS ST. COR. BROWN.

Sell

heavy Shetland Shirts

and Drawers worth 75 cts.

for

37 1-2 cts. each.
se!8_

0 AS

AMERICAN SILKS
For Fall and Winter Wear.

DRESS GOODS,

CLOAKINGS, SHAWLS,
WHITE GOODS,
HOISERY, NOTIONS,
FLANNELS,

DOMESTICS,
PRINTS, ETC.

Attention is called to the choice stock of these
and Colored Gros Grain Silks, which may now
be obtained from leading dealers throughout the
country.
Ttie,~e goods

the most approved manner, and arc guaranteed to surpass ia
weight, finish and durability, any that
ean be obtained at cerreepeadiag prices.
made in

CHENEY BROTHERS,
ocl3

CHILDREN’S

Dress Goods,

ELLIS PATENT GAS BURNER.

Best Selected Stock of Goods in
the City.
Being entirely NEW. of the BEST STYLES and
QUALITY, aud bought at the

LOWEST CASH PRICES,

NEW YORK AND BOSTON.
eod2m

we aro able to suit tho
trade, and can sell very cheap.
Call and examine before purchasing elsewhere.

Remember the Number,

537

Congress

Street.

E. M. G. TUKESBURY,
E. E. DYER.

nolOtr

GAS FIXTURES.
I have conssantly

A CHALLENGE.
After repeated teste and trials of the

BLANCHARD BOILER,

ALSO

on

hand

a

good

assortment

of

No. 11 Market Square.

I.
Bolltf

board the Tug Tiger, we are now satisfied of itc
great saving of coal, and do hereby challenge any?paror
Tarties in the sum of fifty dollars or more, that
ty
we will show a saying of

LYNDON & COOKE.

35 per cent.

GENEBAL AGENTS FOB MAINE.
used.
tf

any other Boiler cf the earns size.
BLANCHARD BOILER CO.
noth
03w

PREPARED

TO

DO

Gas and Water Piping.

on

SEE THEM AT

gas is

From our ample experience in selling Goods to the
people of Port'and and vicinity, we feel confident
that we have the

GAS FIXTURES

igbt, by using the

Church spires do not plentifully dot the exlandscape, but the stream of
civilization sweeps majestically forward. The
hardy liquor dealer presses onward toward
the setting sun, erects his rude
gin-mill in
the midst of the primeval forest
space,Clears
around it as if by magic, and it
eventually
becomes the nucleus of|a great
city.

nition and

distinction, if the power of couferrlng place was in wiser hands.
Meantime the
enterprising editor can go on making new ministers ad libitum till he has assigned

Since the insurance com panies went back
Chicago, the authorities there are getting
to be a little particular. If
they suspect a

English Non-conformity aud Prof,
tryndall's address, the argument Tor a Na> tional Uuiversity, Public Life in
America,
and the Prussian King’s recent
Military Order concerning Duels, and so on.
St. Nicholas for Decembtr opens with a
handsomely illustrated article on the cele
brated “Garden of the Gods,” i. Colorado.

theimperturba

great spirit and fidelity by A. H. Thayer.
Among the other poems are Little Whimpy,
by Mrs. Dodge; The Jeweled Tree, by A.'M.
Machar, and Friends, by L. G. Warner. Mrs.
Abby Morton Diaz has one of her funny
sketches called A Little Girl’s Story. Very
interesting announcements are made for the
January issue of St. Nicholas, which will be
the holiday number, and will contain, beside
ever so many Christmas stories the
opening
chapters of the new serials: The Young Surveyor, by J. T. Trowbridge, and Eight Cousins, by Louisa M. Alcott.
Scribner’s Monthly for December. Notes
on Kentucky and Tennessee, in December
number of Scribner’s, form the final regular
installment in the Great South Series, by Mr.
King. A description of the Mammoth Cave
forms a large part of this article, and there
are several fresh illustrations of this wonderme omer articles illustrateil,
piaee.
either by means of pictures or diagrams, are
The Transit of Venus, The Probabilities of
Rivers, The Silver Age. andRambles in Ma
deira. In fiction, we have the continuation
of Jules Verne’s Mysterious Island with illustrations ; and of Saxe Holm’s curious story,
My Tourmaline; also Jeannette, by Miss

KINSMAN,
1118 Exthnge lireel.

TRAILING

FERNS,

AX»

—

—

SPANISH
—

PABLOB

over

MOSS
—

DECORATIONS
—

no19

FOB

AT

—

48 Park Street.

another of his essays on The Victorian Poets, this time grappling with the tough subject,Robert Browning himself. There are poems by Celia Thaxter and others.
In Topics
of the Time, Dr. Holland writes about The
Great South Series of Papers, Christianity
and Color, Investments for Income, Nature
and Literature. The Doctor says that Edward King traveled in all twenty-five thousand miles in gathering the materials for bis
In the department of Etchings
papers.
there is an amusing account of the The Devil in Literature. Dr. Holland's new novel,
The Story of Sevenoaks, will begin in the
January number of Scribner’s.
The Atlantic for December is fairly up to
the average of preceding numbers. Mr.
Howells’ story, A Foregone Conclusion, ends
artistically in accordance with the title.
Georae Cary Eggleston also brings his Recollections of a Rebel tc a conclusion. Edward
Atkinson has an article on The Righteousness of Money Making, which is in many respeats the most entertaining of the number,
taking as it does objections to the proverb
that the love of money is the root of all evil.

lw

saeicu

oi

the western portioA of Martha’s Vineyard.
E. S. Nadal draws contrasts between English
scenery and our own. Edgar Fawcett furnishes a suggestive criticism on Mr. Aldrich’s poetry
Mr. Longfellow
contribof
utes
Cadennabbia, a reminiscence
an Italian lake.
The remaining articles are
Old Trees, by J. S. Barry; Fairhaven Bay,
by G. P. Lathrop; Water Color Painting, by
Henry S. Mackintosh; About a Barrel of
Lard, by A. T. Lamon; Visit of the Wrens,
by Paul H. Hayne; Some Results from My
Spiritual Studies, by Robert Dale Owen, and
Land and Sea, by Hiram Rich.
Old and New for December is an entertaining number. The editor, Mr. Hale, gives
an address on A Lite of Letters, delivered before the graduating classes of Vassar College
and Cornell University, in which he takes occasion to tell literary aspirants some plaiu
truths. In the editorial' department he takes
up the cudgels for underpaid teachers. The
Rev. Mr. Tyrwhltt brings the Sketching Club
to a conclusion. Two more chapters of The
Way We Live Now are given. Robert Grant
contributes some atrocious verses entitled
“Hymen in Washington.” The Rev. Mr.
Martineau furnishes the ablest paper of the
number, an analysis of the position and claims
of the Protestant Episcopal Church. Other
articles are Against Time by Ernest Papendick and A Chirp from a Conservative Cricket by Laura D. Nichols. The Examiner contains some good book reviews; the department of fine art is devoted to an onslaught on
the Montpensier collection, which seems to
catching it all round. The capital college
directory, embracing thirty pages, concludes
the nnmber.

Ibe

grow’up

Ia"JS' ,v.rhe

if47

tban\w .Reivedby

ample library; honored by his neighbors, beloved by troops of
friends, and alrtudy ladeu
with official distinctions. He transferred bis

4UIWU1UQ

jne expeusea

re

lias

tuuurreu

iu

alternated between

'^

ble serenity of the Executive than in the
nervous excitability of the
press.
In respect to some of the President’s
advisers
I do uot doubt that it would be far
less difficult to persuade them to retire than to
remain.
The Secretary of State for
example has more
thau once asked to be relieved of
the onerous
labors of his portfolio. For
upwards of five
years he has been incessantly occo pied with
duties requiring the exercise of the
highest tact,
discrimination aud sagacity, aud has fulfilled
his great trust with
acknowledged ability aud
zeal When the office sought him he was erthe
sweets
of domestic happiness, surjoying
rounded with all the luxuries which wealth aud
t is*e could command, with leisure to
indulge
in and culture to appreciate the stores of his

to the capital and addressed himself to
the hard work of his
department, with unwearied diligence
maintaining at <?*»*• Cost an
lias been one of
elegant establishment.
tbesjotaoic --- of refined
society at tlio
seat of government, vue pneu..- v_
re
ceiv«l for h;S services has not sufficed to iv

^e ",aD?1‘

agreeablt» to passenger*.
*nu
The ’Boston and Maine railroad
a
force of thirty-seven conductors to employs
atteud to
the duty of collecting fares between
Boston and
Portland, and out of the entire force there are
none who have not earned their
present
position by the faitbtol
dischaige of tbeir dutiesiu
less responsible positions on
the road
The
road has now been open to Boston
for nearly
two years,and many of the
in
present
employes
various positions of trust date
tbeir entrance
into tbe company’s service back
to ’45
Tbe
men employed seem, as a
rule, to
in
service of the road, the
majority of the train
bands coming from the country
through which
its track runs, and
being selected for their es
pecial ticness for conductors, all being looked
upon a» candidates for that office. The Portland trains are in charge of the oldest
and
aud tive (Jentlemeu who
B1n!»f:tper,e—1DeD’
fill these positions travel 1035
miles a week
sleeping three or four nights each week iu Boa
ton and Portland
alternately. Tbe force of
brakemen and baggage masters
numbers fiftytwo iu all, and all are chosen
with a vi«w to
their
good character and capacity
general
v
1 for
the duties of tbeir position.
A distinction is made in the
of those
pay
who run on tbe long routes and
those on the
CODdu°io's receive from S55
o
to s<vi
SJO a month according to their term
of service, the brakemen get $45, on the short
and 3r>0<l'“ loDS
routes, while the
baggage niastoe* get $50 on short
and $55 on
long routes. The pay, timngh low, is considered as much belter
many classes of men who work less hours a
day. as there are no doll times” and no waiting for salaries, and for these reasons no diffiCP,*V la 1ev<>r experienced infilling the posimose wno have served
ri~r„
the road tor a long senes of
years, is almost too
numerous for special
mention, the average
6ft<*n 10

spirit of restlessness has taken possession of
the popular mind, it is
fairly opsn to question
whether it would not be better to
allay than to
inflame it, and for my own part I am inclined to'repose greater faith in

and Marie A. Brown. Helen C. Weeks tells
about Fourteen Monkeys, and all the boys
will be glad to read The Comanches Trail,
by
Samuel W. Cozzens. A poem is illustrated
by twelve dogs’ heads, drawn from life wi ll

lureiesting

»mi8|

early
and late trains. ar!L
Tbe Bangor trains have the
set of men all the way
through, this be-

same

house

Among the other instructive arn^^. are
The Boy Astronomer, by Hezekiah Butte,
worth; The Chickadees, by Harvey Wider; |
African Fashions, by Olive Thorne; Aliorf
and William Tell, by Emma D. South wick;
and Holiday Harbor, an excellent article by
Mrs. S. B. C. Samuels, showing the boys and
gii's how to bui'd a city, with all the public
builUngs, steamboats, railroad Uaius, etc.,
cecessvry for its prospeiity. The wonderful
adventutes of Tchumpin are concluded;
Mary N. Irescott writes charmingly about
Prue’s Dolls; there is a faucilul story by B.
E. Woolf, cated Mabel’s Troubles, with a
picture by Eytinge, a characteristic tale
translated from t'«e Swedish by Selma Borg

an

or

propriety iu superseding them. But that is
not alleged.
They are asked to go out, uot because of any demerit or
iucapacity, but for the
reason that a
chango.is desirable. If any sncb

Magazine Notices.
Harper’s, for Decemher, opens the fiftieth
volume of this sterling magasine. It has
over fifty
illustrations.
Miss Constance
Fenimore Woolsou contributes the first part
of a bright and
interestingpaper on St. AuProfessor Sirnoi Newcomb degustine.

cuses

score

federal offices of the country.
Precisely what good would come of such a
sweeping overturn, if it were possible. It is
somewhat difficult to comprehend.
Experience
has generally been
thought an aid rather than
a
Hindrance to the usefulness of public servants. If the officials to be
displaced were declared unworthy, theie would be a manifest

cleanliness of the population, anil effects the
most callous with a
lurking resolution to
learn how to swim.

scribes the observations of the Transit of
Venus. Mr. Conway's tHrd paper on Decorative Art in England describes the Townsend House, recently wicked by a
great gunpowder explosion. In The First Century of
the Republic, Meehaiical Progress is taken
up by Mr. E. H. Kngbt, covering important
inventions. SenorOastelar’s papers are continued. An interesting historical paper, entitled Genesis of fhe New England Churches,
describes the rise of Puritanism in England
and tbe persecutions of the Nonconformists
in tie lime of »izaoetb. Mr. Curtis dis-

a

two of men to every department in
Washington, despatched ambassadors to every court in
Europe, and wrought an entire change in the

on

gives

Bangor. They are of all ages, from
to fifty, and a finer
looking body of
would be difficult to flud. Most of*
Ihern have worked themselves
up in the department of train .service from the lower round*
of the
A few have been on the road
laddey..
from ita opening, aud
many more have been
10
«®pl°y of the
rpS
Theye,a.r8
older conductors can look backcorporation.
to the days
when the road was small and
weak, and to the
hard work that they have given in
aiding in its
development and rise. The pay of conductors
is from $75 to $100 a
month, and, if it were not
for the almost irresistible enticement of
a conductors life,there would be few to risk its dangers for this sum.
Of baggage-masters, there are about
the
same number as of
conductors, aud of pasaeuger train brakemen some three times as
many,
rhe freight train hands
number, jierbaps, ouethird as many as those on
passenger service.
.The working days of these men
vary much in
length and hours of duty. Some of t e passenger trainmen tnrn outat 5.30 A. M and
the
day of some of them holds till 7 30 1J. M
while some are through work
by 4 o’clock, hut
there are lemure hours
during the day for ait
Ihe through service men are not
on duty
every day, hut make only two double trips a
week between Boston aud
Bangor, which
gives the running of these trains to six sets of
thxvc sets for each day and
night tiain.
When it is found
necessary to run men away
from their homes, it has beeu
arranged iu all
cases to give them their
Sundays with their
families. The number of miles run
per day by
the conductors aud their aids does not
vary
much, 110 miles being about the average for
passenger service, while the freight, being
much night work, i*
a«
,.,i«
.r.8 aJ*® their men are run over onJv one
r.u,9
division or part of a division, and on
Ionmen it

insuperable

treme Western

is. o. ouaier

*

Important Notice.

oc30

are

For sale to the trade only by

You can save 20 to 40 per cent, of you*- gas bill over
burners commonly used, and 10 per cent, over ANY
OTbEK BUR «EB. with same amount of

Ey Sellable agent, wanted wherever

A. Specialty made of

Black

d3m

CONSUMERS.

CALL AND

a com-

HOSIERY AND GLOVES.

DON’T

Sous,

i'hiropodist«

OF

COGI A

3w

DR. KENIsOn,

33

Money

your

Y

BU Yi NG

Street, Let tlie Boys be cold this

PORTLAND.

no7

STREET.

Portland Me.

in

B

One Price Clothing Store,
233

of

little
14

C. D. B. FISK & CO.,

NO. 833 CONGRESS STREET,

RESIDENCE

fourth

have just selected, with great cure,
and attractive Stock of
WEplete

1ST DO IT

_

collections

one

OWN INTERESTS!

$8.00.

EDGAR S. BROWN,
ONE PRICE TO ALL.
Connsellor at Law.
All

Save

TOUR

Oar 73 teal. Paul, arc .old for 81.00
by all other.. All other good, ia the same
proportioa.

A specialty. Every thing for the
ooe.
We can tit any one front
year, old to 300 pound*.

(2nd door below Cana Bauk,)
oeSdtt

CONSULT

Every known shade and Warranted to
At equal to enaton make. Price ranging

STEPHEN BERRY,

bfficolcj Job

537CON-GRK88ST.

i

KostOD to

twenty-five

these projects is that the President seems perversely disinclined to pay the smallest heed to
these volunteer counsels, consequently the respectible gentlemen who are receiving appointments to high positions iu every fresh edition of the greatest of metropolitan orgaus,
stand no cbauce whatever of obtaining their
commissions, but must fain content themselves
with the reflection that they might enjoy
recog

Woolson, and In a Trumpet, a Thanksgiving
story by Miss Hopkins, author of One of Miss
Widgery’s Evenings. Mr. Stedman gives us

C3-OOXDS,

Railroad Men.
The Boston Globe has been writing up railroad employes, and this is what it has to
say
about the Eastern aud the Boston & Maine:
The passenger couductors on the Eastern are
about forty in
number, on the whole line from

which lies in the way of the consummation of

Mr. Beecher thinks the wickedest
thing in
the world is to thump a child on the head.
This is undoubtedly true. Tue best
way to
punish a child is to pour hot beeswax down
its back.

mi

i KKTOW

WE

SAVE

».00
8.00
11.00

Don’t forget the place,

BURLEIGH’S

TRIMMINGS!

$5.00

power,

in your stock of
for the coming

no5

We

$5.00
Cape Overcoats
“

Hen’s Overcoats for

FOR SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse
built to order.
tt
aplf

DRY GOODS !

i

915 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Earge lot Keck Ties 5c

Improve this opportunity

IMMENSE !

FANCY GOODS !

4.00
5.00

A-M-A-Z-i-N-G
t.

STOCK IS

$9.00

“

Children’s

Pants 60c,
75c, $1.00, $1.25.

and

Goods !

MILLINERY GOODS,

Quick Sales aud Small Profits,
new

des irable

and
OUR

Plain Figures and Exchanges Garments or Refunds the Money.

A Perfect Wonder !

VIACHINEWORKS

Brown

oz.

75 cents.

year.

New

We dsn’I have to pqy big profits for wan(
of cash to purchase goods.
We don’t lose any bad debts for we

I it‘keeps our goods always

__’<

*ptn

Only

We ki.v front experience that n pleased
cnit.mer will call again, and we are determined to please all.
We prefer

FEDERAL STREET,

103

Dnek,

¥1 THE

don’t trust.

KNOWLTON,

at

REDUCED.

AMD DO A

DR.A.EYAN S.
H. & W. J.

Overalls, 8

BABCOCK.

d&wly

“Drilling,”

40 cents.

OUR STORE I S CROWDED

Watch and Chronometer Makers’* Tools,
sophical Instruments, School
Apparatus. Ac.,
56 market Street. Printers Exehange,

Drawers

our own

MANUFACTURERS OF

mathematical, Optical

Overalls,

pair.

a

Shirts and

we

Shaker Socks 25 ets.

Scotch Plaid for children. 91 cents.
All Wool Diagonal*, 33 cents.
Black Alpacas, 95 cents to $1.95.
Splendid Quality Blankets, 99.95

100 Pieces Ball Fringes all shades
50 cents a yard.
Nice Quality Ladies’ Undervests
50 cents.
Ladies’ Heavy Extra Length Fleece
Lined Hose 15 cents a pair, 4
pair for 55 cents.
Gents’ Undershirts and Drawers,
38 cents.
Ladies’ Two Button Black Kid
Gloves, 50 cents.
18 Spring Hoop Skirts 30 cents.
Frenh Woven Corsets, colored and
white, all sizes, 50 cents.
Ladies Silk Winsor Ties, 15 cents.
Gents’ Hose, 8 cents.

WOODFORD & BABCOCK,

MODEL MAKERS & JOBBERS,

ST.

BROTHERS.dtf

must! BE

PRICES

the battle,
have

25 cents each.

THE TIMES, DEMAND IT.

St. Augustine’s School for Boys,
Removed

To begin

true of great eaters.

man of carrying matches about his
person
they show him into the lake. This helm the

shall sell goods at

LARGE.

RINES

ocIStf

we

Ruinous Prices!

OF

The above goods were bought last week lor Cash and will be sold,
many of them, cheaper than yon ever saw them.

not6

Money

C.

VERY

NEXT 60 DAYS

SHAWLS,

SHA WLS—CHEAP.

STOCK

and for the

OF

INDIA

SHAWLS,

dl8tST&T&w6w47

Mrs.

LINE

SPLENDID

IS

sales,

our

before given in Portland.

ever

SQUARE

The Panic has come again
and we arc determined not
to be behind last year in
/

Cotton Prints, Flannels, Blankets and Waterproof

163

dtl

ju9_

A

Secretary.
ALFRED MITCHELL, M. D., Secretary.
Brunswick, Me., Nov. 11,1874.

nol4

X L K S

Colored Dress Fabrics in endless variety!

to the

or

“ONE FOR m.”

defy competition.

prices lower than

OUR

NO. 119 COMMERCIAL STREET
PORTLAND, ME.

at

Success in any employment is the result of
mau’s love for his work. This is
particu-

larly

Black Cashmeres and Black Brilliantines

LONG AND

BE PRUDENT!

State of Maine Roofing Slate,

at Prices that

BOWDOIX COLLEGE.

D.,

New York, Nov. 23d, 1874.
The public have au
opportunity now of ascertaining what sort of an administration the
newspapers would give us, if the government
should be handed over to their control. The
Herald, iu virtue of its pre-eminence in the
field of journalism, has assumed the direction
of affairs, and startles its readers
day by day
with bulletins announcing a complete revolu
tion in the Cabinet and radical
changes iu the
civil service.
The only
ob-lacle

d Gleanings.

A pleasing effect is to be observed in the
efforts of a man with a glass
eye to scratch
himself between the shoulder blades.

ie,

PORTLAND.

=kT_S

BL AC

CASHMERE

EDUCATION A1

ed

are sometimes enthusiOne of them says she would get married if she could kick like Lotta.

ai

Philadelphia girls

GOODS!

SHOWN IN

EVER

going

55th annual coarse of Lectures at the Medical
School of Maine, will commence

in

BLACK

BULLETIN.

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

T. P. McGOWAN,

sswlaianiiin
Newspaper—Public
by
Journal, ana Public !Wen-The (Spirit
af Detracliea.

a

with fine shade trees. This is one oi the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of 3. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.
mar21tf

Fluent Block.

1874

the largest assortment of

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches,
from Portlaud; House and Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlors with marble
man ties, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x GO on the
premises; grounds contain 15$ acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, \ acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cisteru in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, tine cement bottom; grounds ornamented

ON

isro"v.

Our Sew York Letter.

asts.

OPEN

ivdioisriD-A-'Z',

A

Money

TUESDAY MORNING, NOT. 24.

BROTHERS

WILL

of West-

6. Patterson’s Real

THE PRESS.

PTCAn!

RIVES

six miles

F.

BLOCK.

EDWIN CHCECHILL,
No. 4Portlnnd Piet,
From 12 to 2 o'clock. P. M.

miscellaneous.

Gossip

A

promptly

Catholic

n.EAX>!

SALEl

FOR
$2.50

$1.50 per square daily first week; 75cents per week
after; three insertions, or less. $1.00; continuing
every othei day after first week, 50 centB.
Hall square, three insertions, or less, "5 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third add! ional.
Under head of “Amusements,** and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three inseitions
r less $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
PRE88 (which has a large circulation in
ot
for 51-00 per square for firstevery part
jh«Stale>
insertion,
and
50 cents per square lor each
subsequent nsertion.
Address all communicaiions to
POKTLAND PUBLISHING Co.
_

or

ONE

Exchange St., Portland.

mail subscribers seven
vance.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ESTATE.

gSl
DanieltraJ
Nason

travaganct Las rendered them harmless to him,
though non< >.he less disgraceful, on that account, to theii miserable concocters. If once in
a great while h. has
presumed to make a brief
visit to his city r*idence he has been treated to
an editoiial lectur 0u absenteeism, and ad-

for twentv-seven

SSSSTi^S^"

’’V

entertdog the nations guest’s. And all the
while htbas been coarsely lampooned by vulgar bohtnians, and assailed with accusations
so absurliy
preposterous that their very ex-

twellt,

mT'T, be«nff.1?r0“

vea«

~

Beecher*

T&lk.

THE LESSONS OF THE CONTBOV*.
LIC1ION.

to gentlemeuof iudependeit ineaus and sensitive natures. It will not be tla fault of the“pal
ladium" if the higher places oitbe Republic aro
not shunned by persons whose roathood is su
perior to their ambition. Making all due allowance for the fascinations of political preferment, there may yet come a time when they
will cease to allure men possessed of ordinary

self-esteem.
I have referred to the case of Gov. Fish beit affords a forcible illustration of the
sacrifices of ease and comfort which atteud the
acceptance of high station. The same rule applies to a majority at least of his colleagues in
the Cabinet. They are subjected to a consider*
able drain upon their private resources, to the
cause

ft*r"
/»

mitt,

Mr.

monished with iuoi> vigor than decency that
the people will not Ulerate a “travelling cabi
net.
These aunoyaoes,inseparable as they are
from that freedom of speech which finds its
largest license iu unreadable strictures upon
public men, make the halting of office irksome

m.

Jea”’ Mr William

»

BK*

'lie lecture room of Plymouth church was
filled on the occasion of the last Friday evening
prayer meeting. On Mr. Beecher's table was a
vase containing ferns, colored leaves and dowers of brilliant hue.
Prayers were made by
Messrs. Davidson and G rbutt. After the regular preliminary exercises, Mr. Beecher said
among other things: “I suppose a person who
really wished to lead a Christian life would, if
he conld be endowed with the power of looking
upon all the professed Christians and churches
in the world, soon come to believe there was no
real Christianity. The organized religion is
the worst kind, and it is what most skepsics
found their disbelief upon. But If this person
could see the individuals who devote their lives
to charity, who nurse the sick who cannot afford professional nurses, who cast about them
an atmosphere of sweetness and love, be would
certainly believe that whatever became of the
records and of the Bible, heie was an everlasting religion If one looks at the development
of the power of God in one human soul he
must believein the power of God in humanity.
Now I, as a clergyman, must necessarily see all
things that oicur in my congregation—the controversial coni!lets that are going on about the
must
of
I
philosophy
religion—and
forms
also see the other
of objectionand
ia
able
observing
Christnnity;
them I do not vender that there are Infidels in
a

1

1,1

D

___.l

Ik..

Vben I see the amount of design and deceit tiat there is in religion, I say
necessity of neglecting their personal affairs,
I do not wonder o see so many skeptics, and
and to a surveillance altogether more stringent
yet, on the other hand, my personal experienand censorious than the limitations of decorous
ces, calling to mild the individual religion, the
sweet characters 1 have met, cause the bright
criticism coaid possibly warrant.
sun of Christianity to rise bright in my sight,
The present is confessedly an age of excepand throw its beaitiful light over all things
tional and querulous fault finding. The spirit
forever. To-day, i! we look ont on the denominations situated ontbe outside of religion and
of detraction has grown so rife that nothing but
see the controversies that perplex them, we
utter insignificance can save anybody from it.
see how utterly divetse aro the thoughts of inIt might fairly have been supposed that the
dividuals believing in the same creed."
Mr. Beecher spoke it some length about the
President, in view of his unexampled services
difficulties met by Paul when be attempted to
and blameless character, now that his official
bring together the members of his belief in one
aspirations have been fully satisfied, and he is
bond of unity. Contiiaing his discourse, he
said: "Now it is true that if meu believe in tbe
no longer a target for political arrows, would
same grand thing there is no diversion among
be exempted from the gabble which finds so
them? The spirit !s given man that it may
of
the
a
in
the
stump
large place
vocabulary
impart to him individuality, sweetness, and
is
the
obOn
tbe
he
and the types.
coutrary,
spiritual beauty. We are a'l members of one
ject of as much ribaldry and malice as he was body, as aro tbe limbs of tbe human body, bat
still we belong to the same bedy.” Mr. Beecher
before bis countrymen had twice declared their
signified that love was tbe me thing which
and
in
his
faith
capacity
integrity
supreme
should be used to draw together all these
branches, so that they would act in unison. He
And that not alone from venal journalists,
said: “If there are any quarrels, any disputes,
whom he has wisely refused to appoint to places
or any rivalry, the person who has the most
of profit, but from fellows who set themselves
love is the nearest to God. Whea the lost day
shall arrive and God and Christ shall come to
up as “professors” of the editorial art, and
the front, there will be things that will not be
make pretensions to superiority in the prosecuthought of. The question whether a man wxs
tion of their craft. Tbe pretence rnder which
Baptized by plunging or sprinkling will not
to
this indecency is palliated is, that he refuses
arise, the question whether uubaptized bands
to mouths will not be thought
signify his purpose to retire at tbe end of his have lifted bread
of, but love and faith and charily will rise eterIt is difficult to conceive of a
secoud term.
nal iu their grandeur and will live forever. It
flimsier excuse for a mean action. If he bad
Is notan unimportant question howto build
and organize a church, but it is necessary to
ever gone into the explaining business, there
have t e jiower of love and individual religion
might be ground for askiog him to do it again.
shine forth prominently smoug the parts of its
But that is one of the things to which it has
composition. When a man builds a house iu
been found impossible to provoke him. His
which to winter tender p'ants and vines, it does
to
not make any difference of what material it is
sense
doubtless
never failing good
suggests
built; hut suppose he should forget to put in
him that no man can enter into a newspaper
any furnace. The roof and sides of tbe house
discussion successfully who hasn’t a press of
are all right, but wbat does it all amount to if
Let us unfold
von have forgotten to warm it.
his own, printed daily, with conveniences for
our faith, not lit any name, but in Christ, tnat
extra editions, and that even then be must fore- |
who
unfolded
bis
life to let us
love
prince of|
go all other pursuits if be expects to contradict
see that God was Summer.”
as fast as bis assailants can invent misstatements about him. It is by far the best way,
everybody wbo has had any experience in
the matter will admit, to maintain absolute
siience, aud let any calumuy, however gruss,
The more one tries to huut it
wear itself out.
down and drive it out of currency, the oftener
and more offensively he will find it repeated
and insisted upon. However positive the proof
of its falsity, the reiteration will be none the
as

less emphatic aud impudent.
To the loyal people of the Republic, whose
memories extend hack to the drama of the
war, aud the grand tableau of Appomatox, it
must be a matter of bearly gratification that
the hero of that great epoch is far above the
reach of damaging assault. Spiteful words aud
“the hardest things in stock” may be throwu at

him, but they fall harmless. The substantia1
he has received of tbe respect and
gratitude of the nation deuote that his couotry
evidence

have not been insensible to his unparallelThe judgment of his con
achievements.
temporaries will be affirmed by posterity, and

men

ed

he will hold his place uuchalienged ip the present and tbe future as an illustrious soldier and
Yarmouth.
an upright statesman.
Sharp Practice on a Western Railroad.—It is hard work, suggests the Chicago
Tribune, to get ahead of a determined Western
man on a matter in which principle and pennies are involved together; especially difficult
The
for the railroads to fight the masses.

Passengers
now-a (lays is legal fare.
in the habit of gettiug aboard trains and
paying “legal fares.” To prevent this, tbe Chi-a
cago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad devised
meaus for forcing passengers to pay full fare.
It was to make them show tickets before
gettiug aboard. At Burlington the other day,a
passenger bought a ticket and took bis seat.
He then passed tbe ticket out of the window to
a friend, who also took bis seat, repeating the
car was filled up.
When
operation until thecame
round there
was
conductor
tbe
but one ticket, and legal fares enough to keep
the Supreme Coart in continuous session lor a
century.

great bore
were

_

The Boston Herald has a long article on fish
inspection, showing that consumers of fish in

Massachusetts a re cheated abominably for want
*
honest, efficient inspection officers.

of

are

not more.

Dominion Notes
The New Brunswick branch of the Dominion
Department of Marine and Fisheries is having
the St. Croix river inspected for the purpose of

selecting sites for lighthouses.
Sir John A. McDonald has been unseated for
on the part of agents, bat is absolved
from all charges of personal bribery, and Is eli-

bribery

to re election.
At St. John, N. B., the other day, one of
stevedores belonging to the society which
been engaged in an eudeavor to control
terms of discharging cargoes, offered to

gible

the
has
the

discharge the cargo of a uew arrival for as low a
sum as one of the non-society men bad offered
to do it.
Very sensibly tho consignee preferred
to employ the non-society man, and the other
obtained a good view of the beauty of strikes.
Ac Ottawa correspondent writes to the Toronto Globe: “It is said an American firm bas

offered to organize a company to develope the
Baldwin Iron Mine, and are prepared to begin
by building workshops, furnaces, See., at a cost
of D0t exceeding, at present, 8175,000. They
are williog to take stock in the oampany themselves to the extent of 875,000, on condition
that the county of Ottawa and this city will
each grant a bonus of $25,000 in aid of the enterprise, the balance of 850,000 stock to be takIn addition to this a worken up by the public.
ing fund of $50,000 will be required, making a
total capital of $225,000.”
The celebrated Guibord case bas been finally
settled. Ecclesiastical burial in the consecrated part of the Catholic cemetery had been refused to the body of Guibord, a Montreal printer. because he died a member of the Canadian
Institute, a society which bad in its library
works condemned by the clergy and which society bad been excommunicated therefor. The
ease went through the Canadian courts and the
position of the clergy having been sustained,
Burial In
was appealed to the Privy Council.
consecrated ground was demanded as a civil
there
remained
as
a
right,
as
and not
religious
no alternative but to put the body io a place reserved for suicides and malefactora The folcable:
lowing bas been received from Loudon by
“To-day in the Guibod case the appeal is allowed and a burial is ordered in holy ground, with
all the casts, except of the recusation of ihe
fudge. Guibord is entitled to the eoelesiast ical

right.”

THE

ly for it. The Boston Olobe thinks it is about
time that the “Hub” should tea that the cut-
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regular attache of the Pukss is furnished
Tith a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
fallen, Editor. Alt railway, steamboat and hotel
Aianageis will contei a favor upon us by demanding
fredentlals oi every person claiming to represent our

fo’irnal, as we have information that several “bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of be
t ress, and we hare no disposition to be, eveu as•ively, a party to such frauds.
We do not read anonymous letters and commuoicatlor.s. The name and address of the writer are in

indispensable, not necessarily

cases

b it as « guaranty ot good faith.
We cannot undertake to return
munications that are not used.

for

or

publication,

com-

if there is any, is

to

knows better than he that any discussion

tn

part,

his

IUC

no

a

matter how

Vi

liiuciai

glCdb

i-ugmuu

v»

in the

complete

'

In the Middl 2

/as

f That “Home Las substituted for tbe proud
bsast of seat yer eadem,a policy of violence and
in faith.”
2. That she has refurbished and
paraded anew
rusty tool she was fondly thought to have dis-

change

cvey
3.
out

That

no one can now

become her convert with-

renouncing his moral and mental freedom, and
placing bis civil loyalty and duty at the mercyJ of

another.
4. That she (“Rome”) has
equally repudiated
modem

*

thought and ancient history.
The first and fourth of these propositions
he dismisses summarily because they raise a
theological issue simply, which does not belong to his purpose. Proceeding to tbe second branch be enumerates eighteen propositions, all the holders of which hare been condemned by the See of Rome during his own
generation. Some of the more important of
these are:
1. Those who maintain the liberty of the press.
2. Or the liberty of conscience an4of worship.
3. Or the liberty of speech.

10. Or that, in the conflict ot lawi civil and ecclesiastical. the civil law should prevai.
11. Or that any method of instruction of
youth,
solely secular, may he approved.
12. Or that kuowledge of tliinfj philosophical and
civil may aod should decline tc be guided
by divine
and ecclesiastical authority.
13. Or that marriage is not in its essence a sacra-

14. Or that marriage, not sacramentally contracted, has a binding three.
15. Or that the abolition r'f the temporal power

of the

Popedom

Church.

would be

UigUy advantageous

to the

16. Or that any other rcl&iou than the Roman
religion may be established if a state.

17. Or that In "countries jailed Catholic” the free
exorcise of other religions nay laudably be allowed.
18. Or that the Roman Pmtiff ought to come to
terms with progress, liberalism, and modem civilization.
The third proposition, viz., “That no one

become her [Rome’s] convert without renouncing his moral and mental free-

can now

dom,

and

placing

at the mercy

his

civil

loyalty

and

duty

another-’, Mr. Gladstone
important branch of his
subject and the larger part ot the pamphlet
of

considers the most

is devoted to its discussion.

He reminds us

that those

who, not being converts, but lifelong Catholics, refused to assent to the dog
ma of 1870, underwent the extreme excommunication. He does not hold the mass of
Catholics responsible for this and kindred
dogmas, though they submit to them, but he
calls upon English Catholics to replace themselvei where.they stood at the date of the
Catholic emancipation in 1829. He lectures
them

sharply

and thinks

it is not too much

Roman Catholic countryman to
presumptive obligations under
which they lie to tlieir ecclesiastical rulers
abroad, and to fulfil the engagements into
to ask

his

clear away the

which their

bishop at

home entered for them

in 1825.

Finally Mr. Gladstone asks whether he is
ought to have set forth these
propjsitious and made this expostulation.
For thirty years, he says, in office and out, in
majorities and small minorities, he has labored to extend civil rights to his Roman
Catholic countrymen.
Now England has
discharged her last obligation to the Catholic
subject, lie himself when in power having
liquidated the last of the debt, Finally, to
make sure and pay in full, be attempted to
endow the Catholic universities of Ireland,
the man who

but Catholic

influence defeated his scheme.

Now, says Gladstone, cur last tenders are
declined, you are legally satisfied and we are
released from further obligations. The great

liberal party which has embarrassed itself
with efforts iu your behalf, and I, whom half
England has believed to be a ^Catholic, have
your quit-claim. In the future, no fear and
no favor between us.
The New York Evening Post, in noticing
the opening of the new line from Portland to
Worcester, says there are three commercial
centers in the East which have conspicuously
stood iu the way of the general demand for
air lines and close connections, viz: New
York, Boston and Portland. It says that
Portland fought the change ol gauge of the
railroads east ol the city with, desperation on
the ground the shift required in this
city, by
a different
gauge to the westward, “forced a
limited amouut of trade to distribute itself
here.” We thiuk the Post
puts it a little
strong in saying that Portland as a whole
opposed uniformity of gauge on both sides of
A
few
the city.
railroad partisans iu the old
Maine Central-Portland & Kennebec war diluted the sympathies of a few Portland men
to the broad gauge by making them believe
that the “break” would give eastern
people
an opportunity to learn what an excellent
place this city is for trade and thereby capfor all time.
them
ture
They soon
is
demonstrated
outgrew this idea as
all
the
favored
by the fact that
change of the gauge of the Grand Tiuuk.
Our people have long since learned that they
can get trade and business by competing fair-

f
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BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.
linuuchcd.

Bath, Nov. 23.—Launched at Damariscotta
this morning from the yard of Charles G. Merry, a brig of 517 tons, named the J. F. Merry.
She is owned by the builder, J. Merrill and
others of Damariscotta aud by Capt. S. C.
Bradley of Bristol, who will command L»r.
The Storm.

Rockland, Nov. 2a—A heavy easterly snow
storm began here at seven this morning and at
noon turned to rain, and ateightthis evening
it is still blowing a gale.
Several reports from the interior of the state
that the snow storm yesterday was
general and quite heavy, the rain not reaching
back a great distance.
A Maine Caw iu the Supreme Court.
Washington, Nov. 23—Among the decisions
indicate

rendered to-day

was

the

following:—Marsh vs.

Whitmore, appeal from the Circuit Court for
Maine. This was the affirmance of a decree
below dismissing the appellant’s bill as wanting cause of action and as presenting a claim iu
a proceeding to compelithe appellee to account
for certain bonds and notes of the Kennebec &
Portland Railroad Co., alleged to have been
placed in his hands as secnrity for advances
made in a settlement of the appellant’s debt in
appellees cooipensaiion
vices as counsel.
Maine auu tne

•

lor sei-

HAMPSHIRE.

NEW

r»AIH.

Nevertheless the Kentucky Secretary
insists that he is at tfie head of the Treasury
Department, and by virtue thereof “bitted’
the ambitious architect and he has resigned.

wv

popes of the Middle As**.
*-‘lsk and vigorous opn"
Ages there wa=
papal assumption, in nation V
Sfand communities; but I- *ae nmetccntl
been put out o
century this opposite
the decourt aud jutf -“y fixtinguls,ied by
Vaticau. Iu defending his lan
crees of
against the Roman hierarchy, Mr
„„ oc
Gladstone states four propositions, as follows:

rv r»

ing.

pretentions of Rome are on tbe increase,
that the pope of to-day holds his spiritual sul
submission than th 2
in more
jects

TA

So Mr. Architect Mullett will hereafter
write ex before his title. He couldn’t understand Secretary Bristow. He had got the
idea that his was an independent department
of the-government and really he wouldn’t
have ;.uv person like Gen. Bristow interler

collision with the State.”
am

slntr

Ciiuecii marriages are getting to be quite
lashionable. The German and Dutch Reormed churches now propose to unite. The
German church has a membership ot 130,299,
and the Dutch a membership of 09,149.
There is no material difference in the religious faith of the two denominations, and but
little in the form of church government. For
these very reasons there will be a difficulty
in bringing about the union, for the less important the differences between organizations, secular as well as ecclesiastical, the
more obstinately are they adhered to.

giance which her recent dogmas demand, aLd
at the same time, maintain the purity of tbeii
allegiance to civil authority. It is Romar
theology thrusting itself into the sphere o
temporal domain that meets his reprobation
All “other religious bodies” says Mr. Glad
tin
stoue, “contentedly and thankfully accept
benefits of civil ordurj never pretend that :
State is not Its own master; make no relig
ious claims to temporal possessions or advantages; and, consequently, are never in perilaigucs

AfA*tT

scientific way.

his pamphlet a
Mr. Gladstone styles
“Tract” and it bears the title, “The Yaticau
Decrees, in their bearing on Civil Allegiance:
A Political Expostulation.” It is designed,
lie says, as an answer to the assaults upon
liis art’cle in the Contemporary Renew on
Ritualism, and is defensive not aggressive.
It eschews theological controversy and simply discusses the question whether or not
English Catholics can pay to Rome that alle-

ium

..A...

The
grease of the oleo-margarlne sort.
Frenchman with the articulated name claims
that he can make milk ever so much quicker
than a cow can, and in a great deal more

pol.tical significance.

vriausunie

it

back parlor, and in a very few minutes brings
out a sixty pound pot ot butter. This butter
is made of pure cream, and is neither oil nor

liance betweeu the Liberals and Catholics
and anti-ultramontanism must supply this
loss if it is to be supplied at all, and this fact
alone renders Mr. Gladstone’s course of great

jut.

1_l

Gee at is modern science, and the greatest
of its apostles is H. Mauries-Mege, FrenchHe has been analyzing a
man and chemist.
cow and the way she makes milk; and now
he can dispense with her services altogether.
The great man takes a truss of hay into his

future,
English freedom,
tilt)ger
from the dogu.as of the Papal hierarchy. At
severs the alany rate Mr. Gladstone boldly

ous

the

positors for nothing these hard limes.

and
front.
is
the head
he
which
is
It
Gladstone, the statesman, who
the
Is discussing
pretentions of the
church of Rome, not Gladstone, the private
essayist, aod therefore we are justified in concluding that the great Liberal thinks he sees
to

to

added in the way ot new fictions to make
It really appears as
them entertaining.
though the author had come to believe his
own stones about the Press and was very
Now for the suggestion:
sad about it.
Don’t write any more of these articles. Keep
one in type, change the paragraphs about
and the very few who are stupid enough to
read such an article, will never imagine but

simply theoretical,

purely personal
he may have intended it to be,would inevitably be taken as an expression of the opinions
on

dnplicity

to have the

a suggestion to our attentive
Whig. It is respecting its two
column jeremiads devoted to the Press.
They are losing their vigor, and nothing is

refute the reports that he was a secret convert to the church of Rome, for no
«>ne

caring

We offer

friend,

but the ex-premier is a conservative statesman, and it is absurd to suppose that he has
entered this arena of discussion simply to create a sensation. Neither can it be explained
on the theory that Mr. Gladstone was endeav-

ring

not

Memorial of St. Helena, prevailed nponthe
Yalencay family, the heirs of Prince Talleyrand, to delay the publication another thirty
In return for this concession the
years.
title of Due de Montmorency was revived in
favor of a cadet of the family.

Mr. Gladstone’s Phamphlet.
Late English mails bring copious extracts
from Mr. Gladstone’s phamphlet together
With voluminous discussions upon the motives which led to its composition, the weight
of its argument and its effect upon English
politics. As one London journal remarks it
Is difficult to divine the motives of Mr. Gladstone in raising a popular outcry while the

danger,

one.

the
of the Austrian Cabinet exposed
world. It is now said that Napoleon IH read
the manuscript in 1866, and, finding that the
memoirs were in direct contradiction of the

publication

reserve

bad

The memoirs of Talleyrand must he something very dreadful indeed, for there appears
to he a standing conspiracy against the publication of them. The astute intriguer was
very careful that they should never see the
light while he lived, and since his death other
people have been quite as anxious to keep
them in manuscript.
In 1836, Metternich
succeeded in suppressing lor thirty years their

Every

All

a

j

Schooner

Ashore.

Portsmouth, Nov. 23.—A schooner, name
Unknown, loaded with crockery, rubber goods
and pig iron, went ashore near Rye Beach this
afternoon, and will probably be a total loss.
She left Gloucester last night for this port.

Irregularity.

Boston, Nov, 23.—L‘wis J. Valiquit, a boot
and shoe dealer, has been arrested on complaint oi a New York boot and shoe company
and others, who charge him with an irregularHe
ity in bisi'ealings, amounting to 815,200.
was taken into the Municipal Court and placed
on

bail.

Fatal Accident.
W. A. Lyont, baggage master on the
Colony road, w»s run over this morning

Old
and

fatally injured.

man

expect

no

hereafte"?

“Jedge’’ PoLANpmakes haste to tell B.
F. B. that he never said it was Butlerism
which made the Vermonters cut up so last
August with hisapple cart. It was, well, it
isn’t necessaryto tell.
Current Notes.

Somebody has been writing to the Tribune
from Danville Junction, insisting that a new
reform party has got into existence somehow
a party which wants fewer laws enacted <and
fewer offices created. The party should be
called Jeffersonian Republican on Jeffersonian Democrat, the correspondent don’t
quite
know which.
No one need be troubled by the occasional
failures chronicled in our columns, as they
are usual at this season of the year, and were
expected to be numerous this fall, in consequence of last year's pauic. When business
conducted on such a sound basis as at present, it is infamous to predict financial trouble.
is

There is no danger possible. The volume of
business may be small, but it is- safe. Only
the ignorant expected any increase of prosperity in consequence of the elections, and
therefore there is every reason to feel satisfied with the steady, though slow, advance of
trade.—N. Y. Commercial.
The official returns of the election in Missouri for Governor are: Hardin, Democratic,
145,S22; Gentry, independent, 109,378; Hardin’s majority, 36,444. The total vote is less

Hi Never Did It.

Judge Poland Ins writteu a letter to
Butler pronouncinj the recent report of

B.

Mayor

nation for Mayor to day.
Gen. Butler made an effort to-day in tb>
Superior Court to release Coe, the great stock
uu legal
lecniforger now in lue jrenueimary
nicalities, but it is doubtful if he will succeed.
who
the
Miner,
resigned
pastorate
Rev. Dr.
of the Second Uidversalist church some time
since to give hb entire attention to the presireturned to the
dency of Tuf«, Collegp.has
church on M,ar.v of 56000 aud will resign the

pl58atlwuiel Chase,

than 255,000. Indiana, which, according to
the United States census of 1870, has a smaller

population than Missouri, polled nearly

400,000

votes.

Smith of Arkansas, is really too ridiculous.
His following consists of one newspaper editor, one Secretary of Stale and one United
States Senator; and none of these is much
to speak of. The rebellion is like the celebrated flea, which was more troublesome to
catch than to kill.—Chicago Tribune.
While Mr. Gaston, the Democratic candidate for Governor of Massachusetts, has
about 7,000 majority in the popular vote, Mr.
Knight, the Republican candidate for Lieutenant-Governor, has 12,000 majority, and
Mr. Endicott, the Republican candidate for
Auditor, has 22,000 majority, and the majority of each of the other Republicans on the
state ticket exceeds 20,000.
There were seven test votes on the salary
grab bill. Every time N. P. Banks, of Massachusetts, voted for the bill. Four times
Dan Voorliees, of Indiana, voted for the bills
the other three times he did not vote at all.
voted for the bill; the remaining four times
he dodged. These are the threo men that
are mentioned in connection with the Speakership by the Democracy.—Cincinnati Ga-

zette.

News and Other Items.

Young is lecturing
materialized

in Min-

ghost,

is to

exhibit in Boston.
Adelaide Phillipps proposes to retire from the
stage at the end of the present season.
A large bouquet of violets brought from Paris
laid on

the tomb of Napoleon
Chiselhnrst on All Soul’s day,
was

III,,

at

Henry

C. Carey, now 80 years old, is writing
letters on the reciprocity treaty, taking grounds
against it.
At a fair held at Muskogee, Indian Territory,

recently, there was exhibited wagons made by
the Cherokees, aud cotton raised by the Creeks
and Semiuoles.
Stokes has contributed $300 to the prison library. His wife is not piuiug away, but dresses
gorgeously and lives a life of gaiety. Gov. Tildeu was a political friend of Fisk, and
hopes
of pardon recede.
The Countess de Ferussac, a daughter of the
late Col. Thorn of New York, died there Fri

formerly one of the court atEmpress Eugenie, and her portrait is in Winterhalter's, famous painting of
the Empress and the beauties of her court.
She was
tendants of the

day.

It turns ont that 400 invitations to the Fitch
Sherman wedding, sent through the Washington post office were stolen, by the clerks, probably, and divided among their friends. Persons
who have felt slighted on account of not hav-

ing received invitations, now feel better.
The Philadelphia Press says that Baltimore
levies a tax of one cent a passenger on her
street railways, and out of this fund she has

purchased,

constructed and

escaped uninjured.

Schooner Mary Edsen of Boston was ruu
by schooner Jennie B. Thomas and had
flying jib and flying jiMoom carried away.

into
her

tfEW YORK.
The Election Day Murder,
New York, Nov. 23.—Judge Barrett was not
ready this morning to decide the motion to admit Coroner Croker to bail.
The case is set
down for trial one week from to-morrow.

T|te Longshoremen,
The aspect of affairs in the longshoremen’s

strike is unchanged this morning. The rumor
that the French and other lines were paying
old prices is false.
They paid forty cents per
hour for coaling, but not for discharging or
loading cargo. The number of new men applying for work is very large, and the companies can get all the hands they require.
The New Maysr.
This afternoon the oath of office was administered to the Mayor elect, William H. Wickerbain, by Judge Donohue, in the presence of
Judges Brady, Barnett and Van Vorst, of the
Supreme Court.
Highway Robberies.
There were two highway robbeiies ou Saturday night, in the principal streets. BraiDard
T. Norris was knocked down at the corner of
5th avenue ajd Forty-seventh street, and robbed of money and checks to the value of 85260.
was

miiiuuhj

tieuicu

uu

Seventh avenue, and robbed of a watch and
chain. There was one arrest, but no identification.
The Tilton Bull.
The counsel for Beecher to-day filed with the
clerk of the Brooklyn city court, a notice of an
appeal from the decision of that court denying
the application of bill of particulars in Tilton’s
suit tor damages.
Vesoel Bared.
The steamship Queen, from Boston, fell in
with schooner D. w. Vaughan at 8.20 a. m., iu
distress, sails blown away, pumps choked,
steering gone, boats stove and eight feet of water in the hold, and the sea breaking
completely over her. The ship succeeded in lowering a
Doat and with great difficulty rescued her pas
sengers, \V. A. Ooe and Mrs. Alleu. She lay
by the schoouer an hour and a half, and finallygot a hawser aboard and towed her safely into

port.

Beuatar Bchnrz on Educational Problems
Senator Schurz delivered his lecture on “Educational Problems,” this evening in Plymouth
church, Brooklyn. The church was about half
filled by an appreciative audience.
The proceeds of the lecture will be devoted to the benefit of the Franklin Literary Library.
Bcientiflc.
A public meeting of the New York Geographical Society was held this evening in the
association hall and was largely attended.—
Chief Justice Daly presided and addresses were
delivered by Dr. J. J. Hayes, Arctic explorer,
who gave a highly descriptive account of his
visit to Iceland, Illustrated with stereoscopic
views by Mr. Paul B. Duchailler. who described his explorations in the country. A
committee was appointed to draft suitable resolutions on the death of Henry Griunell, formerly President of the society.

WASHINGTON.
a Mush.
Nov. 23.—The Secretary of the
Treasury, having ordered the accounts of Architect Mullett io be audited as all the accounts
are, the latter complained and threatened to
resign, whereat Secretary Bristow requested
him to sit right down and write his resiguation
immediately. Mulbtt is stated not to;have complied with the lattter invitation, but will soon

VI alien in

NVashinoton,

_

Ann Eliza Webb
nesota.
Katie King, the

to preve»t
damage, and there stove the hilwarks of
schooner George C. Rust aud carped away the
main rigging, damaging the wha* about 8900,
The harbor was full of vessels a>d as Captain
Deputy was unable to lower bis sails it seems
wonderful how the others esc*ped. His vessel

guubicuiau

keeps in repair

a

magnificent public park. The fare in Baltimore is only five cents, out of .which this one
cent park tax is
paid, and yet the railroads
uftke money, and the
people enjoy their parjt
without taxation.

Swayne delivered the opinion.
Equitable Safety Insurance Company vs.
Hcarne. Same question as iu previous case
before. In this case the Court held I hat tho
contract covered two ports in Cuba, and judgment was for the insured. Affirmed here.
Miners Among the Black Hills.
The Secretary of the Interior to day transmitted to the Secretary of War a copy of a
communication received by him frnm the Commissioner of Indian Affairs with a letter from
Indian agent H. W. Bingham dated Cheyenne
Oct. 31, to the effect that
Agency, Dakota,
ntoai sixty wtitte mlneTS are at work in Sioux
reservation in the Black Hillp, and unless they
are driven off by tbe
government the Indians
will make war upon them
Secretary Delano, in view of this statement,
requests the War Department to instruct the
proper military authorities to remove any persons thus found trespassiug in order that the
trouble with tbe Indians may be avoided.
Why Mullen Went.
The rumors iu regard to the resignation of
Supervising Architect Muilett were fully confirmed to day. Secretary Bristow being asked
the cause of his resignation, pointed to the Revised Statutes, in 'Which it is stated that the
Chief Clerk of tho Treasury Department shall
act as Superintendent of the Treasury building
and no account of contingent expenses be allowed except on certificate of the clerk that
they are necessary, proper, just and reasonable, all expenditures for furniture being subject
to the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury.
It appears that Muilett was m the habit of
controlling this contingent fund amounting to
about 910,000. Mullett’s attention was called
to this law when he said he would rather resign than not control this expenditure, whereupon the Secretary replied that he was only
performing his duty in accordance with the
law and that if Muilett was not willing to be
governed by the law he would accept his resignation. Accordingly Muilett prepared his resignation, which the Secretary accepted this afBristow did not in any manner externoon.
press a want of confidence in Mr. Mullett’s

integrity.

down of Claims.
The United States Court of Claims met today pursuant to the adjournment from May
18th, and proceeded to hear the argument iu
1.. r MbmI..!

O

I>1.

fu.

..

of dollars for carrying the mails between New
York and the Isthmus of Darien some twentyfive years ago.
Dislr.ct Oovcrumcul.
A petition is being numerously signed by
the tax pdyers in favor of the government of
the District of Columbia by Congress through
commissioners without a popular election.
The Rnasinn ministry.
New York, Nov. 22.—A Washington special says that General Meigs having declined
the mission to St. Petersburg, the President
has decided to offer it to .lames Russell Lowell.

F.

an interview with him b; the representative of a St.
Louis paper in whici be freely criticise the recent electiou and atributed much toButler’s
unpopularity, to be sheerest fiction,and says he
never uttered a word ti an interview.
Political last mortem.
A special committee if the Republican ward
and city committee investigated this evening
the charges of party dishyalty against S. S.
Wilson, Cyrus Flanders, Robert R, Willey,
Eugene Sullivan and T. T. Sullivan, members
The sllegations against
of the committee.
them were that they voted for Banks and not
for Gooch for Congress and Studley for the
The evidence
Senate and Hopkins for House.
sustained the charges.
Various Mnlier.,
Cobh accepted tlie Republican nomi-

ivuuiiuci

not

_

Jr., of Salem, aged 20,
There is a inu... tbift the inflationists,a.' 'suicided. Laudanum.
a
Marine
soon as Congress meets,
Jaaihupt.
uuaertalij
<*>■»
Gloucester, Nov. 23,—During the severe
currency in corueescheme 6w
northeast snow storm here
this morning
with a project for internal
improvements the schooner Rebecca W. Huddle,
Depuunder the pretext of giving“work to th< workty of Philadelphia, deep loaded with coal came
into
the
harbor
under
and
lull
sail
masses
aud
the
ran into tfo
ingmen,”
favor of the
bring
Abagail Brown, carried away ter
again to the Republican party. Thpe quack* schooner
stern aud main boom and tore her mainsail,
should be convinced by some meats that the then struck schooner Blue
Jay aud carried
seeRepublican party will be all right Nhen they awaynoher main boom and ma;n sail, wleu
other chance Capt. Deputy an her
ing
leave it.
into Clark & Somes' whart
further
And now there cemes an ah-'miag report
from Washington that Secrecy Bristow has
determined upon the re-or;anization of the
principal custom houses o the country. So
soon after
Whiteley and ifullett? Does the

was

company. Thia judgment is neio
court holding that such evidence
admissable to vary a contract. Justice

States, which is a claim referred to the coart
by a special act of Congress for over a million

MASSACHUSETTS.
Another

given for the
affirmed, the

Worthless Recruits.
of the men recently enlisted in the army were an addition to the
army, the remainder being worthless in constitution and character, and the majority either
proving to be deserters, or being discharged as
worthless. Recruiting officers are cautioned to
be more careful in the future.
The Safe Hurglary.
In the safe trial Davidge made a few reaiaiks
in favor of Harrington, and said that was all he
desired to say in behalf of what the evidence
had already proved to be an innocent man.
Beddle made an argument for the prosecution*
Treasury Ralances.
The following are the Treasury balances for

Only one-foarteenth

to-day:—Currency, 815,879,872; special deposit

of legal tenders for redemption of certificates of
deposit, 855 G70,000;coin, $82,038,478, including
coin certificates, $22,945,700; outstanding legal
tenders, $382,000,000.
A New Officer Wauled.
New Yoke, Nov. 23.—It isolated that Secretary Bristow wants a third assistant to take
charge of the revenue department of customs.
Supreme Court.
In the Supreme Court to-day the following
decision was rendered:
Hearue vs. the New England Mutual Marine
Insurance Company. Appeal fiom the Circuit
Court for the District of Massachusetts. This
was a bill to reform a
policy of iusurance on
the bark Maria Henry, chartered to go from
Liverpool to Cuba aud load for Europe via Falmouth for orders where to discharge. On representation the policy of insurance was issued
at and from Liverpool to a
port in Cuba and at
and thence to a port of advice and discharge in
This
Europe.
policy was accepted without obThe bark touched at
jection by the insured.
two ports in Cuba aod was
subsequently lost.
The company treated the use of two ports as a
deviation of the contract and declined payment
of the insurance.
Tbe evidence of a usage in
trade allowing a vessel to use two ports in Cuba
was offered and rejected, and judgment was

of

Ala-

Tuscumbia.

bama, Bcstroyed.
Killed nsd many fnjured.
Nashville, Tenu., Nov. 23.—A heavy storm
has prevailed south and west of here for the
It is reported that
past twenty-four hours.
Tuscumbia, Ala., is partially destroyed by the
storm a'd ten lives lost,
Nashviede, Nov. 23.—The following particulars of the disastrous storm at Tuscumbia,
have been received:
A terrible storm occurred hare last evening
destroying one-third of the residences, hil'-Hg
twelve persons and injuring many others. Mrs.
Wm. Winston, mother of the late Gov./W™Bton, the wife and two children of
HodgMoore, Senator from this district, P. Pana
•ins, editor of the Chronicle, his wiP
*°?r
The Cath'*lc church,
children were killed.
Diibler Pemale Institute, re<yvd‘V finished,
"Oth flouring
tuny of the finest residence"
mills and the most substanti!~rica dwellings
in the town were destr'oC(5_ Many poor faultuesiroylies are without ho-®3- f
ed, amt on iia.sK.ro bouad train was precipitated into ftyrtngOreek. Fortunately no one
waskilled. Tke engineer was badly burned.
Several days will elapse before trains will run
tJ rough.
The Mayor appeals to the surrounding towns
in the following terms:
Twelve
Nearly half our town is in ruins.
were killed anil many wounded.
A
arge number of families are entirely destitute
The tornado from the
southwest [passed to
northeast. Unless immediate aid is extended
much suffering will be the result.
We appeal
to the charity of a Christian public in behalf of
ths unfortunate,
H. F. Newsom,
Mayor of Insoumbia.
Ou the Massachusetts Coast,
Boston, Nov. 33.—The tide was unusually
high to-day, but no damage was done. The
storm on the coast was quite severe toward
daylight, the wind blowing a gale from the
southeast and off Gape Cod aud thick with
snow and rain.
No marine disasters in this
vicinity are heard of.
Ou Cake Erie.
Bcffalo, Nov. 23.—A heavy gale from the
southeast has caused a backing of waters from
Lake Erie which threaten damage to the city
front.
Twelve Persons

fiersou;

In

Philadelphia.

Philadelphia, Nov. 23.—A raiu storm, accompanied by bail and lightning, passed over
the northwestern section of this oity this afternoon.

The storm was very severe with

high

winds, and the hail fell quite lively. The lightning struck the distillery of Doherty & Broon,
Front street, below Grand avenue, burning a
hole in the ro :f and passing out without injur-

ing

any one.
The lower section of Camden, N. J., was visited this afternoon by a severe gale. The office
at Kaighns’ Point Ferry was unroofed, and a
number of fences and trees prostrated. In the

8th WaPfl

Xpwhin npuftlr

wna

lifrorl

nr\

in
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form of a water spout and carried over tne
causeway this side of Gloucester.
At New York.
New York, Nov. 23.—The rain storm which
last
began
night ended this evening, and is followed by a northwesterly gale and clear, cool
weather. Thermometer at midnight 47°.
At Trenton.
Trenton, Nov. 23.—A hurricane passed over
this city in a northerly direction this afternoon,
taking roofs from some six bnildings and demolishing signs, awnings, &c. The entire roof
and a part of the brick work was stripped off a
row of four three story
buildings. No person
was injured.
Loss 810,OoO.
Various Storm Reports.

Cincinnati, Nov. 23 —A storm of wind last
night unroofed several houses in Covington and
Newport, Ky., inflicting about 85,000 damages.
Crossing the Ohio Biver it passed up the Little
Miami Valley with abated strength, uuroofing
only a few houses and prostrating fences.
Quebec, Nov. 23.—A severe snow storm has
raged here since morning.
The Montreal
steamers

are

unable to leave.
At

Chitngo.

A despatch received at midnight says that a
heavy storm has prevailed in Chicago" since 11
o’clock Sunday night.
Hanses Destroyed—Persons Killed.
Selma, Ala., Nev. 23.—A terrible storm
visited Montovallo, 56 miles north of Selma,
last night by which twelve or fifteen houses

destroyed,

were
or twenty

two persons killed
some seriously.

anil fifteen

injured,

Loss of Life Rumored.
Montgomery, Nov. 23.—It is rumored that a
bridge on the Memphis & Charleston railroad
was wrecked and
a passenger
train plunged
into the river, causing the death and injury of
40 persons, but the rumor needs confirmation.
[The above is a probably exaggerated version
or an item received
to-day via Nashville.]

THE SOUTH.
Arkansas Judiciary,
Little Bock, Nov. 23.—The newly elected
members of the Supreme Court met to-day
under the new constitution.
They drew lots
for terms as follows: Chief Justice Euglisb,
six years; Associate Justice Walker,four years,
and Associate Justice Garrimnn four
The Louisiana Bow.
Fbanklin. Nov. 22.—An unsuccessful attempt was made Saturday night to murder
Gordy, sheriff of St. Mary’s Parish. Gordy
was called up out of bed and was fired at
through a window. He is only slightly wounded.
Various Hauers.
New Obleans, Nov. 23.—A court martial
has been ordered by Gen. Emory for the trial
of Lieut. Hodgson upon the charges preferred
by Geu. MerSow, who was sent to investigate
Hodgson’s actious and conduct in North Louisiana.
The returning board to-day completed the
city returns counting the protested boxes as

they

were.

The Amcricaa National Lite

erection at Key .or,
on the Baltimore & Ohio
road in West Virginia, was blown down, burying a number of workmen under the ruins.
John Connolly of Baltimore, a laborer was
killed, and John Kemp of Baltimore county,
fatally injured. There were several narrow
escapes from death.
Railroad Accident.
Nov. 23.—The 8.30 p. m.
train from New York for Washington ran into
train of the Central Itailroad at the
a coal
Broad street crossing at Elizabeth, cut through
the train, demolishing three cars, and wrecking
a mail ear, and collided with the locomotive of
the Philadelphia express train. No person was
injured. All the trains are delayed.

Elizabeth, N. J

118,000 shares, including New York Central 3,300
shares, Erie 8900 shares. Lake Shore 12,500, North
Western 19,G00, Rock Island 7900, Pacific Mail 7650,
St Paul 5,800, Western Uuion 4600, Wabash 22,200,
-Union Pacific 5200.

St^k°
Western

Union Telegraph Co.80*
Pacific* Mail.44$
N Y Central and Hudson Kiver consolidate*!.101*

BOB A BIT-TIES FOR THE NEAT
HOURS.

Erie. 27f

TWENTY-POUR

Great Fire in Cronstadt Russia.
Over 300 Houses Burned

and 15,*

000 People Homeless.
London, Nov. 23.—Despatches from St. Peters give account of the conflagration in Cronstadt,and report that letters were found threatNo clue
ening like calamities in other cities.
to the incendiaries has been discovered.
was much apprehension m the

There

capital.

New Y'ork, Nov. 23 —The disastrous fire rofeferred to in a cable despatch occurred prior to
Nov. 5th. Nine squares or blocks of houses,
including the Gastinni D'wor, or Bazaar, wero
The mass of houses thus laid in ashes were
inhabited by 15.000 neonle. The buildings consisteu of 101 wooden and 18 stone houses, one
church, two chapels, fifty shops in the Gaslinni
D’wor and 78 shops attached to the marine barracks. The misery and destitution will be fearful. Committees -are forming in St. Petersburg
to assist the sufferers.
Cronstadt has no water
works.

seaport town 20 miles

a

west

Two thirds of

the commerce
of Bussia passes through the town.
The population of the town in 1858 is pnt down at 29,116, but in summers is much larger than during winters, numbering more than 40,000 id the

St. Petebsbubg, Nov. 23.—A serious disturbance has been created in the medical acadOne
emy of the University of St Petersburg.
professor was compelled to resign. The police
were called in and order restored.
Beports received here from the Bussian advanced posts, state that the Turcomans recently attacked the towns on the Caspian sea,killed
eighty men and carried off 150 women and
children into slavery.
The Bussian uw»
pursued the marauders but without overtaking
them.
-—.
The Bussian gwelnment declines to order
the re-occupation of the Khiva, although Gen.
Kauffman advises such a step.
A November Fog.
London, Nov. 23.—A dense fog enveloped
the south of England Saturday and Snnday,
i>nd many casualties are reported. Navigation
ou the Thames was daugerous and steamboats
suspended their trips for two days. At Liverpool boats ceased plying between the ferries.
Bailway accidents occurred at Wolverhampton,
Shrewsbury and elsewhere. Two trains collided at Newport in Monmouthshire, and fourteen
were

u
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spousors were Queen Victoria,

the Emperor of
was represented by tbe Czarowitcb,
the German Emperor represented by the Duke
of Counaught, the Prince of Wales, the Crown
Princess of Germany and the JJuke of Sake
The Von Arnun Affair.
The editor of the Berlin Tageblatt, who is
also one of the proprietors, announces that a
person intimately connected with Count Von
Arinin offered him 835,000 August the 18th for
the privilege of
influencing the editorials of
that journal.
Three indictments have been
laid against the Frankfort Gazette, growing
ont of the Arnim affair.
The Carlist War.
Madrid. Nov. 23.—Marshal Serrano will go
to the north next month for the purpose of expediting operations against the Carlists.
The
government has exiled two generals auil several civilians known to be partizans of Prince
Alphouzo, son of ex-Queen Isabella.
Other
persons are to be sent into exile for the same
All the congratulatory telegrams sent
reason.
from this country to Isabella on the occasion of
the anniversary of her birthday wherein she
was styled “Your Majesty,” were
stopped. A
vigorous censorship over all despatches is still
maintained throughout the republic.
Church and State.
Montreal, Nov. 23.—The excitement over
the Guibord case is considerable. Father Rousselot, cure in the parish, announced in the
church of Notre Dame yesterday the decision
of the Privy Council. He intimated that the
deceased will probably be buried in unconse
crated ground in the principal cemetery. lu
the event of the interment being ordered on
consecrated ground, he declared that a monstrous iniquity would be perpetrated, and a serious invasiou would be made on the rights and
privileges of the Roman Catholic Church. He
also declared his intention to go to jail rather
than to bury Guibord in the consecrated ground.
Clnse • f Navigation.
Ottawa, Nov. 23.—Navigation is closed and
several vessels on their way to the city with
general cargoes, have been frozen on the canal.
All the tugs and lumber barges are laid up for
the season, and the shipping of lumber by water entirely ceased.
Lucky Peddler.
St. John, Nov. 23.—The Globe says the heir
of the Jameison estate in Scotland, worth £700,000 to £1,000,000, has been discovered here in
the person of John W. Jameison, a young man
in poor circumstances, recently employed in

concession

t$6 75;
@ 7 25; good to choice
@ 7 25; receipts 16,074

7 15
7 00

Whiskey

quiet at 98c.

bush

V70

Knck

and

Trust

dent. At the same time the counsel for the
company filed a special plea for the dismissal
of the application on the ground that the state
law in accordance with which Stedman applied
It is probable that the
is unconstitutional.
point will be argued before Judge Beardsley of
the Superior Court this afternoon. In bis application Commissioner Stedman stated that
the assets of the company were in round numbers $000,000 and the liabilities $',300,000.

Freights nominal.
Receipts—193,01)0 bush wheat,

OCO bush oats.

Middle

A man giving the name of Michael C. Norton was arrested Sunday in Jersey City.
In
his laboratory were found dies of American
silver coin aud a furnace and crucible for melting metals.

Union Depot in Chicago,
Chicago, Nov. 23.—The Times to-morrow
says it has reliable information that the grand
Union passenger depot is to be built by the following roads ceutering in Chicago:—Chicago &
Alton, Chicago & Northwestern, Pittsburg
Fort Wayne & Chicago, Milwaukee & St.’
Paul, Michigan Central and the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. The depot will be commenced in the spring,
It will occupy the
greater portion of the space between Van Buren and Madisou streets and between the
canal
and the river. It will cost $2,000,000.

of the money stolen from the American Express Co., was recovered yesterday in a bed in
the Hackray house.
There was

a torchlight
procession last night
Manchester, Eng., in commemoration of tho

Fenian martyrs executed in that city.
Blauqui, a member of the Paris commerce, is
dangerously ill in prison.
The American brig John Bnrn», from New
Orleans to Cienfnegos, has put into Havana for
reprint Daring a hurricane sbe lost her mate.

,_»

Indiau Agent Seville has at last succeeded in
counting tbs Indians at Ked Cluod agency except about 1,000, who run away to escape it.
Without the runa ways he makes 13,200 or
thereabouts. He says that be took the census
only nnder the ’’moral suasion of hunger and

STOCK

FIJI,L

OPENING

CLOAKS!
CLOAKS I

tf

NOTICE.—All officers, sailorsand soldiers, wounded,
raptured or Injured in
the late Rebellion, however slightly, can obtain a
Pension by addressing Dr. E. B. .JACKSON, Late
Surgeon in United Stales Navy, No. 4 New Chambers St., New York City. Communications promptly answered.
oc29snly

PERSONAL

Women and Children.

OFFICE HOIKS, 8

I

A. M. I lu 4 P. 91.

ROBERT

Til AVER
WILDE,
The Natural Magnetic Physician,

consequence—only

Afternoons.

On

4

&

5

Shortest

STREET.

FREE

3d Floor.

CLOAKS:
CLOAKS l
CLOAKSf

Elegant Hearer Cloth, Jet

J. H. SCHENCK & SON,
N. E. comer Sixth and Arch streets, Pliiia,
And are tor sale
by ail druggists and dealers.
Dr. Scnenck will be at the Quincy
House,
TON, on the Allowing Wednmdays: Ocfjbgr 7>h
and December 2d.

16th

»'« 416.00, Wank 048.00,
—

«&

<t

and’3^cmbcr4a“‘nJ18tl>’

_mel2

n

—

STREET.

(2nd Floor,)
D. C. COLDER, Agent.

WHITE’S
SPECIALTY FOR DYSPEPSIA.

AT

FREE

hwMfcwIysnl l

._

Embroidered

CLOAKS,

prepared only by

oct

bneodfm

»"d “fe “—r

*
Dyspepsia” twenty years, sometimes able
jiy tlio plainest food, and very little ot that.
Wwa
and remedies without relief until I
physicians
J««*'.
ueu ot “White’s Specialty for Dyspepsia," which
wai entirely cured me.
(Signed)
Mrs. B. L. WEST. Vineyard Haven, Mass.
Springfield, Ms., Oct. 18.—Mr. White, Dear Sir:—
The “Specialty” is liked very much by every one who
uses it.
We have sold it for two years, and are not.
selling anything but the “Specialty" now fer “DysC. P. ALDEN.
pepsia.” Yours truly,
Price $1 per Bottle. For sale by all druggists.
Send for Descriptive Circular to the proprietor, H.
O. WHITE, Cambndgeport, Mass.
d&wGmoe
nelB___

to eat V

0

Awnings. Tents, Flags, Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvass Letterings,

Decorations,
49 1.2

Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.
D 14.

F.

EXCHANGE STREET.,

A

COST/YEN ESS, DYSPEPSIA, P/LES,
Pleasant to the palate, cause no pain.act promptly
never require increase of dose, do not
exhaust, and
and for elderly persons, females aud children, arc
just the thing. Two taken at night move the bowels
once the next morning.
Warranted in all cases ot
the Piles end Falling of the Keotum. We
promise a cure for all svmptoms of Dyspepsia, such us
Oppression After Eating, Sour Stomach
Spittlno ofFood,Palwtations; also Headache’
Dizziness, Pain in the Back and Loins Yellowness of the Skin and Eyes,Sick Headache
Coated

Loss
and
ness

Tongue,Billiousness,Liver Coeflaint’
Appetite, Debility, Monthly Pains’
Irregularities, Neuralgia, Faint-

THK PATBOKM

For sate in Portland only by

CO.,
J

bV“‘il
For sale by E.

*• »»y address.

S. IWf—«
Harrison « Co., No. 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston, and by all Druggists.
seiisueodly
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HARTFORD, CONN.,
are hereby advised that the
Agency, heretof.no
nands
of

to

Messrs. Barnes Bros., has bceu

iron*

in the
erred

Messrs. ROLLINS,
LOPING
* ADAMS.
who will hereafter condwot the lianine,* at the Company for Port hint I on-1 vicinity at their uOee,

No. aa Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.. Oct. 27th, 1874.

J. H. SPRAGUE, Pre»’t.
E. B. HUNTINUTGN. Sect’y,

by E. D. Lacy, Sp'l Ag’t.

OF
ALL

&c.
Travellers find the Lozenges tost what thru need,
as they are so compact and inodorous that
they may
be earned in the reet pocket, and as an aperient dr
laxative these Lozenges hare no equal.
Trial ■«M 3V c. lapse Hairs ttOc. MSI

LEAVITT.

ATLAS INSURANCE CO.

LOZENGES.
Indorsed by all the Medical Journals as the most Agreeable,
Convenient, Effective and
Sure Remedy for

Ac.

mc3eol.L

HARRISON’S

PERISTALTIC

aad Malarsntl

mt *»

Notice at

sntt

Soumnck’s Pulmonic Syrup,
Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic,
SyHENCK’g Mandrake Pills,
Are the only medicines that will cure
Pulmonary
Consumption. Frequently medicines that stop a
cough will occasion the death oi the patient: the*
lock up the liver, stop tho circulation of the Uloo'',
hemorrhage tollows, and In fact, they clog the ar'.ion
er the
very organs that caused the cough. Llwt complaint and Dyspepsia are the causes ot two-thirds of
the cases of consumption. Many persons
complaiu
of a anil
pain in the side, constipation,coated tongue
paiu in the Bhoulder-blade, feelings ot drowsiness
and restlessness, the food
lying heavily on the stem
acb, accompanied with acidity and belching up at
wind. These symptims usually originate from a disordered condition of tho stomach or a
torpid liver
Persons so aflected, it they take one or two heavy
colds, and If the cough in these cases be suddenly
checked, will find the stomach and liver clogged re
mainlng torpid and inactive, and almost before they
are aware the lungs are a mass of
sores, and ulcerated, the result of which is death. Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which does not
contain opium or anything calculated to check a
cough
suddenly. Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic dissolves the
food, mixes with the gastric juices of the stomach,
aids digestion and creates a ravenous
appetite,
when the bowels are costive, skiu
sallow, or the
symptoms otherwise of a billioua tendency, Schenk’s
Mandrake Pills are required. These mediciues are

Painting

AGENTS.

—

4'onsuniptian Cat Be Cared.

WEST CIGARS,

SOLE

OB

JOS. H. POOR dc BRO.

RESORT!

w. w. WHIPPLE &
n<H

—

CVTTING AND BASTING

so

no!3_

“EL »OL BE CUBA”

oSlcksUrer

DONE TO ORDER,

Roods.

11!, .__

Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday

KEY

All Kinds Dress and Cloak Maktag

tar as U relates TO THOUSANDS who very
much dislike PAYING HIGHER
PRICES for the same kind of

miM8 ANNIE LATHAM
baa her Mtudio iu Rwm
3, No. 8 Clapp’s
Slack.
and will receive
on
pupils in Drawing and

11018_day

♦

cc-1__sntf

"®t’k»-__nol31m

flat*

/1A L

|r,/’

/

v

Residence, 33 1-3 Pjgh street.

et°r.
to., 7.»8

to-da/were 8237.00c,/gu,”^™:
a?

\

»R. SARAH W. DEVOLL,
Regular Practilianer at yiriliriar,
formerly of Newton, Mass., oilers her services to

Nassau, N.

TTj

STREET

A

royal victoria hotejl.
P Bahamas. T. J. Porter,
Propri_B or fnU information at hire.su J. Udgerwood &
Broadway, N. Y. Steamers still every two

-jjrLi

918.00.

DWIGHT C. GOLDER, Aft.

Lecture Committees and Library Societies will please
address GEO. E. BROWN, Lecture and Concert
Agency. Portland.
References—T. P. Leonard, Prot. of Elocution, Boston ; Hon. B. Kingsbury, Jr., Rev.Chas. Pltblado,
Portland.
oc20snif

u<>24__snd2t
WINTER

aad

94F1.00R,

Elocution, Including Gesture, and a Systematic
training of the yoice. Apply at No. 13 Casco Street.
Mrs. R. is also prepared to give Public Readings.

...

New York Stock and Neaer market.

FREE

5

Elocution and Voice Culture.

tho members of the
SiV'n
St- Andrews
Society, ate requested to meet
-w,.
ZJSr “i?*1 Pjace in City Building, WEDNESDAY
the 25 inst., at TJ o’clock to bear the
rm>
ort of the Committee on Celebration. A full
l"
*
.tendance is requested.
PER OHD^R OF COMMITTEE.

Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Kailroad'.’.’.'. ...Till
Second Call.
Eastern Railroad.

&

MRS. ROBERTS will receive Pupils in Practice

® Andrews’
Society.

Kailroad.

SI M, 98.00 and 910.00, worth,

910.00, 913.00

SPECU^l notices.

not

CLOAKS:

4

agents
TS&T&weow3m

-—±:_

Daily Domestic Receipts.
conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to 3 W

water

True & Co.

Exchange aggregated

TT83m

534 CONGRESS STREET.

..,

r^ov^y

81, Parllaad.

se29

burn, water-brash, gnawing and burning paian a
the pit ot the stomach, yellow skbi,. coated v
disagreeable taste in the mouth, comp'* up 0
the iood after eating, low spirits, dtc.
°°
your
Drug Store and inquire about it or r
saml’le lK,t‘
tic for 10 ets. W. F. Phillips & Co
?
wholesale

Foreign Exports.
ST. JOHN. NB. Br Schr H V Crandall—1300 bbls
flour, 125 bags shorts, 466 do feed, 1 lxll bags.

croop, and preventive of consumption it has ao rasa/.
In whooping cough it acts like a charm. Contains no
opium and is pleasant to take. Trial bottles 10 cents.
For sale by A. S. Hind., Preble House; T. Q. Luring,
Exchange and Federal St.; C. L. Holt, 653 Congress
St.; C. B. Woodman, Saccarappa: A. T. Keen, Uorham: E. P. Weston, Fryebnrg; W.F. Phillip* A Co.,
Wholesale agents. Morris A Heritage, Philadelp hi*
proprietors.
oclUeodtr

Elegant Beaver Clotb Cloak*

August Flower.
The most miserable beings in the world aro those
from
suflering
Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint.
More than Beventy-llve per cent, of the
people in
the United States are afflicted with these two diseases and their effects, such as sour sfcgnacb, sick
head ache, habitual eoltiveness, impure blood, hear*,

Portland Wholesale markets.
Monday, Nov. 23.—There is no movemeut to note
to-day in the tone of the market. Potatoes are in
active demand and the best lota being 60c. Grain is
very firm and the market quite bare; no change in
prices. The lower grades oi flour are a little easier
and the prospect is that prices will be quiet in a
short time. Prices remain unchanged as yet.

J«2per

snlm

EASTMAN BROTHERS,

trary, after a career of twenty years, were never so
popular as they aro to-day. Soon after their appearance it became manifest that
they possessed in a remarkable degree the power of toning and regulating
the human system, and
to-day they rank as the
standard restorative of the age.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

sndAw6tu

Why Will Is* C«Hhf
No one who has used Sr. Morris’ Syrup of Tar
Wild Cherry and Horehound, will be without It. As
a remedy for all throat and long disease*, cure for

AT

A

The Italian parliament wa9 opened yesterday
by a speech by King Victor Emannuel.
A Oincinnati despatch savs that another $50

FREE STREET,
POUTLAND, ».

litfle

Triumph «f Chemistry.
Among the nnmerous health-giving discoveries of
pharmacentical chemistry, none has achieved a more
transcendent and lasting success than Hostetter’s
Stomach Bitters. Of course there is a reason for
thlB. It would have been impossible to palm ofl for
nearly a quarter of a century, upon so shrewd a peopte as the Americans, a meritless article, or have established by mere advertising such a
reputation as
*?® Jitters enjoy, if they did not possess a substantial title to public confidence. The truth of this statement is proved by the tact that
bogus nostrums, n#
matter how extensively puffed,
usually enjoy but a
transient existence, are then discovered to be worthload onil itlennnln/l

$3127(100

tale

NOW

■

>

bonis
inactive."

81.

_octlsneodtf
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2,000 bush corn, 41,-

morning.

dealings

73
“O'

CLOAKS!

gars.

government policy.
Tho Baltimore and Ohio ltailroad sent its
first through train from Chicago east yesterday

Nf.w Yobk.Nov.23—Kvenina.—Wall street
ruar’.
cts were quiet from the beginning to the end. tW .,7h
in the closing
there was, perhaps, a s’
more activity noted in railway shares.
Money
at 3 per cent, alter loaning up to 4 per ew,i
down to 24 per cent.
Foreign Exchange dull mi
steady at 485J for prime 60 day s and 490 fov demand
The Custom receipts
strong nnd higher at the opening at ll’.i dosed
111J, the extreme of the day; rates paid, for carrvini7
were 1, 2. 2J, 3 ® 4 per cent., and for |
arrowing
The Assistant Treasurer paid out
in inter"
est and 8144,000 In redemption ot
Govern
ments are dull. State bonds are
Railroad
mortgages quiet. The stock market opened dull and
in
depressed
lesponse to European advices ot iha
Continent, alt tanks having advwoed their
rates of
discount and a fall in American securities in
London
The weakest stocks on the list were Wabash and
Erie. Later in the dav there was s
generol
and prices advanced
cent, with the chief
advances in Missouri, Pacific, North Western
Rock
Island, Atlantic Sc Pacific preferred and
Mining Co. At the oloee the market was firm
tbularly for Western miscellaneous stocks. The total transactions at the Stock

900

< nnn

Knropean iTtarbeu. »
London, Nov. 23-12.30 P. M.-American securities—U. S. 5-20s, 1865, old. 106; do 1867, 1091 Erie
*’
26 @26*; New York Central »4.
Liverpool, Nov.{23-12.30 P. M.-Cotton market
is steady; Middling uplands
7*d; do Orleans at 81 ffl
8*d ; sales 11,000 bales, including 20i0 bales lor aneculatlon and export.

Eastern

ha found at his office and residence, dsllv
Persons can be treated by letter.

can

Teacher of Vocal Music,
to

QC7

2,-

poser, a member of the Senate.
Seven negroes and one white man,all thieves,
were whipped at Newcastle, Del.,
Saturday.
Bed Cloud has lost half of his personal adherents by exerting his influence in behalf of the

special

Diseases of the Lungs, Throat, Catarrh
and Bronchitis,

Miss Clara E. Manger,

Nov- 21.—Spanish gold 200; American
Gold220@22!. Exchange is fire:; on the United
60
Stores,
days currency at 93 @ 101 prem; do short
102@101 prem; 00 days gold 119® 121 prem;
short sight 122 ® 124 prom; on Paris 121
@ 122 prem!

Ex-Mayor Gerrard of Beading, Penn., died
suddenly Sunday.
Fortuny, the Spanish painter, is dead.
The King of Italy has made Verdi, the com-

_

Street.

MORSE.”

DR.

C. R. GRANT
Will receive a limited number of pupils iu Oil Paintng, Charcoal Drawing, &c., from life and objects.
Apply at Studio, room 8, Casco Bank Building, 81

111

$51,110.

dluun

Who baa for the last
twenty five years, given
attention to the treatment of

Pair.

Temple

uo7

Havana Merkel.
Havana. Nov. 21—Sugar nominal; Stock oi Sugar
warehouses at Havana and Matanzas 17,143 bozes
and3000 hhds. Receipts of week are 51 boxes; exported during the week 17,500 boxes and 129 hhds,
including 13,000 boxes and all the hhds wero to the
united States.
Sugar—The following contracts Lave been made at
Sagua for future delivery—5000 hhds fair to good rcfinlug Muscovado at 7 reals gold with $60,000 gold in
advance; at Trinida 3000 hhds at 8* reals for Ceutrifngal; 6* for Muscovado and 6 tor Molasses Su-

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
There are fears at Para of a general uprising
all
against
foreigners,instigated by the Tribune
newspaper.
Tlie internal revenue receipts to-day were

Rosso* stock 1.1st.
ISaies at the Broken’ Board, Nov. 23.1
Boston & Maine B&ilroad...

a

Raunaa »I and 19 Fluent Black.
Shipments-1005 bbls flour, 72,997 bush wheat, 0000
aaU
bush corn, 3113 bush oats.
___snlwntf
Oswego, Nov. 23.—Flour steady. Wheat is firm:
REMOVAL.
No 1 Milwaukee at 120. Corn is lower; sales old
No 2 at 89c. Barley is firm (Canada offered at 1 49
@
SHAW, has removed his office from FTheii t
1 50—most of stock held higher.
ocltentf
l Block, to his residence No 32 HIGH ST.
Freights—Wheat 9c. Corn 8Jc, Barley 8c.
Receipts—32,730 bush wheat, 40,000 bush corr on
Wc
Dc
593 bush barley, 19,809 bush rye.
liver small lots of Coal anyShipments—7,988 busa wheat, 00,000 bush corn 0
108 bush barley, 16,674 bash rye.
where about Town for 88.30 PER
Buffaloov. 23.—Wheat—small lots No 2 MilwauTON THOROUGHLY SCREENED
kee at 105. Com—email lots old at
85c; new 78c
Oats scarce 58c.
AND CLEANSED. A tact Of

In the case of Pale killed by Blair, the coroner's jnry found a verdict of murder.

By

5 FREE STREET, PORTLAND.

nov 11*

COOIA HABBAN’B,
130 Middle and O

Coru,

n-lwxnt

case marc those Fine Thibet*, all colors, far S9c yard.
17 Pieces Best Quality Cyans Poplins at
91.07 yard.
41 PIrees Black Brilliautiacs, wank Stir
tar 43c yd.
1 Case mare Ladira’ Weriao Panto and
Veele at tke Law Price al 39c rack,
aid price 91.
Fiar and Ilcnry Brpelleal. far 73c yd.

I2V EVERY DEPARTMENT.

13 Cento Pack.
LADIES FELT
HATS,
30 Ceau Pack at

lOJc.
Receipts—5,000 bbls flour, 101,000 bush wheat.
Shipments-1,300 bbls flour, 161,000 bush wheat.
Detroit, Nov. 23.—Flour is steady. Wheat Is easier; extra White Michigan at 118} ;Nol White Michigan at 114; No 1 Amber Michigan at 1 07*. Corn is
steady; No 1 Mixed 71c. Oats easier; No 1 Mixed are
Of

$1.00. 1.05, 1.15, 1.99, 1.37, 1.50.

may be found

WHITE
BLANKETS,
99.73 a Pair.
LADIES’ALL SILKJWINSOBTIKS

at

RftCfiilits—.Y/44 hlila flnnr
bush corn, 3080 bush oats.

PRICKS THIN WKKK,

OUR

Astonishingly Low Prices

FINE

21,400 bush Oats.
Milwaukee, Nov. 23,-Wheat firm; No 1 Milwaukee at 91 j;No 2 do at 92}e for cash; 92*c seller for
Nov; 90c do Dec. Corn steady; high Mixed at 751c.
Oats ttrm; No 2 at 53c. Rye is firm; No 1 at 1 00c.—
Barley unsettled; No 2 Spring at 1 33.
Freights—Wheat to Buttiilo6c; Wheat to Oswego

offered at 52Jc.

less than two-thirds the cost of importation.

GLOVES,
91.00

l'CU

bush Corn,

Shipments-62,500 bush Wheat, 74,700

at

SHADES,

KIDS,
30 Cti. a Pair—All Biwi,
EXTRA QUALITIES, TWO BUTTON KID GLOVES,
73 Cento a Pair.
GENTS’ LINED DOGSKIN-

at 5 50.

Receipts—15,603 bush Wheat, 45,200

ALL*

FRINGE

30 Cento a Yard.
BLACK
TWO BUTTON

50
rt
7 35 @ 7 55; bulk of sales
head; shipments 240 head.

500 hush Oats.

PRICES.

97 pieces Ur os drain Black Silks

LEADERS.

J.OLIDO, Nov. 23.—Wheat is dull and little doing;
No 1 Red Winter 110; No 2 Red Winter held 1 06*!
CorU active and higher; high Mixed old 79c: new 72c
cash or seller Nov; 71c for seller Dec; low Mixed new
70c cash; 68c seller Dec. Oats in fair demand aud
prices advanced; Michigan at 55c; No 2 at 54* @ 544
cash or Nov; No 1 White 58.
Clover Seeds steady

peddling stationery.

at

sntf

BALL

prices; common or mixed Tots 6
fair pacing 7 00 @ 7 10; good

in
medium or

equally

at

OUR ENTIRE STOCK HARKED DOWN,

Cincinnati, Nov. 23.—Provisions—Pork is quiet at
20 50 @ 21 00. Bacon is quiet ;shoulders at
9}c; clear
rib sides 13c; clear sides 1 c. Sugar cured hams at
12 @ 13c.
Cut Meats loose quiet; shoulders at 7c;
dear rib aides at 13}c ;clear sides at lOJc. Lard quiet
ateam1endered 131 @l3Jc; kettle rendered at 14c.—
Live Hogs selling slow, buyers hold oil hoping obtain
some

housekeeping goods

OUR

pouhds average; short ribs and long clear at9J@
9§c loose.
Freights—held at 1* for wheat, 17 for corn, 12c for
oats Lake rail New York.
Receipts—8625 bbls flour, 47,640 bush wheat, 40,730
bush corn, 12,460 bush oats, 1067 bush rye, 14,210 bush
of barley.
Shipments—5351 bbls flour, 72,530 bush wheat, 2,150 bush corn, 9263 busn oats, 1500 bush
rye, 9710
bash barter.

Coburg.

purchas

HEAD FRANKLIN WHARF.

lOJc

Russia,who

before

<y23

19 40 seller all the year; 20 40 @ 20 50 seller for March.
Lard steady at 13 00 cash and for seller all the year;
13 25 @ 13 30 seller February. Cut Meats unsettled
and 1 @ }c lower. Green hams sold at
for 15-

xue

prices

our

S. ROUNDS & SON,
36 COMMERCIAL STREET,

NO.

engagements have been as follows, Liverpool 8,000 bush cornlby steam at 8}d; 200
hales cotton 7-16<l; London by sail 1000 bbls flour at
2s 6d; the asking steam rate to Liverpool 81 « od on
com and wheat.
Cotton market is quiet; Middling uplands 113c.
*
•
Gold closed at lllj.
CHICAGO, Nov. 23.—Flour is quiet and steady ^hipping extras at 4 25 @ 4 65; Family Brands at 4 37 @
’}• Wheat la stronger, active and higher at 91c for
seller Dec; 93c lor seller Jan. Corn
irregular, unsettled and lower at 81} @ 82c cash or seller Nov;
78}c for seller all the year; 7H (® 72c seller for May
car lots 81c; new No 2 at 68 @ 69c cash.
Oats firm
and in good demand at 55c cash or tor seller Nov; 54
@ 54}c for seller all the year. Rye iflrm and quiet
at 9lc. Barley dull and irregular at 1 28} ® 1 29} for
cash or for seller Nov; 129 @ 1 30 seller
Dec; No 3 at
113 @ 118- Whiskey quiet; sales at 98c.
Provis-

Th» infant son of the Duke of Ediuburg
baptized to day receiving the name of

our

One

{^•Please call and get
ng elsewhere.

CutLoa/U}epow^ere^
Ocean Freghts—The

was

auicu xiiucaii

quantities.

8}

injured.
Who*

liberal discoaul to purchasers of large

A

Offering.

we are now

LOW

QUANTITY.

AND

the many

tew of

suitable for

Coal to give perfect satisfaction In

our

QUALITY

Jobbing

season, including a large garrison.]
Vnriiui Bullion Affair*.

personf

We warrant

jersey

of

every way

a

IOO Piece* Hills 4-4 Blesck tolloas 11c
yard.
•>
“
73 Piecrs Baat 4-4,
Be.
130 “
Fiae Brown 4-1, Mkcetlags (Sc.
1 Cn.f Washingtoa Cambrics, tt l-4c yd.
9 Bnles Fiar Bassia Crashes lOc yd.
1 Case Bates Qailts aaly S3c eaeh.

POAL*

Steam, Furnaces, Parlor and Cook Stoves,

Canada auiet at 1 56 hid. Rvp—
ports 8692 bush; sales 8000 bush on p t; held at 03c
® 96c. Seeds—receipts313 bags; exports 344
bags;
Clover freely held at 9} @ 10c: Timothy nominal at
2 75 @ 2 90; Domestic flax seed at 2 05
@210. Barley Malt—receipts ol!328 bush; market is quiet and
steady and seller apart. Oatmeal steady at 7 75 for
Western and City; 8 30 for Ont. per bbl.
Cornmeal
—receipts 200 bbls; exports 99 bbls;sales 200 bbls and
200 sacks at 5 00 @ 5 10 for brandy wine ;4 23 ® 4 75 for
Western Yellow;4 00 @ 4 50 for
and Pennsylvania ; 1 55 for Baltimore Yellow; city sacked, coarse
1 70; tine silted 1 74; bolted Yellow 1
85; do White
2 05 @ 210. Whiskey—receipts 099 bbls; sales 300
bbls at 1 014 @1 02; closed at 1 01}. Pork quiet at
21 00.
Lard is Armor at 13}c for six months. Tallow
easy at 8Jc. Linseed Oil nominally at 78 @ 79c.—
Ptroleum is dull; crude in hulk at 5}; R S W at lose;
cases at 16}c.
Naval Stores—Rosin quiet at 2 32} ®
2 35 for strained.
Tar nominal. Spirits Turpentine
Is firmer at 35} @ 36c. Oofl'ee in moderate
demand; ordinary lots at 16} @ 17}c; fair 18 a 18}c;
good 19 @ 19}c; prime 10} @ L’nlc; choice to fancy at
20} @ 20}c; ordinary cargoes 16} @ 17c; fair 18 @ 18};
gootllS} @ 19c; prime 19} ® 20c; Java Coffee at 25 ®
28}c; sales 6000 bags extra Syn on p t: 500 bags extra
Ontario at 17fc; whole receipts of Coffee in the United State dnrina the past month 168,339 hags; sales
same time 127,642 bags; stock in all ports this day
40,697 bags. Raw Sugar—in good demand from the
refiners; holders being firm at further advance of }c;
sales 364 hhds of Muscovado at
@ 8fc; fair to good
refining 8} ® 81c< prime 8}c; refined Sugar iu good
demand and: firm; Yellow at 8 @ 9}c jextra C at 9} @
Sfc; standard A at 10} @ 10}; off 10® ll!}c; standard
,ml granulated 10}@10}e;

completely destroyed.

Bargains

All of

FRANKLIN
are

less than

We mention

I.ORBEHY and

Coals

en-

SON

IIIt'KERY,

Th? alstve

ofler their

a

RICH AND LOW PRICED UOODM

JOHNS,

Domestic Market*.
New Yobk,Nov.23—Evening.—Flour—receipts ot
14,445 bb:s; exports 8699 bbla; sales 13,239 bbls; th?
market is firmer in tone and quiet for most grades:
superfine and No 2 firmer and higher; shipping
grades held higher; Red Winter Wheat flour is slow
unless at export prices; Southern
quiet. Buckwheat
flour dull: Minnesota steady but firmer. Rye flour
8® firm.
Wheat—receipts 463,277 bush; exports 197,326 bush; sales 140,000 bush at 1 07 @ 1 08*
for ungraded
Spring; 109* @110 for No 2 Chicago
Amber Winter 1 25 @ 1 28*; Red Winter at
119 @125-.Minnesota
Spring at 119 @122*; No 2
at 114 @ 115; common to choice
wv^au™e
?Pril,e
White
Winter
1 25 (§Tl 40: 1 18 1 28 for new to old
Nol Spring; closed quiet.
Com—receipts 84,467
tosh; exports 69,173 bush; sales 486,000 bush at 84
@ 86c for new Western Mixed, chiefly at 85c; 91* @
92c for old do; 92* @ 93c for
High Mixed to Yello w;
89Jc in store bid lor old Western Mixed; White Western quiet Mid nominal.
Oats—receipts 164,469 bush;
bu8b at 66 @ 67c for
22 @bl£h
**£?/**
09c lor White; 65 @ 66c for State Mixed
Mixed, 68
on track jelosed
the increased receipts making
quiet;
buyer more cautious. Barley-receipts 126,760 busbT
sales 12,000 bush, part Saturday
evening at 1 60 in
store for Canada and 1 43 for 6-rowed State to-dav

tire

New York aud Boston Wholesale Prices.
A

BOUNDS

1

FOREIGN.

[Cronstadt is
Petersburg.

The old firm of

SANIUEL

iu tlicir stock
sort men’ of

change

a

at

Erie preter red....45
still keep at
Union Pacific stock...35|
Michigan Central...76
Lake Shore. 80S I
36 COMMERCIAL STREET,
Illinois Centra!. 96 1
Chicago & Northwestern. 42$
and sell all the
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 60*
Chicago & Rock Island. 100$
FIRST QUALITIES OF COAL
The following were the quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:
ust as
cheap as any other dealer In the city ot PortCentral Pacific bonds....,.95$
land from one ton to ten thousand, viz.,
Union Pacific.....91$
Union Pacific land grants..1.88*
HUGAR LOAF,
Union Pacific incomes.92
SPRING MOUNTAIN.
HONEY SHOOK,

vVar Dep’t, Office Chief Signal)
>
Officer. Washington, I). O.,
Nov. 24, |1 A. M.))
For Kew England,
light snow or sleet followed by clearing and
colder weather, southwest or northwest winds
and rising barometer.

St.

Anticipating

L

A

O

Q

NOTICE.

E. T. ELDEiY X CO..

07 EXCHANGE ST.,
Portland Having* Bunk Building,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
7&“S[ie. ial attention itiveu to collections ami matteis pertaiuim; to administrations Of Trust Estates
lwsn
no23

Currency C’s.118|
were the closing quotations of

tUTBOBOLOfilOAL
p

SPEGIAL

WTCOOMBS,

ARDON
Attorney amt Counselor at Law,

112j

...

S1ECIAL NOTICES.

OFFICE.

LAW & COLLECTION

The
following were the closing quotations of Government securiticet
United States coupon 6’s, lwt.. 1196
United States 5-20’s, 1862. .112*
United States 5-20’s 1864... .m*
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old.115*
United States 5-20’s, 18a% new..118*
United States 5-20’s, 1867.119*
United States 5-20’s. 1808.119
United States new 5’s.
1126
United States 10-40 coupon..

’..

NOTICES*?

SPECIAL

and

Company.
New Haven, Ct., Nov. 28.—This morning
Insurance Commissioner Stedman applied at
the Probate Court for the appointment of a
trustee over the American National Life and
Trust Insurance Company, B. Noyes
presi-

bayonets.’

rsand house in course of

formerly New Creek,

warm

THE STORM.
Onctliird

Baildiiiji Blown Down and a Man Killed
Cumberland, ma, Not. 23,—This afternoon at 2.30, the brick wall ana
«»etnr» of the

TUCKER’S

u

PRINTINGS

TtSa-ilui

HOUSE.

The Book, Card aud Job Printing Biulneea of the
oT d Tucker, will be contiuued. an heretofore,
at the Stand,
HO
AU

EXCHANGE 8TKKJEBT.

orders,

cl the

prompt attention

pereotwl

or

bv

mail. Will receive
Jj.'Mttso

THU p n ESS,
TUESDAY MORNING, NOV. 24, 1874
the pren*
Olay t>c obtained at tbe Periodical Dei/Ots of FesBenden Bros., Marquis, Brunei! & Co.. Andrews
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendiick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city.
At Biddeford, ot Pillsburv.
At Saco of L, Hodgdon,
At Waterville, ol j. s. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewislou, of French Bros, and Stevens & Co.

CITY AND VICINITY,
Pffw Advertisements To-Day*
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES,
utter—'Wilson & Co.’s.
X A. R. A.—J. J. Sheehan.
SPECIAL NOTICES
8". Andrew’s Society.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

United States for Maine, and obtained from
him in substance the following information.
The act of Congress approved June 23, 1874,
provides for the appointment of five judges to
“Court of Commissioners of Alabama
Claims”, whose sittings shall be iu Washington.
The court was accordingly organized
with John Davis for cierk aud John A, J.
Creswell as counsel of the United States. The
matters to he received and examined by the
Court are all claims admissible under the act
that may be presented to the court, directly react as

a

sulting from damage caused by the so-called
insurgent cruisers Alabama, Florida, and their

Bos!on.

Sleighs and Traverse Pangs—John Adams.
Oak and Pine Timber,
Notice to Foreclosure—Carrie Smith.

the provisions of the act no claims shall be allowed where the party injured or his assignee
has received compensation from any insurance

Rubber

L.

Boots-M. G. Palmer.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
M. C. A.—Hon. Geo. T. Davis.
Notice—Prof. Wis well’s Lecture,
AUCTION COLUMN.
Furs and Robes—Morgan & Dyer.

Superior Court.
NOVEMBER CIVIL TERM, 1874, SYMONDB, J.,

company or otherwise, but if the compensation received shall not have been equal to the
loss or damage suffered, allowance may he
made for the difference.

PRESID-

ING.

Monday.—Samuel Mason vs. Cyrus Abbott. Replevin of a wagon. Defendant claimed title. There
was no question but that the wagon originally belonged to Mason, but he sold it to one John Thomas,
a man of no
property, who swapped it with Abbott
anomer

wagon.

The plaintiff testified that the sale to 3 komas was
conditional; that he let him have the wagon on conti jn that ho would pay him twenty dollars of the
purchase money in two weeks; if he did not the title
to the property was not to pass. The twenty dollars
was never paid.
The defendant introdnced testimony, among which
were alleged declarations of the plaintiff, that the
sale was absolute. Verdict for the plaintiff and $5

damages.
Motley & Blethcn for plaintiff.
Howard & Cleaves for defendant.
Joseph Elder vs. John M. Webb. Assumpsit upon
an account annexed to recover a balance of account
for sawing lumber, staves, etc., amounting to $49.
Defendant filed an account in set off. Verdict for

plaintiff for $30.
Pike—Howard & Cleaves.for plaintiff.
L. M. Webb—Winsbip for defendant.
This beiug the last case for the jury this term they
were discharged lor the remainder ot this term.

ITluuicipal Court.
BEFORE

JUDGE MORRIS.

Monday.—Charles D. Latham vs. James Sheban.
Action on account annexed for use of fcack—$10 50.
Offer to be defaulted for $3.14 by defendant. Judgment for plaintiff for $3.53. Judgment satisfied.
Billon.
Strout & Gage.
Brief Jotting*.
Tbe water famine lias ceased to be a live

is-

sue.

It of couise took time for tbe late elections to
affect the weather, but they brought rain final-

ly.

will be

Under Democratic rule there

no

drouth—of liquors.
/in extra train

win

ue xuu

lu

uuiuhiu

the Portland & Ogdensburg on the night of tlie
Di Murska concert.
The Bisbee and Congress Square unions netted about $1100 by their entertainments the

pa9t

season.

boy is saving up bis pennies with
a view to the purchase of a pair of Bkatcs.
A train of 28 loaded cars passed through
Commercial street yesterday.
Bad boys stood on the street corners yesterday and watched to see who was the next one
The small

to get hit with snow slides.
Some one said that the storm

signal

out

was

yesterday.
The prudent individual walked in the middle
of the street yesterday to prevent injury from
snow

slides.

Yesterday

was

a

bad day for unbrellas.

Two richly dressed Spanish ladies passing
through this city for Halifax yesterday attracted

Claim*.

enders, and also all claims admissible under
said act, directly resulting from damage caused
by the so-called cruiser Shenandoah after her
departure from Melboune, Feb. 18, I860. By

Strayed—Cow,
Turkeys, Geese & Chickens—J.

ior

Alabama

Frequent inquiries having been made iu relation to the proceedings (o be taken hv parties
interested in the Geucva award, we have called
A. Strout, Esq., counsel for the
upon A.

deal of attention.
ouly accident from snow slides that we
have to report this morning is that of a man
who had bis nnbrella struck and broken by
fall of snow fram Old City Hall.
a

The

No Boston boat last night either way.
The Custom House boatmen have just moved
into their new house on Custom House wharf.
Mr. and Mrs. George Deering, residing ou
High street, slipped and fell on the icy sidewalk Sunday evening. Mrs. Deering was considerably bruised and stunned by her fall.
Alexander Scott, better known as “Scotty,”
decamped on Saturday leaving Mrs. Stafford,
his bondswoman the poorer by some $200. He
also owes about $400.
The boys of the class of ’74, P. H. S., are requested to meet at the Portland Cadets armory
at 7J o’clock this evening.
The Portland Reformed Men's Club meet
hlilo

CVCUiUg

aU

Z1I1LU

i'liooiuu

MV

12

«

vivvtti

who have renounced the use of intoxicating liquors and those who desire to do so are
invited to join the club.
The St. Andrews Society is requested to
All

men

meet

at the usual

place Wednesday evening.

See notice.
Several of the directors of the Eastern road
were in town last evening, and this morning
they go up over the Conway rotd on a tour of

inspection.
Dr. Files Informs us that Mr. Marriuer is dothat there is n > doubt of his re-

ing finely, and

covery.
The prospect now is that the

sidewalks

will

be slippery to-day.
Frank W. Smith has resigned the position of
secretary of the Forest City Shooting Club.
Several of our military have been invited to
attend a grand ball given by the Stratford
Guards at Dover, Wednesday evening.
The Scott Siddons Heading.—It
he forgotten that Mrs. Scott Siddoni

will not
reads in

the Army and Navy
Friday
merits as an elocutionist are so very generally
acknowledged that it is unnecessary to comment upon them,and her graces of manner and
person add mnch to the charm of her reading.
There will doubtless be a rush for evening
tickets. Mrs. Siddons will be assisted by the
Amphion Club, which will furnish choice mu
Her

next

course

sic. The following is the programme:
Champagne Song.Scliroter.
Amphion Club.
In Absence.Buck.
Amphion Club.
Mohling.
To the Bravest..
Amphion Club.
Scents from ‘-A| You Like It”.Shakespeare.
Siddons.
The death of Queen Elizabeth.Mrs. N. Crosland.
Mrs. Siddons.
The Courtship of Henry 5th.ShakespeareMrs. Siddons.
Sleep Walking Scene; from Macbeth.
Mrs.

.Shakespeare.
Mre. Siddons.

Vocal March.
Amphion Club.
Always More.•••••••■•■...
Amphion Club.
Father Phil’s Collection...S. Lover.
Mrs. Siddons.
Hood.
The Bridge of Sighs.
Mrs. Siddons.
A chapter irom ‘‘The Innocents Abroad.”

...Mark
Mis.

Twain.

Siddons.

T_iL.

_ol.rt

freights, gross freights, prospective profit,
freights, gains, or advantages, or for wages
of
officers, or seamen for a longer time
than one year next after the breaking up of a
voyage by the cruisers above named or their
tenders, are not allowed. .No claim is allowed
in favor of an assurance company, or other assurer, or their assignee, unless such claimant
shall show to the satisfaction of the court that
itnaiim ll<o

.....llrinir

beam of the locomotive broke aud it was some
lime before another locomotive could he obtained. Consequently the passengers did not
connect with the Grand Trunk train for Mon.

unltnlllnn

ilia

enm

rtf

+ a litnana

5 tt

»n.

pect to war risks exceeded tlie premiums or
No claim is
other gains upon the war risks.
admissible in iavor of an insurance company
nbt lawfully existing at the time of the loss
under the laws of some one of the United
States. Tlie law does not extend its favor to
All claims must he
aliens and insurgents.
verified by the oath of the claimant, and filed
iu the court witliin six months from July 22,
1874. And all claims not so filed on or bcfurj
Dec. 22,1874,are by tlie act to be deemel fiually

and conclusively waive! and barred. Claims are
to be addiessed to John Davis, esq., c'erk of the
Court of Commissiouers of Alabama Claims,
Washington, D. C.
It will be seen that the time fur filing these
claims will soon expire, and parties having
met with los es should at ouoe see that tlie
proper steps are taken to save their rights before the Commissioners at Washington.
The Museum.—If “David Garrick” do s not
call out full houses at the Museum it will be
because of a lamentable want of taste among
Portland people. Should this brilliant comedy
fail to draw, it will become evident that only
those sensational plays which depend npou
bine lights and mechanical effects can succeed
in this city.
The rendition last evening, in two of the
Miss
roles at least, left nothing to be desired.
Isadora played Ada with an exquisite grace
and admirable fidelity to nature. Her conception of the character was finished and artistic,
and her rendition of the impulsive beauty was
natural and snirited. She was especially fine
in the third act, iu Garrick’s lodgings, and

throughout the comedy her by-play was noticeably good. She.has never appeared to so
good advantage iu any of the roles she has unilnrtol-on cin/>n lint* onfrorrnrr,oirf liorn

cities were merited. He showed a quiet power
that belongs only to the highest school of acting, and in the second act, where an inferior
piayer would have been tempted into burlesque,
he made a marked and favorable impression.
His interpretation deserves warm approval.
Mr. Calder was very amu-ing as “Squire
Chivy,” and bis impersonation of the horse
loving squire, tliongh open to the charge of exMr.
ageration was in the main very good.

Oakley gave a commendable rendition of Mr.
Ingot, the honorable and play-bating father of
the heroine, The less said of the others the
better. They coutrived to caricature the parlor
scene in a manner that baffles description.
Loudou trades people are not ]icrsous of refined
taste and graceful manners, bat they are not
stark lunatics.
“David Garrick” will be repeated this evon-

iug and will he followed by the “Limerick
Boy” as an afterpiece, an amusing play which
is a specialty of Mr Calder’s.
less prove very entertaining'

It

donbt-

will

The Stoem—At five o’clock yesterday mornto fall thick and fast, and
the prospect was that we should have good
But at about ten
sleighing at short notice.
o'clock it begau to rain as hard as it had snowed a short time before. To add to the unpleasantness of the day the wind began to blow
This sort of thing continued all day, and made

ing^the snow began

out-door life a burden.
Large snow slides
were plenty bnt no severe accidents are reported. The shipping escaped injury as far as
The vessels lying in the lower
heard from.
roads were towed into the harbor for safety. It
very thick outside and the vessels uear the
land put out to sea, not daring to attempt
make the harbor.
The cellars on Commercial street were floodwas

eu at

xue

uign tiue,
injury
basement of the store of Twitcliell, Chaplin &
Co., was flooded to such an extent that the
steamer Casco No. 5 was sent for to pamr the
As the cellar was undergoing rewater out.
pairs there was nothing in the basement to inuut uj

jure.

resuitcu.

___

Special Meeting of the Board of Thade.
—A special meeting of the Board of Trade was
It was sailed by orheld yesterday morning.
der of President Woodman, aud C. S. Eobes
eliosen secretary pro tem. The following names
James Bailwere proposed for membership:
ey, Stephen R. Small, William H. Simouton,
George D. Hillman, Audrew M. Benson. The
president read resolutions passed by our late
visitors from Vermont. The motion was mado
and carried that the secretary extend a vote of
thauks in the name of the Board to the Peak's
Island Steamboat Company, for the offer of
their boat to he used in carrying the Vermont
visitors down the harbor. A committee composed of the following gentlemen was appointed to attend the meeting of the American
Cheap Transportation Association, to be held

Richmond, Va., Dec. 1st:
A. K. Sliurtleff, W. S. Dana,

at

S. J.
C. H.

Anderson,
Haskell,

These gentlemen were appointed
a special committee with power to fill vacant
cies. After extending a vote of thanks to the
Portland & Ogdensburg railroad for courtesies
extended to the Vermont visitors, tlip meet-

C, E. Jose.

ing adjourned.
Thanksgiving Entertainments.
The Portland Mechanic Blues have arranged
for a graud ball at City Ilall. Chandler has
been engaged to furnish the music for the accasion, The tickets are pat at $1 and can be
bad of the committee or at the door.
Tbe Emerald Buat Club will give a ball at
U..11

n..l., n.ill r..-,,i-l. 1.1a l.-.L't

mil.

sic for the occasion, aud none will doubt that
it will be a very enjoyable time for all who at-

tend.
The Museum will give the charming comedy
of “Married Life," afternoon aud evening.
Ward will give a fine entertainment afternoon and evening.
Mr. Raymond will give the pupils of his afternoon class a social-dance at Army and Navy
Hall in the afternoon.

treal.
The train on the Eastern road was also late,
hut arrived in season to connect with the Grand
Trunk Iraiu.
The afternoon train on the Grand Trunk arrived at the depot about forty minutes late.
The train hands report a heavy snow fall along
The track was in bad
the line of the road.
condition and the train made slow tiino.

Deerino.—The Sunday
eveniug temperauce meeting at the old Bradley
meeting house was well atteuded. The opening address was made by Mr. L. B. Chapman,
who was followed by Messrs. Lowe and Norwood. The interest in these meetings is on the
increase, aud a strong public sentiment is
growing up adverse to the Sunday gatherings
of the idle and profligate in and around the

Several of the other trains arriving in this
city were late, bat all made their connections.

pnblic driukiug places of the town, one of
which, it was reported on Sunday evening, had

-A Good Day’s Work.—Over S780 worth of
boots, shoes aud rubbers were lilted and sold
from M. G. Palmer’s store on Middle street
last Saturday. This goes to prove w hat we
By
have often said that advertising pays.
keepiug the largest and fiuest stock, and by a
continued aud judicious course of advertising,

,,

is well known and well patronized,
this
far beyond the limits of our city or state even;
and the success they have attained iu fitting
feet and advertising to do so, has
store

difficult

brought customer

from all parts of the

state,

Xu addition to their

regular trade, they

selling goods by mail

to

try.

all pa' ts of

the

are

coun-

___

A Furry Lauding.—The citizens of

Village held

a

Kerry
meeting Saturday evening and

the selectappointed
if the town
men to call a town meeting to see
the ferry
will petition the legislature to com pal
maintain a ferry landtag
company to build aud
want a
in Portland. The Ferry Village people
fares.
of
reduction
a

committee to

petition

Temperance

in

been kept in defiance of the laws of God aud
man for a term of forty-five years, though located almost with speaking distance of a spot
where stated meetings for divine worship had
been held for a period of one hundred aud ten
years.
Praise Meeting.—All the clergyuieuin the
city have hesn invited (S take part in the praise
meeting Thanksgiving morning. The Bev.
Mr. Jones presides, the Rev. Mr. Font, makes
the opening prayer, the Rev. Dr. Hill reads selections from scripture, auu the Rev. Dr. SUai
ler aud others will participate in the exercises.
A collection will be taken up to defray ex
penses, tbe sum remaining over will he given
to the Widows' Wood Sooiety. The
will be entirely undenominational.

meeting

The West School—The children of the
West School have published aud printed a paper in the interest of their fair, which comes
off this afternoon aud eveuing. The fair promises to be an attractive one, aud ought to he
well

patronized.

railroad (Nashua & Rochester now) at Worcester next Tuesday, Dec. 1st, and extending
to the invited guests the hospitality of the city
of Worcester.
City of Worcester, I
Mayor’s Office, Nov. 18,1874. )
Ills Honor, the Mayor, and City Governnient of
Portland:
Gentlemen—In accordance with an order
which was passed unanimously by both branch
es of our Municipal Council at their last meeting on Monday, the 16th inst., 1 have the honor
to extend the hospitality of Worcester to the
members of the City Government of Portland,
and to invite their presence here on Tuesday,
tbe first day of December.
This invitation is given in view of the completion of the Nashua & Rochester tailroad,
by which a new bond of union is established
between us. giving promise of a better acquaintance, more intimate relations and important results.
1 take pleasure in expressing the hope that
this invitation will be favorably received and
in assuring you that the citizens as well as the
members of the government will heartily co operate to make your visit agreeable and satis-

factory.

1 am, with great respect,
Edward L. Davis, Mayor.
The invitation was accepted, and Mayor
Wescott will send an answer to that effect.
Besides the city government, the officers of the
Board of Trade, Collector Washburn, Postr
master Goddard and prominent railroad and
steamboat officials are invited as guests of the
city of Worcester. The directors and other
officials of the Portland & Rochester road will
be the guests of the Worcester & Nashua
road.
A special train will leave here Tuesday morning, returning in the evening.
Personal.

Capt. Julian V. Wier, Co. M, 5th Artillery,
Port Preble, is to take command of Co. B, stationed at Port Adams, Newport.
J. H. Drummond was given a formal reception and banquet at Cinciunativm Saturday.
Hon. John H. Burleigh of South Berwick,
will leave for Washington to Lake liis seat at

approaching session of
day, the 30th inst.
the

Congress

on

Mon-

Hon. George T. Davis announces as the subject of his lecture before the Maiue Charitable
Mechanics’ Association, “The uncertainties of
law.”

Ward’s Opera House —This popular place
of amusement was occupied by the Sheridan &
Mack combination last evening. Judgingfrom
last evening’s entertainment this company will
be very popular, and they will draw full houses
The sketch of
each night during their stay.
‘•Who’s dat knocking on the outside gate,” by
Sheridan aud Mack, is old but good, and is alThe Stuart Sisters are
ways well received.
good cards, and ara very pleasing in their songs
and dances. Lester and French are excellent
in song aud dance act.
The entertainment
closes with the serio-comic pantomime of “Robert Macaire,” and is very laughable.
the same performance this evening.

They give

Directors’ Meeting.—The Maine Central
Directors held an adjourned meetiug at the
No business of public
importance was transacted. Ex-Gov. Morrill,
the President, aud the following directors were
present: Wood and Strickland of Bangor, Coburn of Skowhegan, Aides of Augusta, Pat-

evening.

Falmouth last

ten

Mr. Bartlett was at home in the character of
the great actor, and demonstrated that the
praises heaped upon him by the press of other

T

Delay of Trains.—The storm of yesterday
The
made bad work for the railroad tracks.
Boston & Maine train due here at noon was
an hour and a half late, owing to an accident
Just after
and the bad condition of the rails.

Claims for uninsured

Tue Railroad Opening.—At a special
meeting of tbe City Couucil.hcld yesterday,tbo
following communication was received from
Mayor E. L. Davis of Worcester, inviting tbe
city government of Portland to attend tbe opening of the Worcester & Portland line of

of Bath, and Cook of Salem.

Haydn Association.—On account of

the

storm last evening the Haydn Associatheir rehearsal and the concert
which was intended to be given on the 30th of
November will not come off until December

severe

tion

postponed

7th.

The next rehearsal will be
the 30tli.

on

Monday

First Trains.—This morning the first train
will run from this city to Worcester, aud from
there here. The formal opening will occur the
first of December. The road is all completed,
and the depots along the line of the road are
nearly done, and will be ready for the opening.
Temperance Reform Club.—A meetiug of
this club will be held at Allen Mission Cbapel
All reformers aro
this eveuiug at 7i o’clock.
cordially invited to be present.

Business Rotes.

ing 5,000 jjounds.
The shoe business in Lewiston and Auburn
has probably been better thau almost any other
branch of business the past season and especsally the past three months. The trade in Auburn foots up considerably better thau last
year, while the prospects are vastly more encouraging thau they were a year ago. Had not
the past two months been unusually mild and
dry tbe shoe business in Auburn must have

unexampled aotivity.
applications of coal, grain and

been of almost

flour

dealers for leases of lauds in tbe new Grand
Truuk yard, Lewiston, are numerous, and indicate that in due time all that tbe Journal has
predicted of tbe expansion of tbe wholesale

graiu aud flour trade in that city and Auburn
is likely to be realized. One Portland firm applies for a storehouse for flour; a number of
coal dealers are iu quest of room for coal sheds
for which there are fine sites where the ground
falls off toward the river.
There are some 30,000 dozen shovel handle
blocks at the shovel handle factory in West
Farmington. The machinery recently in operation at Fieedom will soon be moved into tbe
company’s building there, when the work will
be commenced.
The new thick and kip boot manufacturing
company started in Buckfield late in tbe season
by Messrs. Allen, Record & Co had a very
successful trade. They have made about 150
rases, and are now contemulating
the enlargemcnt of their business for another season.

NEWS.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

Horace White of Houlton, who was badly
injured a few weeks since by being thrown
Irorn a load of lumber, died last Thursday

night.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The railroad bridge between Waterville and
Winslow is at last completed, and trains via
Augusta will hereafter pats through Waterville. The new bridge is iron, and was built
by Clarke. Reeves & Co., of Phcenixville, Pa.
Jt consists of four spans, three of which are
each 170 feet long, the fourth 111£, making the
total length of the bridge 633Jj feet.
OXFORD COUNTY.

(Press Correspondence.)
Postmaster Weeks of Paris, died Sunday
Morning, after only teu days illness.
The closing exercises of Paris Hill Academy
took place Thursday evening, and those of Oxford Normal Iustitute, South Paris, Friday

evening.
A young man was run over in South Paris
last Thursday and seriously injured.
Paris Hill Manufacturing Company are turn'
ing out over 200 children's sleds daily.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
now has
permanent trust fund,
which it is desired to increase to §23,000. There

The Old Ladies’ Home at Bangor

some

§13,000 towards

a

conditional subscriptions, contingent
upon securing the larger amount named.
are some

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Mr. Hargraves, who left Skowliegan two
or three weeks ago to purchase machinery for
the new woolen mill, has not yet been heard
of. He bad no money of any cousequeuce
with him, and not a large sum as has been re-

ported.

YORK

COUNTY.

IN GENERAL.

The following patents were issued to citiiens
of Maine during the past week:
Churns, J.
W. Strange, Baugor. Loom pickers. James G.
Garland, Biddeford, assignor to the Loom
Ficker Company, same place.
’IISCELLANEODh NOTICES.
of the Irish
I. A. R. A.—All members
American Relief Association are requested to
meet at their ball this Tuesday afternoon at 1
o’clock, for the purpose of attending the fuuA
eral of our late member Edward Loguc.
prompt attendance is requested.
J. J. Sheahan, Seo’y.
Per Order,
Fruit Butter.—A new article in this mar
nv242t
ket just received at Wilson & Co.’s.
Morgan & Dyer, auctioneers, iu consequence of the storm, postponed the closing sale
of fun until to-day,as per advertisement under
auction bead.
_

“Our Own’ 10 cent cigars for 5 cents, at F.
T. Mealier & Co., uuder Deering Hall.
The best place to buy clothing is at Burleigu’s 89 Middle street.

Elysian

We have some extra bargains in parlor suits
and walnut chamber sets. We can show the
largest aud best stock of furniture in Maine.
Geo. A. Whitney & Co. No. 4(5 Exchange st.
uol3d2w
Special inducements in toilet goods and
druggists’ sundries, at F. T. Meaber & Co ,
Druggists, Deering Hall.
We still continue to advise all our friends to
of Geo. W. Rich & Co. They sell
the best of goods at the lowest prices.
Stores
173 and 175 Fore street.
uo21 eod lw

buy clothing

A Joy for Ever.—Such is a fine head of
it’s the pride of youth and the glory of
Alcoholic and mineral washes should
never be used; simple aud healthful preparations are the best. Such is Bearine made by
Perry Davis & Sod. Use no other
novl8dawlw

hair,

age.

Substitutes in the dental ranks are not desirable, therefore keep the natural teeth sound
and pure with that vegetable
elixir SOZODONT. Do this, aud they will last as long as
the breath lasts,and the breath itself will never

be tainted.

oc23-dA-wlw

We would remind our readers that there has
been a Big Break, within the past week, in all
kiuds of Dry Goods.
Read E. T. Elden &
Co.’s advertisement in another column of our
nol9eod3t
paper of to day’s issue.—Exchange

Dye House,

Symonds’

dyed $1.25;

India Street.—Coats
sel5eod2m*

pieces

of

style Cloakings

this day
received, and selling at just half price. Our
E.
T.
Elden
& Co.
price—$2.25 yd.
nol9eo'13t
-*■»**•

new

Overcoats at
no21 eod2w

^PORTSMOUTH—Ar
Sl(l

ottic

uijj’isvouvmAU

Vi

uui tat*

MISCELLANEOUS.

Itoprson,

2i8t, sch

TO

21st,
Arthur, McDuffie, tor
rmiaaeiphia; sloop Hector, Freeman, Freeport and
Portland.
Din

Down Town Store

foreign pouts.
At Melbourne Sept
24th, barque Martha Rideout,
tard*
2? Newcastle and San Francisco.
<^Ct
ban*ue ^na» Weaver, for
Sm

FnmScl*°r

*ns*>

^

Philadelphia**1

^
FicKtt
Cardiff
Sid ftn

WLlttemore,Wright

®^a

Liverpool

Homeward

inst, barque

:

1

The

FITZGERALD

igd. barques Samuel K Spring, Small, New
York;OcJ
15th. Chas Fobes, Low, Valparaiso.
jd port Oct
17th, barque Devonshire, Havener,

forballasting.
_Sld *m Para 5th inst,

H

schs D

Bisbee, Ellis,

New

of the Fancy Goods trade.
Give it up, gentlemen, competition is out of the question.
We
can, with onr facilities for buying, low rent and trifling ex.
UNDERSELL ANY HOUSE
THE STATE.
We have just returned from
New York, and respectfully submit our list of prices and

King

York; C E Moody, Collamore, do.
In port 5th, schs O M
Marrett, Reed, from NYork;
,<ien’ *r°m Cl°’ Ma**ie Abbott, Ab-

botPfroi^doB

Barbadoes 29th, barque

Aj York, (and eld Nov 6
v

New

.AI

V

Machias

_

Cobb. Small,
for St Thomas).
inst. seb Anita, Small, Pictou.
John, PR, 1st inst, sch lfortensla, Smith,
* Mayaguez
5 4tlj> M M Pote, Ober, from

Pierre
AFat«t
at St

e?rffc4}th

Jennie

5th

inst.

Eases,

M M Pote, Ober, lm Machias,
t0 ,oad for Boston.
At Jacmel 12th
inst, sch Clara Fletcher, Sargent,
York for Pensacola.
Sid fm
CB 14th inst, sch John VV Rumscy. Brown, Eastport.
son

for»7trom,nRO

£ew

Louisburg

i'juvuiuv

LiverpMl'/or SanVrancisro
New‘York*forV'aiii™ 30 52*
\'ap 1

|.if

1 n

>,

*lp
brl* S

E

Challenge Competition

"°m

Kennody- ,r0“

..._...

Read them J Learn them ! Cut
them out and frame them, as
they are stubborn facts and cannot be refuted.

Boothhay’for'charieston^11

Brown
no21

Overcoats,

new

eodlw

MARRIED.
In New York City, Nov. 14, by Rev. Mr. Moon ot
Hoboken. Gustave W. Scbumaker ot Portland and
Miss Ottillie Charlotta Kircbner of Now fork. At
the same time and place, C. It. F. Schumacher of
Portland and Miss Anna Louisa Kirchner of New
York.
In Chicago,

HI.. Nov. 18, at the Michigan Avenue
Baptist Church, by Rev. F. M. Ellis, Jabez H.C.
Gross and Miss Mary Julictto Boone,voungest daughter ot Hon. L. D. Boone, mayor of Chicago.
DIED.
wife of Henry

[Funeral services Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock
at No. 200 Congress street. Relatives and friends are
invited to attend. Burial at convenience of the fam-

ily.]

Iu Kennebunk. Nov. 19, Nathaniel English, aged
48 years, (committed suicide by hanging, having for
years been in an enfeebled condition ot mind.)
lu Kenuebunkport, (Goose Rocks Beach.) Nov. 19,
uenery, ageu

received in

a

nuouc

year*,—irom injuries

fhil from the roof of his house

a

few

days previous.
DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS,
From
For
Date.
New York^-Hav &VCruz.Nov 24
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.Nov 24
Java.New York. .Liverpool... .Nov 25
City of New York. .New York Havana.Nov 26
Alps.New York. Jamaica, &c..Nov 27
Caspian. Portland...Liverpool.Nov28
Siberia.Boston..'... .Liverpool.. .Nov 28
City of Montreal.. .New York. .Liverpool.Nov 28
Utopia.New York. Glasgow.Nov 28
Dec 1
Columbus.,.New York. .Havana
Parthia... i.New York.. Liverpool.Dec 2
City of Havana.New York. Havana.Dec 3
Accapulco...New York. .Aspinwall_Dec 5
Name.
City of Merida....

Hibernian.Portland....Liverpool.Dec
Bolivia...New York.. Glasgow.Dec
Marathon.Boston.Liverpool.Dec
City of Antwerp... .New YorkLiverpool.Dec
Idaho.New York .Liverpool..
Dec
Algeria.New York. Liverpool. ...Dec
Crescent City.New York.. Havana.Dec
Peruvian.Portland... .Liverpool.Dec
City of Mexico.New York. .Hav&VCruz.Dcc
Misiiaf’tre

5
5
5
5
8
9
10
12
15

Almauac.November 34.

Sun rises.7.02 I High water.11.30 AM
PM
Sun sets.4 31 I Moon rises..

NEWa

PORTLAND.

PORT OE

Monday, Nov* 33.
ARRIVED.
Geo-Cromwell,
Bacon, New York,—pasSteamship
sengers ana mdse to J N Magna.
Steamship Chesapeake, Mangum, New York—passengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Barque Ella, Lewis, New York,—iron to Rolling
Mills.
Brig C C Robinson, (uew, of New York) Dcvereux,
Harrington.
Sch Fannie Barney, Steele, Boston.
Scb Maria Foss, Tapley, Boston.
Sch Mist, Robinson, Boston for Tremont.
Sch Waterfall, Orchard, Bay Chaleur
225 bbls
mackerel.
Sch Lewis R French, Gamage, Bristol.
Sch Georgians Young, McFarland, Bristol.
Sch Trenton. Walls, Calais for New York.
Sch E M Branscomb, Dodge, Calais for Boston.
Scb Royal Oak, Galley, Macliias for Boston.
Sch Pioneer, Powers. Penobsoot for Boston.
Scb Iowa, Jordan, Bangor for Newburyport.
CLEARED.
Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, New York—Henry
Fox.
Ship Jos C Spinney, (new. of Tbomaston, 1984 tons)
S C Jordan, Callao. Peru—Chas H Chase & Co.
Sch H V Crandall, (Br) Maloney, St John, NB—
John Portcous.
—

MEMORANDA.
Ship Pacific, of Yarmouth, before reported strandchant's Exchanged
A dispatch from Rockland states that »chr Georgia,
of and trom Bangor for New York, with lumber,
went ashore at Munroe's Island on Sunday morning,
where she filled and probably went to pieces in the
storm

Monday.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 14th, barqne II W Almy,
Freeman, Honolulu.
Ar 21st. ship Matterhorn. Arey, Rio Janeiro.
Ar 22d, ship Sontag, Herrimao, Montevideo.
Cld 20th, ship U L Richardson, Anderson, Queenstown.

Cld 21st. ship Humboldt, Allen. New York.
NEW ORLEANS-Ar up 16th, brig Maria W Norwood. Andrews, Boston.
Ar up 17th. ship Union, Greenleaf, Boston.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 14tb, brig Ortolan, Dyer, from
Matauzas.
Ar 17th, brig Mattano, trom Aspinwall.
PENSACOLA—Ar 12th, brig Adelaide, Hall, Key
West, (and cld 17th for Pascagoula.)
Ar 16th. sells F G Kimball, Warner, fin Trinidad;
Kate Wentworth. Mead, Havana.
Ar 17th. seb John McAdam, Torbett, Havana.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 16th, sch Florida, Gilmore,
Belfast.

SAVANNAH—Ar 20tli, sch G B McFarland, McFarland, Philadelphia.
Sid 20th, barque Northern Chief, for Liverpool.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 12th, brig Ccas Wesley,

Harding,

Waldoboro.
Ar 14th, sch S E Woodbury,

GrJBBn, Searsport.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 2lst, brigs L

Staples, Stowers, aud

David

Bugbee, Staples, (from

Baltimore) for Genoa.
BALTIMORE—Ar 10th, sch Dione, Dutch, Norfolk, (to repair.)
Ar 21st, sch G & G W Hines, from Calais via Norfolk.
Ar 21st, sch Sunbeam, Bunker, Calais.
Cld 2lst, sch F H Odiorne, Crowell, Providence.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 21st, sobs Lucy, Mahliuan.
Windsor, NS; Jennie B Gilkey, Gilkey, Gardiner;
Storm Petrel, from Blnekill; Chas S Rogers, Mayo,
Uockport; Lucy, Colwell. Windsor, NS.
Cld 2lst, sclis A P Chase, Poole, Boston; Spartel,
Smith, do.
Passed down 20th, barqne Clenfuegos for Havana;
21st, sch Seguin, Rogers, for Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st, ship Elcano, Brown, Calcutta; rchs L P Mallory, Stetson. Savannah; Wm
Buck, Miller. Wilmington: S&B Small, Warren,
Sbulee, NS; J W Coffin, Chandler, Machlas; Wm
Todd. Richardson, and Post Boy, Fountain, New
London.
Ar 22d, ship B’ack Eagle, Baker, San Francisco.
Ar 23d, barque Investigator, Butman, Bordeaux.
Cld 21st, barque O R Brackett, Gilchrist, Norfolk;
sebs Ulricka R Smith. Smith, Black River, Ja; LF
Merrow, Counce, Jacmcl; Caleb Eaton, Savage, Port
ue raix.

Slit 21st, brigs Porces Hinckley, for Cienfaegos;
Frank Clark, for Kingston.
Passed through Hell Gate 21st, brig A W Goddard,
from New Ysrk for Portland; schs Union, Fletcher,
ami Keystone, Hatch, Port Johnson for Boston; Ella
Hedgdon, Nickerson, do lor do: island Belle, Simpson, and R Leach,Pendleton, New York for ilo; Hattie Ellen, Ashford, do for ilo; Gen Banks, McFarland
Port Johnson for Salem; Irene E Meservey, Wall,
Baltimore tor Fall River.
NEW HAVEN
Chi 20th, sch Silas Bralnard,

Buell. Portland.
MYSTIC, CT—Ar 20th, sch F A Pike, Patterson,
Calais.
PROVIDENCE-Ar 21st, sch Forest City, John-

son.

Bangor.

21st, sells Sea Dog, Allen; Halen M Waite,
Kelley ; Llgnre, Stanley, and Mary F Cushman,
Walls, New York.
Sid 22d, schs Ida Ella, Webber, New York; Wm H
Mitchell. Cole. Machlas.
PAWTUCKKT-Ar 21st, sch Hattie M Mayo,
Hickev, Calais.
NEWPORT—Ar 20tb, schs Susan. Byard, Brookline. Me, for Baltimore; Omaha, Wooster, Bangor
ior Norwalk; Virginia, Ross, Rockland lor NYork;
J L Tracey, Mesetvev. Alexandria for Bristol.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 20th, schs Nellie Scott,
Milan. St Marlins tGr Easlport; M E Pearson, Warren, PortJJohnson for Boston; Loduskia. Means, fm
Weekawketi tor do; Decora Thompsou, Hoboken ior
do; Lizzie Heyer. Poland,Georgetown tor do; Alquizar, Lowe, and N Berry, from Port Johnson tor Salem; Ivy Be’.l, Cox, New Bedford for Bristol; Lydia
Standish, Wilder, Warebam for Pembroke: Chas E
Scars, Turner, Lubec for New York; Jos Eaton, Peterson, Hallowed fordo; John Bird, Smith, VinalSid

liaven for

VVashlngton.

EDGARTOWN—Ar tilth, sch Laura E Messer,Gregory, Alexandria tor Boston.
BOSTON—Ar 21st, schs Mary D Wilson, Noble, fm
Calais; R Rose, Gilkcy, Bangor.
Cld 21st, schs Charles Sawyer, Mnllen, for Port an
Prince; S K F James, (3r) Uixaett, Portland; Daul
Webster, Trask. Bangor.
Ar 22J, sells Crusoe, Bateman, Macbias; Adam
Bowlby. Jellison, Ellsworth; FA Magee. Young,
Ellsworth; Angola, Grant, Sulltvau; L M Crockett.
Dean. Winterport; Frances Ellen, Dean. Hampden;
Caroline Knight, French, Rockland; Lady Ellen,
AdamB, Wlecasset.
Ar 23d, ship Valiant, (new. of Boston) Dunham,
Damariscotta; sch# Laura E Messer. Gregory. Alexandria; John T Manson. Manson, Baltimore; GM
Bralnard, Crockett, Weehawken; A K Woodward,
Woodward. Port Johnson; J H Deputy, McMahon,
Hoboken; Hiram Tucker, Carter, Dennyavllle; Coquette. Merry, WiscasBet; Keystone,-.
Cld 23il seh White Star. (Ur) Glasgow, Portland.
NANTUCKET—Sid 15lh, sch Delaware, Patten,
Ellsworth.
SALEM—Ar 20th, schs Sami Hart. Holbrook, rrom
St George ior New York; Roaaueah Rose, Ullkcy,
Bangor.

QUOTE BARGAINS

Boys’ Heavy

for 43 cents.

JOSEPH CURTIS, late ot Harps well, deceased.
Will aud petition for the probate thereof, presented
by Joseph Curtis, the Executor therein named.
JOHN W. CURTIS & ALS, minor children and
heirs of John S. Curtis, late of Harps well, deceased.
Accounts piesented for allowance by John J. Curtis,
Guardian.
JOHN DUDLEY, late of Bridgton, deceased.
Final account presented for allowance by Allred S.
Kimball, Executor.
LEVI W. HOLMES, late of Bridgton, deceased.
Will and petition for tbu probate thereof, presented
by Gardner D. Holmes, the Executor therein named.
MARTHA L. DAVIS (now Martha L. Everett),
minor child and lieir of Ebcnezer Davis, late of Casco, deceased. Second account presented for allowance by Henry It. Everett, Guardian.
ISAAC LAMBERT, late of Freeport, deceased.
Petition that Seth Bailey may be appointed Administrator, presented by Caroline C. Lambert, widow
of said deceased.
EDWARD W. MERRILL, late of Pownal, deceased. Second account presented for allowance by
Nathaniel Dyer, Executor.
HENRY HUSTON, late of Fal noutli, deceased.
be

GOT TI2EMJ

from 30 cents upward*.

appointed

sail deceased.

PUBLIC
of Portland, in

the County of Cumberland and
State of Maine, by his Mortgage deed of that date,
in
Cumberland
recorded
Registry of Deeds, Book 391,
Page 369, conveyed to George Dean, late of Biddeford,
in the County of York, in said State, now deceased,
a certain parcel of land with the buildings thereon,
side of Green street in said
situated on the
Portland, and bounded as follows, to wit: Beginning
at the westerly comer of land David Ross conveyed
to Hiram Jordan, Oct. 31, 1844, thence running
northwesterly ou Green street twenty feet and extending back from the said street seventy feet, holding the width of twenty feet; that on the twentyeighth day of October, A. D. 1874, Ruth C. Hall of
said Biddeford, Executrix of tbe last will and testa
ment of said George Dean, by her deed of that date,
recorded in said Registry Book 415, Page 507, assigned to the subscriber the deed of Mortgage aforesaid,
the debt thereby secured, and all the right, title and
•>»

Gents’

Foreign and Domestic Corsets

will not admit of further
quotations. We will simply say
that now, as heretofore, we will
continue to sell goods

LOWER THAU THE

Congress and

Myrtle Streets.

no21

dtf

tim-

or

1438, Portlaud, stating price,

No. of acres,

scription.

Turkeys, Geese

and deno24dtf

& Chickens

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
—

J L.

J.V

—

NO. 132 EXCHANGE

the Public !

to any

Jobbers of Fancy Goods,

PORTLAND,
for the State of Maine.

au27d3m

LEADERS.
LADIES

NICE FINE UNDERVESTS.
Cents.
30
AND
MISSES
UNDERSHIRTS
DRAWERS,FINE QUALITIES,
70 to 93 CenU.
GENTS’ UNDERSHIRTS -AND

C.

makes

32

specialty of furnhliing

or

now

on

ICE.

to

TUESDAY

at

C.

W.

ALLEN.

Regular sale of Furniture and Ucuerul Mcrchxndiee
every Saturday at salesroom, 17t> Fore street, commencing at 9 o’clock A. M.
oc3dtt

Furniture, Piano, Silver Plated Ware, &c.,

New

BY AUCTION.

Wednesday,

Oil

FLOORING

and
for

1-2 P. X.,

shall sell Parlor Suits in Hair Cloth, Kept*,
Black Walnut anl decorated Chamber

WE&c.,

Setts, Extension, Marble Top and Work Tablet*.
Easy Chairs, Rockers, Loanees, Black Wall at Book
Case, line Hair Mattresses, elegant family Blankets,
Marseilles Quilts, full line cf Window Shades, din
Services, decorated Toilet Setts, decorated Parlor
and Chamber Ornaments, lull line of Rogers Broe.’
Silver Plated Ware, Cutlery, Ac.
At 2} P. M., one second hand Piano, Gilbert’s
make, one sett of Parlor Curtains, cost 9200 new,
one Florence Sewing Mcahine.

ner

F. O. BAILEY At CO., Auctioneer*.
no21d3t

Administrator Sale of Stock Motes
aud Accounts, by Auction.
FRIDAY, Dec. 4, at 9 o’clock at the office o
F. O. Bailey & Co. 15 Exchange Street. I shat
sell the following Property belonging to the Estate of
V. C. Hanson, decase*!, viz. 200 Shares Port an Port
Copper Mining Co. 11 Bond Scrip Y. & C. R. K.
Co. 1 Bon i Scrip Y. «fc C. R R. Co. 3 Shares P. B.
& M. Steamship Co., Sundry N< to Book accounts ami
Executions due the above Estate.
A. A. STROUT. Administrator, C. T. A.
F. O. BAILEY Ac Ce., Aactiaaefn.
did m
no21

ON

KOHLING,
—HAS

New

STEP
sale low

RYAN & KELSEY,
No. 161 Oomuierclal Street..

Bond, and Mortgages.

Found.
orders for hacking left at (lallison <& Colby s
6J Spring Street, will be
to

promptlmathtndad^
ilia

OOT HIS—

Style Goods
—FOR

THE-

FALL THE "WINTER OF

1874.

—IT IS THE—

commence

EVENING, DEC. 1st,

VERY BEST

the following gentlemen as engaged,viz:

GEO. T. DAVIS,
Hon. ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,
Hon. THUS. B. REED,
^
GEO. F. TALBOT, Esq.,
J. S. PALMER,
CHAS. S. FOBES,
Rev. Dr. THOS. HILL,
Rev. C. W. BUCK,
Rev. G. W. BICKNELL,
Dr. E. STONE,
E. H. ELWELL, Esq,,
D. U. INGRAHAM, Esq.
These Lectures will be delivered on
TUESDAY EVENING OF EACH WEEK
iu the

Lecturer

Nov. 2«tb, at 10 A. X.

aud 2

7 l-‘J o’clock,

and

Ever

Opened

for

Subject will bo announced

E. P.

Banks,
j
M.A. Blanchakd, |
Lecture
Dan Carpenter, y
Ueo.A. Harmon, | Committee.
Natu’l Walker, J

Heavy

MADE BY

STOCK

Inspection in this City

THE ASSORTMENT COMPRISES

COATINGS
Or

Germau,

ad
French,
Eagliak
in
NlraifblH,

.Ylanu fact ure,

Diagonal**,
Lines, Banket** and

llair

Gaada.

Eiamoud

nnd

corner

OVERCOATINGS,
IN ALL THE NATTY PATTERNS,
INCLUDING THE

Elesiau.

Scotch

PA NT“GOODS
Of Nobbiest Styles anil Finest Textnre

WHOLE SUITINGS,

—

RUBBER

CO., For Business

Wear in all Shades

and Varieties.
These flood*

IiETAIL ONLY AT

rery

Store

are

of

the Newest Pattern*,

personally selected front
latest imporlnlions.

were

tF*Thry will
style and In

n

be made np

ih*r*u,k

the

in fanltless

manner.

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL,
Where you cnn bny Bubl>er Boots and
WARRANTED NOT TO CRACK.
N. B.—Don’t make a mistake
wrong Store under the Falmouth.
uo23

Shoes

and get into thc

W. H. KOHLING,
99

tf

To Loan on First Class mortgages
in Portland and Vicinity
in Sums to Suit.
Beal Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 por
cent, interest free of Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and Vicinity, if
made, are the best aud safest in Ties of employing
capital. First class securities always on baud. Interest and principal collected without charge. Guarantees perfect title and ample security in
all ils
Keai, Estate Loans.
Real Estate Investments and Improvements made on commissiun
and on shares. Bankable taper bought and sold.

G. R. DAVIS,
peodljr

BRO’S,

General Insurance Agents,
28 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND

MAINE.

First class and reliable Companies.
EQUITABLE RATES,

St,
dim

RECEIVED

JUST

WOVE,

judiciously

BARNES

Exchange

no2

$30,000

oc27

d"'1AREEULLY selected Western Municipal Bonds
Vv and Real Estate Mortgages and Trust Deeds.
Inquiries, Collections and Remittances promptly attended to.
CHARLES M. HAWKES.
lit.
atigl7TnTh&Sly2dp
ddleSt.

au25

Exchange Mtrret.)

O. HAILEY.

—

Real Estate and Loan Agency,
BROWN’S BLOCK2u

CHAM.

SOUTHERN
BOARDS, iu lots to suit purchasers,
dose

ALL
^

BY

Hon.

PURE

ICE

consignment

F.

—

Hall’s Rubber

_

eodtf

ON

$3.00

FOB SALE,

Exchange St., Portland.

Salesroom 170 Fore Street,

FREE COURSE OF LECTURES,

WOONSOCKET

BUSINESS,

PINK

my27

Lecture.

This Association having completed arrangements
for a

—

he promises la anil you iu balh price
quality or refund your money.

my2*

1KT.

RUBBER BOOTS

deOdislf

CO.,

—

Congress & Caseo sts.

cor.

Men’s

28 & 30 PEARL STREET,

a

at 10 A. X.
If

Celebrated

COBB,

CARGOES OF

Every Saturday

OC20

M. C. M. ASSOCIATION.

novlGt30.

Pie one pam yonr •rden I# bis drivers
■uto bis Makery,

and
uud

Street, Portland, Me.

Auction Sale

and

N. O

A$V

AT

connection with liis

a

Co.,

AT STORE NO. 96 EXCHANGE NT.,

first lecture iu this course will be delivered in the

The

Choice FamilyFlour.

to

il. JVS. 3* AY SON Si

Association

weekly.

•furnished and Shipped by

BALK

D

of Congress
Streets,
and being free, all are cordially invited.

HOSE,
Pair, 4 Pairs for

BAKING

no24tf

ON.

S.

THK BENEFIT OF THE

AT

W.

k

AUCTIONEERS,
Horse and Carriage Mart,

by the

Comuieucln? Monday Evening, Nov. 8«th,
On which occasion will be presented the pleasing
comedy of “OTAItKlFD LIFE” to be followed
by the laughable farce cf HI HAITI HIRKOIJT.
Music by Chandler.
Tickets for the course of four $1.00.
Evening

DO YOU KNOW

C3AMK

Bath ON.
Cincinnati 7N.
Chicago 7N.
Cleveland 7N.
Toledo 8N.

Concert

Casco

33 Cents at
COGIA HASBAN’S,
190 Middle, and «
Temple Hi.
dim
no7

Strayed.

Portland ON.

a

BE GIVEN

Library Room,

9 8 Cents.
GENTS’ RIBBED UNDERSHIRTS
AND DRAWERS,
43 Cents.
GENTS’ALL WOOL RIBBED CONSHIRTS <S
’TOOCOOK
DRAWERS,
Price 81-73.
Former
81.00,
LADIES LONG FLEECE LINED

into the enclosure of Mr, Geo. G. Beck at
J the Cumberland House, a Hue large COW,
which the owner can have by calling and paying

FOK

—TO

DRAWERS,

a

0. BAILEY

IMPORTANT SALE OF

OF THU CITY.
Subject—The Uncertainties of the Law.
Per Order,
K. P. BANKS, Chairman.
no21ti

Merrill, Prince At Co.,

13 Cents

& DYKH.
Auctioneers.

Consignments solicited.

S coiid Annual Courseol Entertainments,

announce

no24d3t

Bangor

D.

C'ouimeiaciag

uolM__tt

BONDS.

MORGAN

Hon. GEO. T. DAVIS

acknowledged superior

Agents

P. M.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*!

Tickets 50 cents; with reserved seat 75. For sale
at Rand & Thomas. Stockbridge’s and at the door.
Doors open at G|, Concert begans at 7J, Readings
at 8 o’clock.
no20d7t

37-Particular attention i« called to the
method of fastening Bones in this Corset,

Sole

3

at

particulars hereafter.

and

no7dtd

Tuesday Evening, Dec. 1st,

The peculiar style of cutting gives sufl cient fullness at the bosom, without folding at the
top. gradually and closely fitting to, aud over the hips, is louger front and hack than ordinary Corset*, and in fact,
is the only Corset ceraet cut n this form.

is

Books,
—

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

Nayy Course.

To be preceeded by

Library Room,

THIS IS THE MOS'l

which

COMPRISING)

Friday, Dec. 4th,

Catalogues

nolddtt

—

Ever Offered to

Parcel Sale

—

Biographic*, Histories, Juveniles
and Holiday Works
from New York,
Hartford and Boston
Philadelphia, ou

Band.

Mrs. Scott Siddons.

The

CORSET!

STREET.

charges.

&

OF

Miscellaneous

Plum

Clothing checked irec.

—

p. g._a large stock of carctully selected
hand at the present reduced prices.

BOSTON’S,

Laige Catalogue

F.

Quadrille

day,
did

—

M O.

JACQUELINE

Oak and Pine Timber.
Farms with

AT

and Wedne

DYER, Aacli.uecr

MORGAN &
no?

A

Thanksgiving Night, Nov. 26, ’74,

PATEMT

JOHN ADAMS,

on

GIVE

—

publishers,

*

tickets 35 cts., to be had at Schumacher Bro’s.. or at
the door.
Doors open at7 ; Performance at 8 o’clock. Ushers
in attendance.
no23d8t

PALMER’S

iu

oak
pine
WANTED—Small
ber
them, within three miles of any railroad
and within 40 miles of Portland. Address P. O. Box

DANCE.

GRAND BALL

THAT

MAINE.
tf

after-

J.H. FITZGERALD,

Fungs.

HCCARAPPA,

his

Emerald Boat Club

FOB

Corner

GILT FRA
FROM

N.r, SOU., Dee. l.t ami 44.

SWEDENBORGIAN SOCIETY.

eodlwis

no24

—

the well known collector*, on

GRAND ARMt HALL Mechanics’Biiildlu?

PALMER’S.

surpassed.

ELEGANT

IN

Monday, Tuesday

LOWEST.

Children’s Overshoes of all kinds
and sizes at

not

OIL PAINTINGS
aVIEHHRH. chas. rod*, a to

ASJIVANP NAVlf HALL.au Thursday.
Afternoon Nor. JO, front three to nix.
Tickets Adults 25 cents, Children 10 cents.
no23d«t,

WILL

America!!

AMPHION CLUB.

Space

Shoes, Congress Overshoes,
Buckle Overshoes, Alaska Over-,
shoes. Also Women’s, Misses’ and

are

English and

of

THAIK8GIVIIG DAY
The charming Comedy of
MARK1FD X.IITE.
In active preparation Bourcicaull’a great Drama of
AETER DARK.

Hoop Skirls, Bustles, &c„ dec.

Rubber

rability

IIAI.L.

—

READINGS BY

in great variety and at prires that ennuot
tail to please.

RUBBER BOOTS,

TTERY nice Sleiglis and Traverse Pungs for sale
*
and warranted at 10 per cent, cheaper than can
be bought elsewhere, and for neatness, style and du-

j

THE L1MEKICK BOY.

Hose,

from 8 cents upwards.

w3w48

and Traverse

I

CITY PLA-Hilli,
Friday Evening, Nov. 27th,

Ladies’ Vies,

vided.
Dated at said Portland this twenty-tirst day of
CARRIE SMITH.
November, A. D. 1874.

Sleighs

success

OF

—

Calder’s Comic Specialty of

Army

from 13 cents upward..

llw. Cmn

qo21

Attractive and Valuable Sale

(Office 13

from 3 cents upward.

real estate therein described ; and that the condition of said inartgage has
been broken ; by reason whereof tbe subscriber, assignee aforesaid, ciaiins a foreclosure of said mortgage
pursuant to the statute in such base made and pro-

HI. G

WE

TICKETS ONE DOLLAR.

Handkercheels,

ills deceased had in and to the

no24

shall dose oat the halanee of the Furs and
ltobes on hand and those who have attended
these sales will need co urging to c >mu to this iswilive last sale of these goods.
MORGAN A DYKH, Aae.iea.er..
no24
lilt

from 30 cents upwards.

son

easterly

CITE

THE

Nov. 24th,

Salesrooms 18, Exchange Street.

our

DAVID GARICK.

6 cents upwards.

Ladies’ Meriuo and Fleeced Gloves,

other.

Notice of Foreclosure.
notice is hereby given that on the twentyninth day of June, A. D. 1872, John A. Hender-

At

and Wednesday, Nov. 24 & 25,

Music by Cole’s

PERFECT-FITTING CORSET

NOTICE.

And it is farther ordered. That all parties interested in any petitions, accounts or other matters presented prior to January 1. 1874, and now pending upon the continued file of this Court, he cited, by publication hereof, as above ordered, to appear at the
Term of Court last above named (Third Tuesday of
December next), and attend to the proper disposition
of such matters, or show cause why the same should
not be dismissed.
JOHN A. WATERMAN Judge.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest, WILLIAM K. NEAL, Register.
w3w4$

.1. *lw. oni.l

OPPOSITE

Tutsday

day Tuesday,

AX 4 1.4 O’CLOCK.

PORTLAND MUSEUM.

Ladies9 Hose,
from

This

LANCASTER HALL.

from 25 to 50 cents.

MYRICK EMERSON, late of Deerlng, deceased.
Petition for allowance out of personal estate, presented by Deborah H. Emerson, widow of said deceased.
WILLIAM F. HASKELL & ALS, minor children ami heirs of William M. Haskell, late of Cape
Elizabeth, deceased. Accounts, and petition for license to sell and convey Real Estate, presented by
Nancy L. Haskell, Guardian.
DAVID WILLIAM BACON, late of Portland,
deceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof,
and that John E. Barry of Concord, N. H., may be
appointed Administrator, with the will annexed,
presented by John McCloskey, John J. Williams and
Patrick T. O’Reilly, the Executors therein named.
MARY BRYANT, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof presented
by Lucy A. Bryant, the Executiix therein named.
WILLIAM PARKS, late ot Portland, deceased.
Petition that Melvin P. Frank may be appointed Administrator, present d by John S. Crockett, a creditor of said deceased.
HENRY ROWE, late ol Portland deceased.
Fourth and final account presented for allowance by
Melvin P. Frank, Administrator.
AcLUCY ROWE, late of Portland, deceased.
count presented tor allowance by John \V. Chase,
Administrator.
CHARLES STAPLES, late of Portland, deceased.
Petition for adnrnistiation presented by Charles Staples, Jr. son of said deceased.
GEORGE WARREN, late of Portland, deceased.
First account presented for allowance by Edward P.
Oxnard and Calvin M. Cram, Executors.
EDMUND KIMBALL, minor child and heir of
William C. Kimball, late of Boston, Mass., deceased.
First account presented for allowance by Cynthia C.
Beale. Guardian.

_1.

Grand Extra Thanksgiving Matinee
Thursday, Nov. ‘iG, coinmeucins at*J oc’k.
noltnfWM. S. IRVING, Agt.

AND ROBES

AT AUCTION.

Robert JRacaire,

—

Ladies’Merino Hose Finished
Seams.

j

FURS

Doors opeu at 7, begins at 8 o’clock.
Seats secured three days in advance at Ticket Office.

only 30 cents.

Misses Faucy Striped Fleeced Hose
British,

FANNIE B. NORTH, minor child and heir of
Samuel North, late of Westbrook, deceased.
Petition for license to sell ami convey Real Estate, pie*
seated by Abbie L. L. North, Guardian.

_...

COMBINATION.

Tlie Company embraces the pretty Knrnpean
Blonde Character Artists, the STUART SISTERS;
the dashiug representative of the swell of the
day,
Miss ALEC IA JOURDAN; the Premier Danseuse
and Columbine, MTle EVALINE; the beautiful
Gymnastic Wonders and Character Dancers, the
BOSH ELL SISTERS: the great Character Actors of
the day, Messrs. SHERIDAN and MACK; the MonarchsofSong and Dance, LESTER and ALLEN;
Banjo Solo and Etbiofiean Comedian, EDWIN
FRENCH; Grotesque Dancers, CONSTANTINE and
EUNICE, presenting
A REFINED OLIO ENTERTAINMENT,
Concluding with Sig. Constantine’s Sorio Comic
Pantomime entitled.}

_AT_

Gents’ Meriuo Half Hose hand
seemed and double heeled,
for

MORGAN Ac DYCK

SHERIDAN, MACK & DAY'S

SOCIAL

Gents Under Shirts
and Drawers.

Administrator, presented by Aun Huston, widow of
said deceased.
ANDREW NELSON, late of Falmouth, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof, ami that
some suitable person may be appointed Aoministrator, with the will annexed, presented by Mary E.

SPECIAL

Week Only,
COMMENCING MONDAY, NOV,23.

Baymond’s Thanksgiving Matinee.

Big Drives in

Rackleft, Guardian.

may

Opera House.

Mr. Raymond, will give the Pulpits of
noon Class a

front OS cts., lo 31.00.

HENRY C. RACKLEFF & ALS, minor children
and heirs ot Scott V. Rackleft', lute of Santa Fe, Monroe County, State of Missouri.
Petition torliceuse to
sell and convey Real Estate, presented by Oliver S.

Wells, daughter of

Ward’s

Ladies’ Heavy Meriuo Vests,

WE HATE

aulldll

Hair.
M. & D. are agent* for the sale of “Herring Sc Parrels Chainr>ion Safes,
VViogantls’’ Patent Seciionu
Steam Boiler, “H:i»kins” Steam Kugiue*, “Blake*’
Patent Steam Pump*, an 1 “Little Giant, Cbemlca
Flie Engine.
I*r irate

—

for 50 cents.

seventy-four,

A. M. Mono AN, I
n. B. DYER,
1

urcnestra suon 75c; Dress Circle 50c:
Balcony
Circle 50c; Balcony and Family Circle 35c.
Doors open a 7, Curtains will rise at 7}
extra.oclOtf

_

Merchants,

Commission

—

Ladies’ditto Merino Vest,

hundred and
the following matters having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland
aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court
to be held at said Portland on the third Tuesday ol
December next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and be heard thereon, and object if they see cause.

r. v> ms:ow

Merino

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Vest,

AT

petition mat Auam

Mixed

for 33 testa.

To all Persons interested in either ol the
Estates hereinafter uaineh:
a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, ©u the third
Tuesday of November, in the year of our Lord eighteen

Steel

!

Under Vest and Drawers,

PROBATE NOTICES.

Indigo Bine Beaver Overcoats at Rich’s.
no21
eadlw

In this city. Nov 22, Ella W. Bishop,
E. Bishop, aged 22 years 8 months.

W£

ADVERTISEMENTS.

styles, at Rich’s.

Robertson House, 181 Hanover street, Boston, a truly excellent hotel at $2 per day on
On Kuropean plan, single
American plan.
rooms SI; double $1.50 to $2.00.
Heated by
steam “grates”.
First class meal 50 cents
each. Wm. F. Robertson, Proprietor.
no21
eodlw

oarauei

NEW

a

—

No 18 Exclian^ 81., Poriiaiul.

on

At

Immense

*

AND

_

....

Janeiro for San i-Vaneis™
N>lon 137 22. ship Wrn alcGilvery,
}at 30 27lor
from Rio Janeiro
San Francisco.
135 °8. ship Richd Wright,
n!Hat
?3
4l-lon
from Rio Janiero for San Francisco.
° fhl“n«*
from Bio

from

People acknowledge

i Oct 1st, barque Adelaide Norris,

Y0rk'

AND

—

—

account ot the storm till TIIIM KVE.M!V<».
441b, nt MECHANICS’ HALL, at same
time.
no21dlt

GRAND

States.
r5?t ,1M*?35ian, UnIt€d
Wight 20th inst, barque S E Kingsbury,
v*£H«»?e
Waterhouse, from London lor Newport, E.
Ayres Sept 26, sch Sadie F Caller,
-A,r at Bucdos
York

auction*: *: n

PROF. WISWELL’S LECTURE

Positively One

ON THE INCREASE !

inst* Darque Josephine Martin,
20th

POSSIBLE)

(IF

MORGAN A OYER,

BOSTON TEMPLE SHOW,
advertised for Monday Evening. 23d, is postponed

8el1 Wm

Twist,

is accounted for from the fact that those
who use it once will use no other.

THE

AUCTION SALKS

^NOTICE.
—

LIv4*1

XT

ENTERTAINMENTS.

The Great Rush

Harp, McPhail, Calais.
-Olh, schs M L Varney, Rowe, Bath for Boston; Shawmut, Stratton, and AB Crabtree, Stratton,Boston tor Sullivan; Estella, Remick, do for do;
T»Pl«y, do for Castine,
R-^CW 21st, barque Edwin Reed, Higgins,
Below

SPOKEN.

Havana cigars at low prices.
F. T. Mealier & Co., Druggists, under Deering Hall.
Ten

Ar 22d, sclia Fair Dealer, Loring, Ellsworth; Hesperus, Conary, Bluebill; Earl, CunuiDgham, Bangor;
Hume. Gregory. Rockland.
Scars
20th, sch E R

$1.50; pants 75 cents.

overcoats

—

A petition, which is receiving many signatures, is in circulation in Kittery,to be presented at the next Legislature, asking for the construction of a bridge about 300 feet long, to
connect lfittery Foreside with Badger’s Island,
Col. Mark H. Wentworth
near the navy yard.
and the Rev. (i. H. Patue members elect uf
the Legislature, are strenuously urging the
matter.
Badger's Island is well known to
maritime circles for the superior vessels which
hare been built there iu days past.

Blue Olive and Black
Rich's.

nol9eod3t

prices.

IZA.iRIiN'E

The Bangor Foundry and Machine Co. on
Friday cast a “bed piece” for the new engine
to be used in the work shop of the jail, weigh-

STATE

E. T. Elden & Co. offer at ono nrice, aud no
one case Shaker Flannels, worth
30c. yd., for 17 c.; one case more Washington
Cambrics, assorted colors, for 6£ c. yd.; 50 doz.
Linen Towels for 15 c. each, worth 25 c., and
everything else in our stock at way down

deviation,

....

evening,

Tbe

The Boss Cigah for 5 cents, at F. T. Mealier & Co., Druggists, under Deering Hall.

REPP,
DOUBLE

REPP,
Regular & Legal Fold.
Am

now

opening the largest

as-

sortment of

FINE PAPERS
Ever shown in Portland.
PLEASE

CALL AND EXAMINE

Francis H. Coffin,

Purlieu deniriug Insaranre will flud it
far their Advantage to commit thin agency
before insuring.
oct30dim

120

PRINTING ol every de*criptiou neatly
executed at this Office.

no20

MIDDLE

UNDER

STBEET,

FALMOUTH HOTEL.

POETRY^

WANTS.

i

The Last Banquet of Antony and Cleopatra.

TWO

MARY STACY WITHINOTOJt.

first

of

no23dtf

to Mrs. F.

)F. Lander.

[At tlio dead of night on a sudden was heard the
sound of musical instruments, and a noise which icsemuled the exclamations of Bacchanals. (This tumultuous procession seemed to pass throng ibe
whole citv. and to go out through the gate leading to
the enemy’s camp. Those who reflected on this proceeding concluded that Bacchus, the God whom Antony affected to imitate, bad forsaden him.—Plu-

Girls

trom Canada who
TWO in want
of situations,
maids iu
are

family.

be recommended
either as chambera Hotel, or as general servants in a private
no201v\ *
Apply to A. B. <tt this office.

Tenement

lady! let our mirth’s wild clangor
keystone of the midnighr skv'
Then, sinking, rouse a thrill of jealous anger
In dusty Hearts that deep in old tombs Ue'

To-morrow, sweet! may lay ns down beglde them:
To-night 13 ours—crowu it with Mne and son°!
Teach Its dark moments in tby locks to hide
them,
Bind, witch I these hours to linger with us long!
****«».
What wild aud wondrous note

Up

to the

keystone

of the

was

that went pealing

midnight sky?

what dim aud ivied shapes go reeling
On through the gate where Cassar
campeth nigh?
-Airomus! ihy country’s gods forsake thee;
Not even the god of Mirth will longer dwell
Where Strength and Virtue are not. Sleep nor wake
thee
From Cleopatra’s arms- dishonor’s hell!

Washington Republican.

THE FARM A.\D HOUSEHOLD.

seven

1919._

Wanted.

a

llornr.

Examine the eye in the stable, 'hen in the
light; if they are in any degree defective, re-

ject.

Wanted.
SITUATION bp a young lady as cashier or book
keeper. Has had four years* experience. Good
references. Please address, MISS H. A. J., Press
no!9lw*
Office, Portland, Me.

A

Examine the teeth to determine the age.
Examine the poll or crown of the head, and
the withers, or top of theshoulders, as the
former is the seat of poll evil, and the latter
that of fistula.
Examine the front feet; and if the frog has
fallen, or settled down between the heels of
the shoes, and the heels are contracted, reject

him; as he, if not already lame, is liable to
be so at any moment.
Next observe the knees and ankles of the
horse yon desire to purchase, and, it crooked,
you may be sure that it is the result of the
displacement of the internal organs of the
loot, a consequence of neglect ot the form of
the foot and injudicious shoeing.
Examiue for interfering, from the. aucle to
the knee? and it it proves that lie cuts the
knee, or the leg between the anee and ankle,
or the latter badly reject.
“Seedy cuts’’ of the knee and leg are most
serious in their effects.
Many troting horses
which would be of great value were it not for
this single’delect. are by it rendered valueless.
Carefully examine the hoofs for cracks, as
jockeys have acquired great skill in concealing cracks in the hoofs. If cracks are observable in any degree, reject. Also both
look aud 'eel for ringbones, which are callosities^on the bones of the pastern near the
foot; if apparent, reject.
ITvom'iMO

bind

4

4k.-

of the foot anil ankle that we have named iu
connection with I be front foot. Then proceed to the hock, which is the seat of the
curb, and both bone and blood spavins.
The former is a bony enlargmenl of the
posterior and the lower portion of the hock
joint: the second a bony excrescence on the
on the lower, inn»r, and rather another
por
tion of the hock; aud the last is a soft enlargment of the syuaval membrane on the inner
and upper portion of the hock. They are
either of them sufficient reason for rejecting.
See that the horse stands with his front
feet well under him, and observe both the
heels of the feet and shoes to see if he
“forges” or overreaches; aud in case he does,
aud the toes of the frout feet are low, the
heels high, and the heels of the front shoes
a good thickness, and the toes of the
hind
feet are of no proper length, reject him; for
if he still overreaches with his feet in the
condition described, he is incurable. If he
props out both ftout feet, or points them al-

ternately, reject.
In testing the driving qualities, take the
reins while on the ground, invite the owner
to get in the vehicle first, then drive yourself.
Avoid thedisnlayoruseofthe whip; and if
he has not sufficient spirit to exhibit his best
speed without it, reject. Should he drive
satisfactorily without, it would then be proper
to test his amibilily and tho extent of his
training in the use oi the whip.
Thoroughly test his walkiog qualities first,
as that gait is more impirtant in the horse
of all wot k than great trotting speed. The
value of a horse, safe for all purposes without
blinders, is greitly enchaneed thereby.

Gentleman and Wife a suit of unfurnished
rooms with board in a prviate family either on
the ’ine of the horse railroad or within five minutes
walk of the City Building. Refeiences given and rea

quired.

Address, P. O. Box 107G, Portland, Me.

no!3tf

J A TIES C. TIESEUVE,

A

So.

the reasons ate

land Farmer.

abvious.—Mary-

Value of Bird’s-Eye Maple.
The Green Bay Advocate says; “The machine of S. C. Carpenter and Dr. AI. William, for cutting veueerine, which we have
previously described, is au undoubted success.
It does its work smoothly and well, it is a

knife sba;**d like a pencil sharpener,and commences cu'fing at the end of the log, the log
feeding in to the knileor the kuife to the log,

lathe, the veneering coming off
shape of scroll. There is a machine
for cutting veneering from round blocks, but
it is different from this. In that the knite is
parallel with the log, and in some kinds of
wood the beauty of the grain is lost, while
with the knife set at an angle it is preserved.
A tew words will give idea of the profit of using a machine like Ibis. A bird’s-eye maple log
scaling 1,000 feet can be put down at the nianulactory for $0 to $8. The machine cuts veneering one twenty-fourth of an inch thick,
and the log would" tbeiefore cut about 24,000
feet. Two men, it is thought, could cut the
log in half a day. At one cent per loot the veneering would be worlh$240. But this veneering is now worth six cents per foot, or
$1,440 for the log.
on a common

in the

•

To Prevent a Cow Mucking Uemelf.
Take a hard stick—hickory or maple—about
one foot long and tbree fourths of an inch iu
diameter; put a groove a-ound the centre, say
five-eights of an i.iclt in width and three-sixteenths of an inch deep; sharpen both ends so
that.tbey will gradually taper Horn near either
side of the groove to a point ;with a large awl
pierce the carilage or septum nearthe nostrils,
as you wou.d to pnt in a riug; force the stick
through until the septum rests iu the groove,
and the cow has in her nose a contrivance
that will prevent her from sucking heisclf,
and yet permit her to eat and drink with freedom. Atter lew months the hole may become
so enlarged so as to allow the stick to drop
out, when a larger oue may be inserted.
There is but little sensation in that cartilage,
and there appears to be but little soreness after a short time.—Rural Ilome.

Molderiug Broken Files.
A writer in the English Mechanic, who had
broken the only Lap-iound file he had by
him, says:—After trying to use the broueu
end (it was broken about the middle) I was

about to

up in

give
despair, I thought I would
try soldering; aud, to my surprise, it not only
stood while I completed the small job I was
then doing, but is in use still, aud will stand

all the force such as a file needs to have ap-

plied to it in oidinary use. I used ordinary
solder, Baker's soldering fluid, and a Buuseu
burner. The temper at the joining is not iu
the slightest altered. Of course I was careful not to heat it more than requisite to melt
the solder.

PuftiuK a Mia pie into Krone.
One often desires to put a staple into a
block of stone. Tbe hole is ma le, the staple
inserted, and lead melted to run in. But unless the hole is made with the bottom
larger
than the top, the lead will in time woik out,
it there is much jar or side strain on the iron.
Besides, tbe lead itself is liable to some cumspression, which admits of a looseness, especially after being subjected to very hot fires. A
much better article is sulphur, it this be melted and poured around the staple instead ot
lead, it makes amuch more dui able job.

Gorham, Me.

Wanted Immediately,
SITUATION by an experienced Lady as

kcei*r or
ferred. Best ot

The

nurse.

care

city references

Hirftt Sf

houseof an invalid pre
give. Apply at 59
rv.OOf F

Nutter Bros. & Co. A first class tin plate and
AT sheet
iron worker. None but first class need
29 MARKET
A
Me.
se29tf

SOU RE, Portland

apply.

Partnership heretofore existing between tbe
aubsmbeis u ider tbe inn name and
style oi
Manure &
has

THE

beeu this day dissolved bv
Ojeda
mutual consent.
John Massure is to collect all
claims due the late firm and will
| ay the copartnership liabilities. He will continue the business at tbe
store occupied by us, No. 3*1 Congress St.
JOHN MASSURE.
YSLDORO J. OJEDA.
Portland Oct. 8, 1874.
ocytf
x

undersigned having

THElow & Huut, will

taken tbe stand of Harcontinue the busiuess at

128 and 130 MIDDLE ST.,
Where the public will find New and Second Hand
Furniture, Lounges, Spring Beds. JMattrasses,
Looking Glasses, Book Cases, &c.
Repairing ot all kinds neatly done.
au!2

Baker &, Co.
NEW!

FARBAND’S IMPROVED

Self-Folding

Tucker and
ble Hemmer.

Adjusta-

The most useful attachment ever Invented
for Sew
>U|£ Machines.
The anly one which h»Nn Voiding Miide
which keeps Ike lack or be»

perfectlycVeoJ

Doing away with creasing, measuring or lolrtim* hi
hand, thereby making a great saving
e an*
labor. It will trn k any thickness
of goods fn.n
Lace to Broadcloth, t*he Hemmer attached «n
hem any desired width horn one fourth to two
and
fourth inches. It needs only to bo seen to be
appr*
elated.

<V?hi

Reduced Price &3.SO,

MBS. STEPHEN B. SMITH,
Mole Agent for Portlauil,
Ju30tf

NO. 137 OXFORD STREET.

eral Streets*
G* F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street*
bolstering done to order.

Hair Hoods and Toilet Articles.
9 Clapp’* Block
Congren Street, opposite Old City Hall*

J. F. SHERRY, No.

BOOK with small sum of money. The
Finder will confer a favor, on a poor Boy be
no23dtf
leaving the same at this Offi'' 3.

POCKET

ON

Elm

or

a

Ladies*

Wn*ch (maker. Fredric Ro iff,
Havre.) $10.00 will be paid to the finder on leavthe same with the proprietor of tbe Preble House
or at the Police Statiou.
Also lost at the same time
GOLD EARING.
Cold

d3t*

no2l

Stolen.
from the pocket of the undersigned yesterday morning in front ot Catholic Church a pocket
book contduing from fifty to seventy five dollars

TAKEN

and variou* papers of no v«Jue but to the owner a
liberal reward will be paid for ihe books and papers
with or without the money.
E. TROWBRIDGE
noli
tf
~

BOARD.
Board,

TO
and
men

good board, in a private family with
chil«Iren, a large front room, suitable for man

Let with
no

wife, at 116 Brackett Street.
accommodated also.

To

single gentledim*

Two

A. M5RRI

TWO
no!8

DURAN A CO.. 171 Middle aad
119 Federal Street*

A. S. DAVIS A CO.. No. SO Middle Street.
J. H. I. AMBON. 139 Middle St.,cor. Cro**.

Plumbers.
JAMES MIl.iEU.ilo. 91 Federal Street.

Boarding
Wilmot,

BOARD,

st„

To Let.
suit of rooms at 37

a

WITH
HIGH & SPRING ST.

Sign

and Awning

S. YOUNC. No. 109

»•

Street.

arc

cor.

St., in Drleno’s Will.
«. Ij. HOOPER, Cor. York A Waple
Streets.

J. IV. A H. H. MCDUFFIE,Cor. Middl
A V1 nion Sts.

dtf

RICHARDSON

CROSS

&

(American

H. HOVE Y,

—

ONE

at
43 Lincoln St.

House to Let.
NO. 142 Oxford Street, containing

HOUSE
tenement*, of eight
improvements. For

two

each, with modern
particulars apply to F. H. WIDBER. 220 Commercial Sr.
oc24tt
rooms

To Let.
in Store, No. 235 Middle Street
Stoij
Inquire at Shaw’s Tea Stoie.

SECOND
°c23

tf.

TO

•—

AND

—

JAPAI8,
7

AND

DEALER

IN

given immediutelv.
Inquire of
MATTOCKS & FOX.

BP24dtf
To Eet.
Apply

to ST.
No. 27

JOHN SMITH.
Widgery’s Wharf.

COTTON
The

Bates

TARNS.

Air

Dry

In all

Refrigerators

Assortment in the State,
the latest Improvements, calico

and Best

THE PEEKLESS.
It 1. unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ease of Maaagemeut. Durability, Drynrm and Purity
•f Air and ECONOMY of (CE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers’ Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying ot manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buying.
Salesroom 35?* Fore St.. J. P.MERRILL.
Manufactory, Rear of No. IO Cram St.
PORTLAND, MAINE.
raay26dtf

€. V. BARKER, Agent.

•dlm

nurse

At the Mart
Trimmed

on

Plum

oo30__

LET

HORSES

be taken to board for the winter in the
warm and commodious Stables at Walnut
Hill Farm in Gorham. Sebago water in stable and
warm box stalls.
Apply at Office Portland Packing Co., Commercial
® feet.
nol7eod2w

WILL

the like of

lace ot the Globe.

OLD

AND YOTJNG

HEMfcMBER THAT THE

MONSTER CATARRH
Is clutching for your vitals, and |ttat in
cured, the

a

short t ime

unless

COLD SWEAT OF DEATH
from every pore, un i your
the scroll of the dead.

ooze

on

name

be

ifiBy
coloi

ending 35c., with age, height,

ceive

of eyes and

hair,

you will

SPECIAL

Certainty. Appjy at once to D.
Publisher, Concord, N H. nol2t4w

1?T> I? I? SAMPLE to Agents. Ladle** Com*
bination Needle Book, with CuroSend stamp. Dean & Co., New Bedford,

4- 41/ MU Ha

L.

EXCHANGE

“OLD UK

world-

is the

tainty
relief and a speedy

price on the lat-

VERMONT

Boohsellen,

nnd

J30PPERAS.

pronounced by medical savans, eminent physicians
and pb Tmaceutists to be the only safe and reliable
Ib

compound
Catarrh.

BY

iy

Book, Card

MARKS

& Job Printer

Will cure Catarrh in all its different stages, from its
first incipiency until it has terminateJ in
Consump*
tion, and even then many are cured, for by

removing

the original cause the lungs
frequently heal
patient becomes well.

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

FOR SALE

BY

should always have

&

®*TO WHOfiESALE GKOfEBH AND
ERL IT DEALERS.
WANTED—A house to take the agency for the
sale ot our Pure Fruit Jellies, in buckets, from 5 to
90 pounds. The Jellies
warranted, as to the
to sun>ass all others in tt e market. Addressquality,
Phila-

”023_

rear

of

lik

_3t_

Carriage*,

STORED
Apply to

at

low rates owners risk.
L. DEN NISON.

A.

13

no2l

Long Wharf.

__

at

d$t»

of every description neatly

this office.

ORGANS

beauty; they defy

competition. The Concerto Stop is a fine
imitation of the Unman Voice.
Warranted for 6 tears. PRICES EXTREM •* LV LHW for cash or part cash,
and balance in monthly payments. Second
band
instruments
at
great
bargains.
AGENTS WANTED. A liberal discount
to Teachers, Ministers, Churches, Schools, Lodges,
etc. Illnstrated Catalogues mailed HORACE WATERS & SON, 481 Broadway,
N. V. P.O.Box 3567.
no!3t4w
f £i

iut

i.aili;

Nervous,

or

.

Debilitated?

Are yon no Languid that anv exertion requires more of an eflort than you feel capable of
making?
Then try JTJRUBEBA, the wonderful tonic
and invigorntor, which acts so beneficially on the
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital

forces.
It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, only to let the sufferer fall to a low r
depth of misery, but it is a vegetable tonic acting uirectly on the liver and spleen.
Vt regulate* the vowels* quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as
to soon make the invalid feel like a new person.
It* operation in not violent, but is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experieuces
no sudden change, no marked results, but
gradually
his troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And silently steal away.”
This is no new and untried discovery, but ha*
been long used with wonderful remedial results, and
is pronounced by the highest medical
authorities,
“the most powerful tonic and alterative known”
Ask your druggist tor it.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
BOSTON,
M*-s.
no!9t4w

chichcntek

a

box

Birthday

or

o

Holiday Gift.

Mothers you should have a Chichester Swing Cradle.
Mothers who try them will have no other.
Morhers save your time by using a Chicnester.
Mothers buy no other till you see a Chichester.
THE CRADLE AMONG CRADLES.
No rockers to wear out carpet.
No rockers to tumble over.
No rockers for child to tall upon.
No squeaking treadle to get oat of order.
No cradle equal to Chichester Swing Cradle.
Dealers send for catalogue, to
GEOKliB T. COMVNN,
154 North Street, Boston, and
393 Pearl Street, New York.
d3m

CRESCENT SPECTACLES

in the house for themselves and children, for
many a
been sent into the dark
valley of
the shadow of death by a simple Cold, which ended
in Catarrh and quick consumption of its youthful

lungs.

RUBER'S

GERMAN

SNUFF

by Druggists everywhere at 33 cents a box
and every box is worth its weight in
gold. Be sure
to take this preparation, and no other.

others in the marand distinctness o!
rivaled, the total aband refractofo u n d in Pebbles

Colors

Smith,

WHOLESALE

DRUGGIS1S,
No. 26 Tremont St., Boston,
General

Aswan far

the

&

Look for Trade Marl.

Clapp, New York
No peddlers Employed,

tnytj__
n

United

gum
Cm

dlawT&wly

tmi-riSii lit

Paper Collar Warehouse
WHITE SHI

PARGIL

Gray’s Norwich moulded Collars,
Elmwood and Warwick Collars,
Headquarter*

for all the above

nol6

& CO.

17 Boylstoa Street, Boston.

PBINTING of every description
onied
at

This OfBce.

RAILROAD.

CHARLES F. HATCH. Gen. Manager.
July 21, 187LyiHtl

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R.R

night.

Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low isites.

□ffcggggap On and alter MONDAY, NOV. 16.1874,
^M^NWr.and until further notice trains will run

follows :
Leave Portland for all stations at 7.30 a. m.
Leave Portland tor Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations at 2 p. m.
as

lie turning.
Leave Bemis for Portland aud intermediate stations
at 9,15 a. m.
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland and intermedia-e stations at 7.15 a. m.
7.20 a. m. from Portland and 9 15 a. m. from Bemis
will be mixed trains,
Stage connections with 2 00 p. m. from Portland for
Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls, Freedom, Denmark,
Bridgton, Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.
Trains arrive at and depart from Eastern and
Maine Central Railroad Passenger Station in Portland.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
Portland, Nov. 13, 1874._
nol4dtf

TWO TRIPS PER W EEK!
On and after Monday September
28tb,the Steamer City of Portland,
Capt. S. H. Pike, and the Steamer

Express tr: in

7.00

a

m.

a. m.

Express trom Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50 a. m.
Mail ftom Qhebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston
and Auburn at 2.35 n. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.45 p. m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

Passenger

AMD

Northwest, West and

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
Ip wen equipped with tirst-clas* rolling
stock, and is making the beet connection* and quickest time of any route from Portland k the West.
iyPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING OARS are attache*] to the trains
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.

tion.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, Secretary and Treas.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
Portland, September 19. 1874.
se21dtl

&

MAINE

Arrangements

of Trains.

On and after Monday, Nor. 23,

1874,

Pas.'enger trains will leave Port.
Bo.ion, at 6.15, 9.10 a. m.
J!“'f‘?S!SSjlan€lp.far
tw^wj-53.15, ni., arriving at Boston at 10.50
a. m., 2.00, 8.00, p. in.
Returning, leave
Bo.lon at 8.00, a. ni., 12, in. 3.15, p. m. arriving
*
-__

at Portlanil at 12.45. 4.45‘ 7.45, p.m
For Iiowell (viaLawrence) at 6.15,9.10 a. m..
3.15 p. m.
For Concord and TOnnehratrr (via New
Market Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.15 p, nt„ (via Lawrence at) 9.10 a. m.
For Orral Falls at 6.15, 9.10 a. m„ 3.15, p. m.
For Portsmouth (via Dover) at 6.15 a. in.
For Rochester, Furmington. sad Alloa
Bay. (via Dover) at 9.10, a. m.
A train will also leave Portland for Kenuebunk nnd Way Stations at 5.15 p. m. Returning, leave Keuoebanlt at 7.30 a. in., arriving at
Portland at 8.35 a.m.
Parlor Cars on traius leaving Portland 9.10,3.15,
Boston 8.00, 3.15.

ENS,

d3m
tie*

Clyde’s

Iron

Line of Steamers

E. H. H.-

]n23-lvVW F

Montreal
UNDER

principal cities in the South and Southwest. No

Wharfage. No

Commission ior forwarding.
Fill imtormation given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,

Agent,

Caapian, Capt. Troche,
Will leave this port far Liverpool

SATURDAV, ROYEUBER

H & A ALLAN. No. 1 India St.
Steerage Passage Inward and ontW. d, and for
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts a ply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
Portland. Nov. 15,
For

1674._nondtf

RAIL

DIRECT!
With connection*

land, Capo

STONINGTON LINE!
NEW

OTHEUS.

Hits is the only inside route Avoid*
ing Point Judith.
Seambnat Express trains leaves Boston from Boi
ton & Irovidence K. K. Denot daily,
except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with tlie entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Wednesday and Friday, and with the e legant and popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York always in advance of all other line*. Ba-'gag

Monday,

checked through.
Tickets procuied at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 23 Exchange St., and W. 1). Little & Co.. 491 Exchange St.
L. W. FdLKINS.
D. S. BABCoCI?.
Gen. Paiienger Ag't. New York.
President.
dlv

JUST

A

No book is better fitted for “Home” Musical

The first class Stearasblii*, “GEO.
WASHINGTON” and “GEO.
CBO.MWELL,” inoo tons each,
will form a semi-weekly line,leasing Boston & Maine It. B. Wharf

Portland, every Wednesday and Saturday at-6
and leaving Pier 9 North Blver, New York,
Wednesday and Saturday at 4 P M.

pleasure.
250 pages, lull sheet music size.
cloth, $3.00; full gilt, $4.00.

P. M.
every

For

For Sale.

One Thousand Cider Barrels
quality, in good order.
HENKY T. CARTER, INN Fore Hi.
'tt
■el_
Winter Board for Horses
near the city.
Address
E. V. O’BKIOM,
ol best

Box 1514 Portland P. O.

For Choirs, THE LEADER. Price $1.38.
Singing Schools; THE SONG MONARCH,75c

By L. O. Emerson and W. S. B. Matthews.
Easy and piogressive lessons, scales, studies, voluntaries, interludes, quarters, songs, and other piece*
in prolusion. All well
arranged by skilful basils.
Price *2 50.
For Choirs; PERKINS'ANTHEM BOOK.
*1.30.
For QuabtetChoirs; THOMAS VJUAKTErs *2.30
sent
Specimen copies
post-paid for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway. N, Y.

no17di»2w

RICHARDSON & CROSS,

MACHIAS

LUMBER

Steamboat Conroaiiv.

I Commission Merchants.

FOR MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.

Special attention paid

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

Southern

One Trip per Week.

Hampden.

Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday «nd Friday mornings, at 6 o’clock, touching
at the above named landings, arriviug in Portland at
5 o’clock p. m.
For further particulars inquire at Railroad Wharf,
Portland.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, General Agent,
Portland, Oct. 10,1874.
tf

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

either at mill

|

Steamers

famished

au!8

i
i

POBTU.IP, MAllYH.

are hereby notified that on ar.d
after the firsc
day ot September, IH74. the new regulation*
prescribed by the Government of the Rcoublk* ot
Spam In regard to Consular let's will take effect.
The fees for clearance ot vessels are as follows .■f»«* Vessels with Cargsi
Certifying Manifest. $15.00
Bill of
Health...... 4.00—$19.00
Fwr Vnwelii wathwul Cargsi
Certifying Manliest.S7.00
Bill of Health. 4 oo—All 00

YOU

u£jiO

THOMAS
Spanish Consul.

eve™

are

on

Ihc

of Canada1

invited for the following S r^nn*
Company premises at f’ortlaiBd.
Estimated QuaMigv

Old Wrought Irou
Cast Iron
Burnt Grates (cast)
Soring Steel
Ught Iron and Turnings
Rubber Springs

Franconia

ion

M

»

K

**

3
j
too

«

can

further notice leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland every
MONDAY, TUESDAY and
THURSDAY, at 5 P. M., and
leave Pier 38 East River, New
MONDAY, THURSDAY, and SATUR-

Its.

Philadelphia,

Jt^Freigbt

HBNBV FX)X, Geueral Agent, Portland.

,!. F. AMES, Ag t. Pier 38.1;:. R., New York.
Tickets aud State rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
dtf

seen ou

to Mr.

,h9 Pric"
I* $?*“!!
lender for

emw.

the

—

«

be
Sc*aP
application
„Tf","e
terser. Deputy Store Keeper, Portland.

D. F.

DAY at 4 t. M.
The Eleanora is anew steamer, Just built lor this
route, and both she and ihe Franconia are fitted up
with tine accommodations for passengers,
making this
the most convenient and comfortable route foi travellers between New York ami Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during tin summer
months on their passage to and fiom New York.
Passage In State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods firwar fed to and from
Montreal. Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
taken at the Iowe>t rates
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apt lv to

°c

illwaj Co.,

SCB4P FOB SALE.

TENDERS
lykig

Will until

York,

I.l.ttl

CONSULATE Or SPAIN.

CO.

Chesapeake

order.

Vo merchants and Shipmasters.

YORK.

Eleanora,
and

delivered.

No. 1 1-2 UNION WHARF

...

SEW

TO

or

West India and South American Carroea

Grand Trunk R

TRI-WEEKLY LINE

Lumber

ADD

f«r Ships, bridge,, Factories, Railroad**, Ac.

mencing Thursday, Out, 14th, 1871.
For Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So.
West Harbor (Mt. Desert). Millbridge, Jonesport and

The Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Cant. C. Kil
leave Railroad Wharf every Vloadny
Wednewdny nnd Friday Evening*, nt IO
o'clock or on arrival ot ExnressTrain from Boston,
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucxsport, Winterport

furnishing

Timber

Steamer LEWISTON,

by, will

to

Pine
—

Chas. Deering, will
leave Railroad Wharf toot of
State St., every Thursday
Evening, nl lO o’clock,
arrival ot Express Train from Boston, com-

the West.

boards, $2.»:

In

FOR REED ORGANS

CLARK & SEAMAN,
86 West street. New York.

Machiasport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every Monday
morning at 5 o'clock, touching as above, arriving in
Portland same night, usually connecting with Pull
man Train, and early mominglTrains lor Boston and

en-

THE EMERSON METHOD

This line will connect at Portland with the principal Railroads and Steamboats for the Interior and
the east, and at New-Vork with Cromwel, Steamship
line for New Orleans and ither principal lines tot he
Sonth and South-west.
Freight taken at low rates.
Passenger accommdatlons arc unsurpassed. Cabin
passage. Including state-room and meals, $7.50.
Steerage passage,(meals and births inclnded),$3.50.
Until further notice the “GEORGE CROMWELL”
will be the only steamer.talllng In this line. Leaving Portland every Wednesday and New York every
Saturday P. M.
For freight or passage apply to
J. N. MAGNA, Agent.
Office on the Wharf,

The

PIKCK8

tertainment than this. Beginners can
play the easier duets.
Advanced players anl teachers need not
to be told that practice with lour hands is the
very
beat to acquire “time” and “certainty.” Practice In
the “Piano at Home” i*
nothing but a continual

NEW YORK.

Capt.

of the

For the Piano-Forte,

—

Sc

PUBLISHED:

FOUR-HAND

PORTLAND

BANGOR

Priice Edward IsJokna, N. V.

PIANO AT HOME.
large collection
best

CROMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.
AND

to

Breton and St.

The first class Steamships
“CHASE” and "Georgia” will
leave Portland a'ternately every
TUESDAY and SATURDAY at
-at 4 p. m for HALIFAX, direct.
making loanectiuns with the Intercolonial Railway,
for Windsor,Trnro, New Glasgow and Ptctou, and
steamers foi Prince Edward Island; also at New
Glasgow, N. S.. with l.indsey'i Stages fur Cape Breton.and at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns.N. F.
Z-ff~ RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, and FRIDAYS at 4 P. M.
No freight received after ID A. M. on day of Bailing.
For farther information apply to J. B. COYLE.
Jr., Franklin Wharf.
octgsdtf
JOHN POKTEOC3. Agent.

YORK,

A I, I,

TO

LISE

Halifax Noya Scotia,

<18w

_

and

on

AS lb,

18T4,
Immediately alter the arrival of the Train of the ire
vious day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool. Cabin (according to accommodations).yy, la uy
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to

WORCESTER.

00

or on

London*

to

—

or

OF

THE

Keturn Tickets
granted a' Reduced lute-.
The Steamship

Excursions will be continued through
the months of October and November,
1874
Return Checks will be honored for
seven days after Thanksgiving flay.
Tickets and State-iooms with C. ('.
GREGG. 87 Washington Street, and at
Depot, foot of Summer St., Boston.
Express Train Leaves Boston at 6 P.
M., and Worcester (Foster St. Station)
at 7.20 P. M.
Boats leave Pier 40 North Kiver, New
York, at 4 P. M.

AKKAD

Steamship Co.

Passenger, booked
derry and Liverpool.

DOLLARS,

FROM BOSTON

Wharf. ...I..,

Canadian, and Called Flum nail..

Norwich Line to New York

Portland.

tf

Ocean

VVM. P. CLYDE & CO„ Gen’l Managers,
anl 1 ly
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

SIX

VI.'MON, Afte.l,

ana

CONTRACT FOR TUE CABBYIXO OF

Jr., Portland.

FOR

rats

ALLAN LINE.

Philadelphia and beyond. Turough rates are given to
Philadelphia and all poiuts reached jy the Penn.
Cential and the Phil. & Reading R. R’s., and to all
tae

hall the

PASSAGE, TEX DOLLARS.
Freight or Passage, si ply 10

For

direct communication
to anu
Portland and all other points in Maine, with

rom

one

Freight for the West by the Penn. K. K., and Son. h
by connectin lines forwarded free of Commission

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives

Gen. Superintendent.

Cider Barrels

oc

Insurance

Boston, 3 p.m

Wliart, Phlla

sailing vessels.

PHILADELPHIA.

THE

Baggage cnecRea from Portland 10 Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf,
From Pine Street
delpliia, at lb a. m.

AJTO

—

Southwest

condition,

S. H. STEV
no21

No

PORTLAND

PORTLAND,

points in the

FURBER,
?• Gen.

Voyage.

Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent
for New England, No. 3 India street, Portland, Me.
S^*Niitbt Mterliug Lhecka loaned for £I
and (Jpwnrda.
an26dtf

or

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates I

New

will leave
Machiasp »rt Honda j
Horning, Bor. 30 at 3 o’clock, touching as
above, arriving in Portland same night, connecting
with Pullman Train, and early morning Trains for
Benton and the West.
For further particulars inquire at Railroad Wharf,
Portland.

many.

jy28tl

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, mil wan
kec. Ciaounati, lit. Loaia, Omaha,
Magiaaw, St Paul, Salt Lake City,
Dearer. San Francisco.

BOSTON

Machiasport.
Returning

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

and all

Seine Her lam 1 rip for this Neason,
For Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So.
W. Harbor, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge, Jonesioit aud

PHILADELPHIA

Quebec,

Mail train at 1.20 p. m.. for Auburn and Lewiston
and Tsi and Pond, (stopping at all statio is to Island
Pond,)* connecting with night mail traiu for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston 5 45 p m.
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. m.
Traius will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.40

—

at 10 o'clock,
Or, on arrival of Express Train from Boston,

BOSTON

run as

a. m.

Season!

First-class Weekly mail steamers of this line sail from Quebec
every Saturday Horning,
STURDIVANT, General Agent.
for Liverpool, touching at
T»
C,Y?.US
Nov.
Portland,
noUhltil
Derry.
11,1871._
First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this liner
sail trom Halifax
ot
her
fo
every
Tuesday,
Liverpool, touching at Queenatown. Passage
—aud—
(first-class) $70 and $60 gold or its equivalent; thirdclass $20 U. S. currency to British ports, $26 to Denmark and Sweden, prepaid $20 and $26.
Tbe Glasgow Line of steamers sail from j
Quebec eveiy Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
Sip:tint.Iiip Line.
passage $60, steerage $20.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of EngLeave
each
port every WedVy & Sat’d’y.
land, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Ger-

Monday, September 21st.

Auburn, and Lewtaton.
Passenger train lor Auburn and Lewiston at 9.30

of this

Thnrsday Ev’njr Xov. 26,

SUMMER* SERVICE.

ARRAN GEMENT.
follows:
tor Montreal aud

Trip

Boston

THE STEAMER LEWISTON.
CAPT. CHAS. DEEU1NG.
Will Leave Railroad wliart, foot
of State Street.

ALLAN_LINE.
Ocean

Wharf,

H. ROCKWELL. Agent.
Providence, K. I

FOR MT. DESERT & MACHIAS,

Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Snediac. Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, and Fredcrickton,
B^Freiglit received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock P. M.
se26dtf
A R. STUBPS, Agent

—

trains will

Last

M., for Eastport and St. John, N. B.
Returning wi leave St. John and
Eastport on the
•
same days.
Connections made at Eastport tor St. Andrews,
at 6 P.

ALTERATION IN TRAINS.

On and alter

MQ2dtf_

Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Winchester, will leave Railroad Wharf
fool of Stale St.,every MONDAY, and THURSDAY,

Shortest

—

53 Central

E.

New

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

u&Sgggggn

octl874

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.

FOE

WINTER

Agent.

STEAMSHIP^o7~

Kantporf, Calais and Hi. John. Digby
Windsor and Halifax.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

good*.

GENTS’ NECK WEAR.

EHEHSON, LELAND

the

RTS,

The Best, Cheapen!, and the Bent Fitting
in the market.

Manufacturer* of

k

EASTERN

o*

RAILROAD.

RAILROAD.

Spectacles
now
Public arc guaran-

BURLOCK’S AND SANS

Is for sale

Smith, Doolittle

Will he taken

Improve ¥oiu- Sight.

Fellows, Holmes

Muuilnyw excepted).
Passengers by this Line are reminded that they secomfoi table night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

INTERNATIONAL

AND

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and MtCLELLAN.
From Providence every WEDi\'K«tD4Y
and MAT1BOA1.
Fraight forwarded from Norfolk to Wa^hingi'm and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Vs. and Tenn. K. R. to all places iu
the South, W. B. Cork, Agent, basement Old State
House, Boston
To all points of North and South Carolina, bv Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coas-t Lh:e.
G. H. Keith, Agent, 76 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore A Ohio
It. K., C. A. » hiplev, Agent, «7’Wa>nirg'
Boston. And Chesai eake A Ohio R. R., W. B. Clark.
Agent, basement Okl State House, Boston.
1 hrough bills ot ladiug given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $12.50.
For freight or passage to Norfolk,
Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,

cure a

J C. FURNIVAL Agt.

ITT'Nonc genuinewithouttbetrade-mark Rtampcd
every pair. Manufactured by

SNUFF

—

Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.

It will hold a doll 20 inches long. For sale by all
toy and furniture dealers. Ifvour dealer does not
have them, ask him to send for catalogue, aud take
none but the “Chichester.**

flNHE Crescent n
A offered to the I
teed superior to all I
aet. For clearness I
vision they are un-l
ence ot
prismatic I

Ti'E

OF

BOSTON & MAINE

patent

ry rays always ■
renders them espec- [Trade
fc) tally desirable.
Being ground with
great care, they are
tree from all imperfections and impurities
They are
mounted in Gold, Silver, Shell, Rubber and Steel
frames and will last many years without change.
For sale only by our Agents.

promising child has

sel7d&wtt

delphja Manufacturing Company,
North Second s:reet, Philadelphia, Pa,

the

RIDER'S

GERMAN

—

circular.

or

and

on

MILLS,

PRESS.SCREWS,GRINDERS,

and

RA.RENTS

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

(JIUElt AND WINE

cannot 5e excelled in tone

oct28

GERMAN SNUFF

Wholesale Agents, Boston.

oc24

M.

of Colds and

cure

RADER'S

—

HOWE & GOODWIN,
WM.

discovered fer the

REMEMBER THAT

ALWAYS FOR SALE
—

'W'ATKRS’ Concerto

mellow

SWING CRADLES.

GERMAN SNUFF
yet

—

CHICHESTER PATENT.

BADER'S

BEST QUALITY GUARANTEED.

•routed
JUB

perfect health.

IN COI.B W’S” LECTURE

ALBERT COLBY A SOWS,

a

return to

REMEMBER THAT

STREET.

Ci'y Hall. November 28th, exposing the Delusions
Dangers and Great Wickedness of “Modern Spiritu-

Send for

and certain cure; that there is no uncerwaiting for it to act; that it gives instan t

sure
or

at

ftg5tf_Publishers

aweet.

scale, yet

Every little girl should have one. Name “Chichester” on eveiy cradle. Beautiful, Cheao and
Durable. Chichester Toy Chairs to match. This
Cradle cannot be equaJ’ed tor a present to a little girl

GERMAN SNUFF

PORTLAND. ME.dtf

119

e

for

178 COMMERCIAL STREET,

All who buy any book at the lowest
est circular can have a tree ticket to

cutii

July 22, 1874. and until

ant. air or

TO AND FROM BOSTON.

and UPRIGHT, ma«uf '-m
SQUARE
touch elastic the tone powerful pare and
through the

NOTICE.

Ecd and the Yellow Tickets

WATERS’ NEW SCALE PIANO*
even

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

—

Notice, the

DOLL’S CRADLES.

BOEDER'S

TAYLOR,

cook store in tne

nol2t4w

On

-,

From

and Return

re-

raos.

record-

THEN REMEMBER THAT

AT LOWEST CASH PRICES

for the winter

Feed Tor Cattle.

the

Who have a cold in the head, with mucous mosisture
of the nasal organs, and dripping or dropping outside
or inside.

Will

KENDALL& WHITNEY.

dtf

on

AND ISTONV

—ALSO—

from

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

FIVE

which is not known

Whit? Oak & Hard Wood Plank & Wedges

—

Call and get your supply before toey are all gone
A full assortment of I.AP ROBcM.SIJBItlN.
GLEN and HALTEKN.

IT WERE,

Testify to its wonderful curative powers,

%W2

Street,

Horse Blankets
$1.35 to $8.00.

CHARLES F. HATCH,
General 5Iunager.

WM.

Daily, at 7 o’clock P. M., and INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, daily at 5 P. M.

Freight taken as usual.
J. B. CO VLB, JR..General

Class Ntcntziftkap
wm crane.
LAWRENCE.
GEORGE aPPOLD.
Boston direct every TTEMUA V
nod NATCBDAT.

Johns Hopkins,

[leaving

at

I.INK

week.

a

First

The Superior Sea Going Steamers
JOHN BKOOK9 AND FALMOUTII,
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:

Eastern Railroad.

PUT UP ONLY IN
BdXES.
A TRIED AND (SURE RE.HEDY.
Sold by
no7d4wt
Druggists._

Weak.

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
secuted. and at the lowest prices

UlatiKetS I

AS

tram

dtf

JURUBEBA
ARE YOU

From the Dead,

ed

a

**26

RAISED,

beat Rift Lncnat Treenail.,
150.000 beat Sawed While Oak do.
30,000 beat quality Canada Knee.

made

Me.

ilax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland. &c.
A freight train will leave Portsmouth for
Dover,
and Dover for Portsmouth, daily.
•Pullman sleeping car express train. N. B. This
train on Satardav night runs to Portlai d
only.
t

Tablets,
BLUE

I1A

■ 00,000

extensive addition to their
Recently
HAVE
machinery, with view to the manufacture ot
Yarns tor ihe market, and

Lewiston,

Army,

used in the Prussian

1HVUSAHD8

Stylos, Grades and Sizes.

The Largest
combining all

Manufacturing Co.,

are now prepared to turnish Cottou Yams, in numbers from 10 to 30, on
Beams, Spools, Cops and in Ske ns. both white and
colored.
We make a specialty of REPELLENT
WAKPS, whijh we are prepared to furnish at snort
notic e in quantities to suit our customers. We believe that our factities for tbe manufacture ot yarn are
Dow unequalled, and purchasers will do well to communicate with us before
purchasing elsewhere. As we
have always a eui plus of yarn on hand, outers can lie
filled w itti the utmost promptness. Order* should he
addiessed to BATES MANUFACTURING CO.,

extensively

It is now

and in all the Hospitals of the Contiuent. A short
time ago it was introduced into America, and now

alism."

Plum Street.

The 8.00 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad.
The 8.00 A. 51. train fro-n Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway tor
Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada East.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Hal

Wells’ Carbolic

Clear* d a ith
L. Guernsey.

remarkable compound was discovered after
research by that great German
Chemist, Professor Rmder. For this granq discovery
the German Goverment rewarded Professor Boeder
with a present of one hundred thousand thalers, Gold.
Immediately afrer its discovery It became the most
popular Remedy in Europe for Colds and Catarrh.

SAVE THE ADVANCE ON ICE

uueapesi
or

Conway Railroad.

GEO. BACHEI.DER,
General Agent Eastern Railroad. Portland, Me.

MEN and WOVEN WANTED
*V/V/v/ to sell our Stereoscopic V lews of
all Parts of the World.
Great Wages

This

d6m

0Ctl7

ONE

No, 62 Pine Street (Hull Block), recently
HOUSE
occupied bv Robert I. Hull, long
short lease.
Possession

Leave Portland lor Bangor, via Augusta, (PallPalace Sleeping Cars,) at 5.00 a. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 18.50 P. 51.
For Lewiston via Danville at 17.55 P. 51.
Leave Uiddeford lor Portland at t8.00 A. 51., returning al 5.00 P. M
The 9.10 A. 51. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. 51. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York
by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 9.10 A. 51. train arrives in Boston at 2.00
P. 51. in season to connect with the train for
New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) trains tor New York via Fall River,
Stonlngton and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. 51. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
for New York via Springiield at 9 P. M and 9.30 P.
M. train via Shore Line.
The 0.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. 51. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and

man

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENE S,
DISEASES,

leave Portland dai-

lime*

Four

dtf

Accommodation
IFast Express.

FOR

s

many years of patient

203 FORE STREET.

To Let
half of a double Brick House, tea rooms
Pleasantlv situated on Dantortb Street. No. 33.
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBINSON. Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
Portland, Sept., 30, lt-74
dtf

House to l.ft.

kinds—cure guaranteed. Wm jH. Giles’ Liniment Iodide of Ammonia. 50c. and $1.00 a
bottle. Depot 451 Sixth Avenue, New York.
For sale by Fred. T. Mealier & Co., and W. H
Phillips & Co.. Portland. Me.
no7dlw

WANTED-AGENTS^,e.?r,i

LIVING WITNESSES,

Locust Treenails,

oc!2dtf

Erysipelatous Affections.
Bunions. Enlarged Joints of the feet, Neuralgia,
Sore Throat, Paralysis. Rheumatism, Pains of all

Prize Stationery Package oat. Sample Package, post-paid, for 25 c
Circulars I tee. J BRIDE,
767 Broadway, New York.
nol2*4w

-OF-

JLET !

Room in the Second Story of the
Prin-e'V Exchange, with power if
required. Apply to t’Ri;** OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

—

GERMAN SNUFF.

OF

VARNISHES

3,1874.*it
House tn Let.
Sebago water and Gas. Inquire

Is considered to be one of the greatest discoveries
of the period f)r Rheumatic, Neuralgic, and

Mass.

Free Street.

To Let.

LINIMENT OF IODIDE OF AMMONIA

1AA/I

to
ALBERT MARWICK.
5 Exchange Street.

half Double Brick House, 13 Rooms, No. 33
Dan orth St
Possession given immediately.
to
S. W. ROBINSON, 205 Middle st.
Apply
Nov

AND

all its different stages

n

apply

no!3_

4w t

AND ALL THKOAT

STEAY1XH1P

Trains eommencing Not.
34, 1874.

and St. John 8.00 A. M.
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland at 6.40,
7.56, 10.50 a m. and 5.00 p. m.
Leave Portsmouth tor Portland at1lO.°7A. M..
75.45P. M., *2.25 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth lor Portland, Bangor. Houlton.
Calais and St. John at *2.25 A. 51.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Au
gusta, Waterville anil Skowhegan, at t7.00 A. 51.
Leave Portland (via Danville) lor
Lewiston, Fa-mington, Waterville and Skowhegan at tl.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston,
Rockland, Augusta. Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at

by return mai a correct photo^raph ot your future husband or
HYl
m tin «»wife, with name and date of mar4111111 Witgriage.
Address W. FOX, P. O.
Drawer No. 50 Fultonville, N. Y.no12t4w

RiEDER’S

BURNING -AND WOOL

2w#

Elbow found immer-

cinnati.

NJO

CATARRH

FULLER,

good

62

rugated Stove Pipe

diate and lasting favor with the public.
by Bnierprioing Dealm everywhere.
Manufactured by the Corrugated Elbow Co. of the
U. S., 52 ClitfSt. N. Y., also in Chicago and CinSold

Thifi
A 111.9

eodly

DYERS

STORE

as the statement may seem, there are thouand tens of thousands rushing by the CERTAIN MEANS of cure to their sad end. Now
he
great remedy and certain cure for

Colds in the Head

MACHINERY,
SPERM,
LARD,

WITH
aud unfurnished.

500*000 I'orrnga.ed
.JTOVB
PIPE
KIj■*«i WS SOLD LAST YEAH!
Promoting the draft of the
Istove, preventing tne a-cumulation of soot, with no joints to
rust out and come apart, but
lasting until the iron is actually worn
out
This beautiful and economical cor-

TJSK

sands

Proprietor.

MANUFACTURER

TENEMENT

No. 33

simple cold in the bead leads to CATARRH, Catarrh to CONSUMPTION, and Consumption to the
GRAVE.
AND YET,
A

Earopenn Plan.)

and

A. P.

To Let.

ROOMS.
9no3tf

TO SUM UP ALL,

5, 7 and 9 Union Square, Broadway, between 14th & 15th Sts., N. Y.

for a small family in chambers of I
House 33 P riisSt. Scbago water. For information inquire on the premises,
nol8tf

To Let.
Board, large, pleasant Rooms, furnished

HUB HARD BROS.

That great housekeeper of the body, becomes affected
and refuses to perform its office.
The system becomes deranred and falls into decay.
The mind becomes despondent, and the sufferer wholly unfit lor
business or society, and finally the whole body becomes as foul as a sepulcher-full of

Spfngler House.

117.nolOtf

nol3Jlm

LIVINGSTONE,

_
53 „r
Wnihingten »t„ Boiton.oc284w

LIVER,

Soifolk, Baltimore & Washington

ly, for wortsmouth and Boston, (Sunlavs excepted) at 1.00 t9.10 a. 51..
t'1.15 P. M.
Leave Portland for Portsmouth and Dover
dally
(SundayE excepted), at 9.10 a. m. and 3.13 p. in.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston attS.OO A.*5.45 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at *1.00
A. M, t3.15, *12.C0 midnight.
Leave Boston tor Porlsmouth, Poitland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *12.< 0 midnight.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland. Bangor
*

-IX vf

3

terms

By direct sympathy, the

HOTELS.

To Let.
board, pleasant, well furnished rooms suitWITH
able for gentlemen and ladies. Also rooms
tor single gentlemen ami table boarders at 52 Free st.

lor

SIXTIETH THOUSAND IN PRESS.
agent sold in one month, SOI copie* of the

unfolds the marvellous achievements and
of a veritable Hero, as also
wealth and curiosities of a most wonderful country. We issue the most complete and outhentic work, and want more Agents at once.
We
also publish the cho cest Family Hible*
extant,
801* illustrations, new features, positively unequalled. For particulars address

Awful
o

Office 1 1-2 Union Wharf.
islwttf
au!8_

A

immediatly

A

which

CONSUMPTION steps in, and DEATH and the
GRAVE is the result.

REMOVAL.

Furnished tenement containing 7 rooms, Sabago, Gas, &c., 61 Winter Street.
no20dtf

Wlart containing about 100,000 feet,
having connection with the Railroads by a
track to the end of the Wharf, 11 feet of water
1 the docks at mean low water 18, feet at end of
the Wharf, and in good condition. Possession given

stamp, C.
oc284w

WANTED for the PEOPLE'S
JOURNAI,.
Four magnificent Chromos
freo. The mod liberal oiler ever made. Send 3 cent
stamp tor circular and sample.
P. W. Ziegler A
Co., 818 Arcb st. Phil. Pa.
oc2S4w
GEN

LIFE of

—

LUNGS.

ed
Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad
Wharf at the landing of the Co’s Steamer.

ocl3

FOR RENT.

Address with 6 cent return
Williamsburg, N Y.

experiences
thrilling
the varied

remov-

A.

FLO' >RS fitted up tor a first-class Jobbing House,
over Shepherd & t o., wbo'esale fancy g'xwls,
Nos. 121—123 Mi Idle Street, oelow the Post Office.
Inquire of Shepbeid & Co., Lamb & Farnsworth,
next door, or H. E. Thompson, Lowell, Mass., Box

THE

the

Treasurer of

Board.

To Let.

—

his

TWO

lw*

Taints and Rots

ROSS,
Portland,
WILLIAM
Bangor and Machias Steamboat Co.,has

Rooms To Let.

no20

free.

ROSS,

DEAD MEN’S BONES

Removal.

Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
single gentlemen can be accommodated with
pleasant rooms and board at 75 Free street. oc7lf

To Beni.

DEATH.

drawu as breath through the nasal organs
affected with CATARRH becomes foul, and

Street.

B. F.
Cross

ST.se23dtf

TO LhT.

EMPLOVMENT-AI home
J
Male or Female, $30 a week warranted. No
capital required. Particulars and valuable sample

Pure air

JaSdly

Stair Bniider.
1,1 It It V, l.o. 939 Fore Street,

have removed

mWO Gentlemen or a Gentleman and Ids Wite can
X be accommodated with first class Board and
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.
rav19dtl

SURE

Hanging.

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER LOWELL, 133 Middle

Suit of Rooms
with board at 152 PEARL

WIGGIN,

Cbarlentown, Hon.

CYRUS STRUDVANT, General Agent.
dSt

of

Passenger trains

For CATARRH uncurcd

sent

i

WORCESTER.

COMMKIYCJING nrov. *3, I8»4.

THE

J. F.

Only

ot this week ; the Steamer Lewiston, will not leave lor Maebiaai'or■ unil luteimeiliate Landings
until Friday evening, 'gyih
u.t., at 10 o’eloch, it being the last lilp of the
■

io23

EASTERN & MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

CCONSTANT

J. N. McCOY a CO., 9S Sprig. Street.

oc5

ot

And its results.

Rooters.

comer

corner

Address,
oc20-3m

50 Cents.

—

noM

PRESCRIPTION

Street.

mar23

Boarding.
at ">23i Cumberland
Also table b >erd.

fails to cure.
Price 75 cts.

ONE

To

good rooms,

cure

Cure of Nervous Debility Free.

CATARRH

'j. hankgiving occurring Thursday

of Cars

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;
8.00 A. HI. For Roohester, Nashua ami Worcester, connecting at, Rochester with Eastern, ami
Boston & Maine Tra'ns lor Boston, also with trains
for Alton Bay and Woltboro, conne. ting at Nashua
with Express Train for Lowell and Boston, connectInh a: Ayer Junction with tialns for Mason Village
and Fitchburg, arriving in Worcester at 2.03 p,m.,
connecting with trains for Providence, Norwich, and
Norwich line Steamers for New York, and with
Boston & Albany trains for Albany and New York.
1.43 P. M. For Rochester and wav Stations.
3.13 P. HI. Express lor Rochester, Nashua ami
Worcester, connecting at Epping with trains for
Manchester and Concord, arriving in Worcester at
0.30 n. m., connecting with Night Train for Albany
and New York.
Leave Portland for Gorham 6.20 p. m.
Express Train leaving Woree-ter at 8.00 a. m.
connecting wii h N rwich Steamboat train from New
York, arriving in Portland at 1.15 p. m.
Express Train leaves Worcester at 4,40 p. m„
connecting witn Express trains .eaving Albany at
10 a, m., and New York at 10.00 a. m. arriving in
Portland at 10.45 p. m.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggage
checked through to Nashua, Manchester, Concord,
Lowell, Worcester, New York by Norwich line, and
Springfield Route, and to all important points South
and West.
WM. H. TURNER, Supt.

Je23eodtfI Oil Federal St.
FOR

Rea] Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 ExekaMxe

REMOVALS.

with board, at
of Franklin. Also
©i7tf

will

UICKS dr CO.,

Pattern and Model Maker.

ONE

corner

important

It needs only a trial
to satisfy the most
skeptical. No humbug about it. Money given back it it

CATARRH.

Who will die from

Cross. Portland.

unfurnished and two urnished rooms, with
board, by three single gentlemen, in the south
west part of the city, vicinity ot St*te St.
Address
nol8dtf
S., P. O. Box 829.

good rooms,
203 Cumberland St.,
TWO
other

THAT

VICTIMS

3. V. BARBOCB, 450 Fore Street, Cor. of

w anted.

Let
connected, to let,

is

people should
know it
Dr. Evans’ Rem-

edy

THOUSAND

R.

2w

isoara

CURE

A. KEITH.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

Let.

pleasant room*, furnished or unfurnished,
with or without board, at 51 Winter St.

Temple Place, Boston, Mass.
oc7d3m

be opened this year to receive the

MEBRII.1. A CO., 139 Middle Si.

ing

J. D. PENNELL.

Sole Agents,

YAWNING GRATES
Will

Photographers.
streets

any

Catarrh

SIXTY

Middle Street.
Howard Watch Company.

I,OST !
Congress, Middle

Arrangement

C. *. PICtltD & CO.

Killed more than Sixty Thousand People last
year In the United States alone. And more than

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.
J,

P0RTL1ND AND

Every Ingredient Perfectly Harmless in
Its Separate Form.

it
that

BETWEEN

—

of Strong Drink. It Can be Given
Secretly,
so that the patient will not know
it, hut the effect
will he the same. Those who have Friends addicted
to the terrible vice of intern perance should give thi»
Sovereign Remedy a trial This preparation nets as
a Tome and Stimulant, and so
partially »upplle» the
place of the accustomed liquor, end prevents the absolute and moral prostration that follows a sudden
breaking off trom the use of Stimulating Drinks.

Price OueDallnr per Saule. Sent to
addrena ou receipt of price.

Fare

NOTICE^

STEAMBOAT

t eason.

19

CATARRH.

Carpet-Bags.

Lost.

Dying.

■

Transfer! No Change

No

ton El.C, 133

ABNER

J. A.

CURED

STEAMERS.

FOR BOSTON

Portland to the South and West.

by tbe use of Dr. DeMoreno’s celebrated French Remedy, which is the best known Medicine for the love

CAUSED BY

Horse Shoeing.
By ft. Young & Co. Experienced IKorse
ocl5
Sheers, at No 104 Fere street.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

—FROM—

Secretly.

DRUNKENNESS

Consumption

Up*

Furniture and Upholstering:.
DAVID W. DEANE, No. S9 Federal St.
All kinds of (Jphals rring and Repairing

JT.

Horse Blankets !

SOMETHING

IS Free Street.
QfiOEGl A. WHITNEY, No* 56 Ex*
change St. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

ManufiH,i,urers of Trunks, Yalises and

FOUx\d7~

LOST AND

Dead and

Furniture-■Wholesale aud Retail.
WALTER COREY A CO., Arcddt.No.

Wanted.

COPARTNERSHIP.

Copartnership.

FOSTER'S »}«• Ilou.r, ‘J-i I'uiuu Creel.*

Acemts for

sel5dtf

Dissolution of

Dji -House.

done la order.

having Horses to board for the winter
will please address
PERSONS

Purchase of the ureeder of the horse if

practicable;

pcsUePark.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods,
HKNJ. ADAIRS, cor* Exchange and Fed*

Wanted.

oct28-lm*

It Can be Given

67,541 People

WLINS, Pcaii Street* op.

A

Wanted. Horses to Board.
PurchnMiug

Startling.

Confectionery.
_Poi
Carpenters and Builders.

STEAMERS

RAILROADS.

Wives Save your Husbands Portland & Rochester R. R.
and Friends.
Shortest and Most Direct Route

STATEMENT.

*i. PERM INS uianufaciiirer ofplain
aud faucf Candies, 5187 Lou (r«HH St.
tlaud Met

VFHiVFVEIf A

SITUATION fof a mid lie age Woman that can
do ail kinds of cooking. A small genteel family preferred. Good reference If required. Has lived
over two 5 ears at her last place.
Apply to No. 5,
nol91w*
Wet-t Walnut St., for one week.

BY

gt.

L.

Wanted.
or

*

k

UTo.OI Uiridlr Hid,

Will, A. IIEIHeV, Room 11, Prmor’,
Exchange) No. Ill Exchange St*
SMALL A SHACKLE OR I>,
ItS Fluui
Street.

rooms.

tarch.]

Once more, 3
King to the

cm

located, containing six
CENTRALLY
Small family without children.
no201w»
Address Box

FOGG

A

McGOH’A.1, !W ConKre««
Book Binders.

Wanted
Dedicated

HOYT,
T. P.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.
No. 15 Exchange St.

MEDICAL

_MEDICAL.

Booksellers and Stationers.

Wanted at Once.
sets of Horse Bob Slfxls, and one pair
class double harnessess.
Inquire of

nnJ1B

BY

BUSINESS DIRECTORY,

7
undersigned

on or

.,

P«r twl of 22« lbs. and
Scran,” will be received by
before Wednesday. 25th inst

Montreal Nov. II, 1874.

JOSEPH HICKSON
General Manager.

nollexlIt

TEN PER CENT INTEREST.

$10,000. CILLINdH«.L1?nJpCT1^im'

twenty year

Water BoimIm.
In New York,

Coupons paytble
or at this
office_
eight and fen ptr cent
Municipal securities. These represent the first claim
on the e 'tire property, and the combine
wealth ot
Cities, Towns and Counties; well selected* ro loan*
security absolute. Bought and sold bv’GEoktiK
WM. BALLOU, 72 Devonshire
Street, Boston. Write
for particulars.
oc!3eod2m

January

and

July

$500 each; also other

seven

Notice.
work done please apply a
‘Home reSMJj5n£
ofW.C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
•uu family
sewing, dress-making, copying, embrukl?ry and fancy-work in wools, Ac., Ac.
oc29tC

